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Editorial (Emanuel Magno) 
 

In a sense, all stories begin in a derelict ship – or rather, when one is found. Where inside a 

space jockey, in perpetual chrysalis mode, is fossilized to a chair to such a point where they 

become the same, indistinguishable any of its previous functions, where anything begins or 

ends, and only with the vaguest miasma that what it carries is screaming danger – yet all 

the more sexy for it – that one has to see what's inside, one ought to touch the slimy egg, to 

reciprocate the scream and finally die together in order for something new to be born. But 

wait, not this time: after the pause only death returns, fucking that reproduced death, perfect 

labor using its own waste as flesh, home, and lure. Next stop, wherever the drift takes it. 

Dereliction is contagious. Always present there is a vague kink for something out of time, of 

indistinguishable localization in time (which entails, of course, a non-knowledge of its origins 

[where did that thing come from?? Is the question that expresses the arousal]), a state of 

entangled agential disjunction that marks the derelict effect quasi-objects have on the 

subjective field with which they interact by invading, an invasion that feels uncomfortably 

desired and eerily expected. The zone is the site where and when dereliction converges, 

derelict artifacts and movements shock and interlock, paradoxically preserving the 

momentum of the whole enterprise, it packs the punch of all contingent events yet to sediment 

history, in a way that the zone itself is always a "to be in the zone": the dimension of anarchy 

as never properly understood. 

 

Much debate back and forth, both between myself and Graham and myself and me, resulted 

in the splitting of this editorial into sections: an overview of the debate itself, which you are 

presently reading, with some quick and concise notes weaved for the sake of that reader 

more interested in the experimental pieces themselves; a critical analysis of the CEO’s 

transition from its first phase into this transitional stage, admittedly a fruit of my own brutal 

inquisition into wanting to unveil the chthonic developments of this center warm enough to 

welcome me into the core of its machinations; and, more importantly and perhaps an insidious 

move, a section dedicated entirely to authorial statements by the contributors about their own 

contribution (with zero constraints as what was expected of them to write, and if, in fact, 

they wrote at all – it was a joy to see that all of them had something to say, and yes I am 

talking mainly about you Germán, who although said the least in word-count, said the most 

for me personally). 

The following section, structured almost like an article, should be read having in mind a 

substantial background on CEO themes and its trajectory till the present issue, yet by no 
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means is this introduction necessary for the full enjoyment of the issue and the experimental 

content inside. It is, after all, a tryout at connecting seemingly loose and disparate topics 

and themes of the CEO into a cohesive trajectory with a ‘program’, even if said program 

tends in an open-ended direction. It serves as an analysis of the developing quasi concept 

of the zone, while providing below the contributors’ own prefaces for their pieces – and 

anything else they wanted to announce (again looking at you, Germán). For my part, instead 

of a contributor's statement about my own piece, I decided to write this introduction to the 

whole issue as a means of situating the current investment of the CEO, how it’s been changing 

since Graham finished the first phase that has the Tractatus as its compendium, and bridging 

said current investment – admittedly a stepping stone – to the next phase that shall be 

exponentially increasing focus on certain topics pertinent to the conceptuality of zones as 

well as changing operations to a more community-based open model of dialogue (less 

constrained and insular). Not to say too much before the right time, I shall halt. 

The essays are situated in a carefully selected order that resonates both with preceding 

issues of Parasol as well as with the next issue, perhaps only making total sense if taken in 

full and with the end in mind. Graham’s own piece, chosen as the first to appear, offers a 

to-the-point definition of the zone and hands-on practical analysis of what, in the following 

in-depth introduction, is termed a quasi-object – not by distilling a generic form or 

formalizing semantics and modalities, but by interaction with concrete objects and residual 

flows in zones carefully traced along his intensive research: Zonetology as philosophy of 

necrosexuality, contrasted to “necrophilosophy” by not trying to make sense of death or 

negate it, investing, instead, in its residual affects and effective residues. To get a hold of 

what a modular zone might mean, and to start to grasp quasi objects outside of the usual 

sense the term has acquired from Latour and Serres, it might be best to start with his essay 

before the very introduction to this issue as a whole. In any case, I wish you a fun reading. 

 

“Beyond Ecstasy and Shame, there is Fun.” 

- I.F. Lis 

 

Modality without substance: a case study for the conception of a modular zone 
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The future precedes the past ontologically. The inversion of this generates teleology (telos, 

finality) and intentionality (intention, purpose). It is not time that has many distinct forms, a 

transcendental structure, but the future that is open to be contracted into infinite possible 

configurations. The temporalization, or decoherence, of the open future into temporal modes, 

including the temporal modality of the “yet-to-come”, is both result and genesis of teleology 

and intentionality. This is the modular nature of real future. Illustration: picture a creature 

that experiences time reversed. For it, the future comes first and “devolves” into the past. 

This is one of the first and most important mental experiments that helped sparkle the 

founding torch of the interdisciplinary field of cybernetics. Is not that the temporal character 

of the ocean planet in the Polish sci-fi novel Solaris? Is not that character, if it could be called 

that, one that experiences the primacy of the future first-hand? In his dying-Earth subgenre, 

of the Zothique short-story cycle, Clark Ashton Smith explores a world, presumably Earth, 

when the sun is about to fail and die; these are the twilight years of the world, and the state 

of civilization is that of both post-apocalypse and pre-history – maybe the singularity 

happened, but that was so long ago it does not even matter anymore, and, whatever 

resulted from that, left the husk of a planet to be forgotten as its star slowly collapses. The 

taken-for-granted impulse to life, the reproductive principle, is forgotten and lost. Death is 

embraced and welcomed. Both planets, Solaris and the dying Earth, one arguably an 

individual (or at least the liquid over its surface), the other, arguably, not a society anymore, 

are free of intention (intentionality) and telos (teleology), both free of history and historicity. 

And still some memory subsists, the one that residuates from its open future, non-reflexive 

memory; intensive memory. However, these illustrations are themselves synthesized by the 

decoherence of the future from its ontological primacy as body (operative word: modular) 

into the modality of the future as temporal mode. Hegel’s philosophy of time, arguably, 

presents such a conflation of the temporal mode of the future as primal (ontological primacy), 

but after the decoherence of the future as body: in Hegel, the future is made real, substantial, 

and thus history starts, there are no more bodies, but only bodies-in-formation, the Latin 

corpus. 

 

In the Logic of Sense1, more specifically in the appendix section of “The simulacrum and 

ancient philosophy”, even more specifically its second part on “Lucretius and the simulacrum”, 

 
1 Deleuze, Gilles. The Logic of Sense, rev. ed. Trans. Mark Lester, and Charles J. Stivale, 
edited by Constantin V. Boundas. New York: Columbia University Press, June 10, 1993. 
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Deleuze already tackled a similar problem that we try to evince from here on out, but 

whereas we treat of more contemporary issues and use contemporary terminologies, thus 

the title, he treated of the concept of Nature (Physis) in ancient times and the tension between 

the Epicureans and the Stoics with respect to it, doing so in an attempt to elucidate the role 

of the clinamen as not manifesting or representing contingency nor indetermination. Deleuze 

characterizes clinamen as a kind of conatus “a differential of matter and, by the same token, 

a differential of thought” (p.269) following his modulation of the Leibnizian differential 

calculus as the calculus of thought – that would be later expanded into its own book as The 

Fold2. This clinamen that is a “kind of conatus” is understood in terms of limits, thus a limit of 

velocity at the very threshold of causal thinkability. This is the sense of the concept of clinamen 

as chance, not as classical contingency, but as Nietzschean chance, for there is determinacy 

and a strong principle of causality; yet what constitutes a clinamen is the fact that such 

causality cannot be thought – but is context-dependent, that is, unthinkable given a certain 

velocity of thought: if the threshold is crossed, it becomes thinkable, thus determinate, thus 

negated as clinamen, operation which then produces more limits and thresholds, more 

clinamen. It becomes not a relative matter, but a matter of perspective, Nietzschean 

ontologically primal perspective; it becomes constructive and experiential, clinamen are 

produced units and units of production. Let us quote an illustrative section: “This is why the 

clinamen manifests neither contingency nor indetermination. It manifests something entirely 

different, the lex atomi, that is, the irreducible plurality of causes or of causal series, and the 

impossibility of bringing causes together into a whole. In fact, the clinamen is the 

determination of the meaning of causal series, where each causal series is constituted by the 

movement of an atom and conserves in the encounter its full independence. In the well-known 

discussion which set the Epicureans and Stoics against each other, the problem was not 

directly relating to contingency and necessity, but rather to causality and destiny. Epicureans 

and Stoics alike affirm causality (no motion without a cause); but the Stoics wish also to affirm 

destiny, that is, the unity of causes “among themselves.” To this, the Epicureans object that 

one cannot affirm destiny without also introducing necessity, that is, the absolute linking-up 

of effects with one another. It is true that the Stoics retort that they are not at all introducing 

necessity, but that the Epicureans, for their part, cannot refuse the unity of causes without 

falling into contingency and chance. Thus, the true problem is whether there is a unity of 

causes among themselves. Must the thought of Nature bring causes together into a whole? 

 
2 Deleuze, Gilles. A Dobra. Leibniz e o Barroco. Brazil: Papirus, 1991. 
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The big difference between the Epicureans and the Stoics is that they do not enact the same 

cleavage of the causal relation. The Stoics affirm a difference of nature between corporeal 

causes and their incorporeal effects. As a result, effects refer to effects and form a 

conjugation, whereas causes refer to causes and form a unity. The Epicureans, on the 

contrary, affirm the independence of the plurality of the material causal series, in virtue of 

a swerve which affects each; and it is only in this objective sense that the clinamen may be 

called “chance.” (p. 270). These ambiguities and debates were at the heart of what would 

become the current strains of significance for teleology and intentionality, or telos and 

intention. It is its own problem, related to tensions and stresses of contingency and necessity, 

and to tensions and stresses of causality and destiny, but not to just one of these, nor only to 

both of these; the problem is its own tension and has its own stress, and is independent of 

the relations it has. 

Maybe someone like Montaigne would say that Ovid’s Metamorphoses are for youth, that 

inference being due to oldness, the yielding of the mind’s plasticity that becomes less and 

less able to transform with the poetry. When the difference in speed is above a certain 

threshold, there is no simulatory experience, in the case of Ovid, and in poetry in general, 

the poetics are for those still fresh and loose, inexperienced enough for their bodies to yearn 

the experience it reads, to acquiesce to descriptions that stimulate the residuation not in the 

mind but as the mind itself, memory in the making. To take shape with the sounds, one needs 

to hear them good, and to hear them good one has to resonate, reproduce, reverberate the 

sound as it is captured by the ear. Old people can barely hear anymore. Old people are 

better for counting. With some excusable appropriation in the Spinozist vein, the old is less 

capable of bursting from thresholds by the production of speedier thoughts. And there is 

irony in the apparent fact that the slowing-down of one’s metabolism results in an 

accelerated perception of time. For the new, that is fast in itself, everything else happens in 

slow-motion. The heightened rate of such incorporeal transformations is the content of ecstasy 

in its purer form, not to say state of phase. Ecstasy, rapture, is an affect, an affective notion 

supremely in-between all the other affects, that, modulated this or that way, admixtured 

with this or that, can lean either into laughter or tears, Heraclitus or Democritus, and the one 

inside the other in however order. To deal with this accumulated excess, with this ecstasy, 

Montaigne had to essay, had to transfer something other than himself to the paper – when 

he exhausted more and more, if that is possible, of his fuel to do so, Ovid became duller 

and duller in his imagination. His thoughts could not transform into the metamorphs of the 

poet, for he had become one himself and solidified his own experiences outside of himself, 

in a new form. His essays, his complex narratology of himself, were his sui generis laminarity, 
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the latter term suggestive of one who grooms the excess, not necessarily anyone in the sense 

of a one, that is, an individual. Either the excess is groomed or ecstasy turns to shame; or 

worse, to poison. But the excess itself is rare. 

What about the Peter Pans of life? Some get stuck between old and new, not aging and 

arguably dying anyways, banishing their rare abundance of excess with the price of their 

own maturation. Shame is their pet affect, the diametrically opposed response to the notion 

of ecstasy. Shame as the force that directs and fuels bonding, the principle of latency to the 

in-latent ecstasy that freezes at face value into catatonia. As an example of one such elusive 

creature that wrestled with shame, let us manipulate Wittgenstein’s Tractatus3 externally, 

that is, apply his hollow language to a presumably living language, or, in any way, use the 

hollow language for exterior purposes, that is, purposes external to its internally cohesive 

functioning, its mechanism; let us interface it. Or, better yet, why not interface the Tractatus 

with the Investigations4 through this very text? Let us do it first and see what happens later. 

The worse that could happen has already happened… no, it is never to pass. 

Wittgenstein, changing his mind about the role and essence of language as he had 

previously formulated, imports from Augustine to his own try-out at escaping the noose he 

put himself in. Augustine understands memory as symbiotic to mind, yet not constituting a 

mutual relation, but in fact an endosymbiosis (for memory is captured, interiorized, made 

organ), that is, there is no sense of independence between memory and mind, one is 

dependent upon the other as “the stomach of the mind”5 (p. 192). Wittgenstein understands 

the locality of Augustine’s description of language, not giving in to the validity of its 

presupposed generalizations, he says in the Investigations: “Augustine, we might say, does 

describe a system of communication; only not everything that we call language is this system. 

And one has to say this in many cases where the question arises ‘Is this an appropriate 

description or not?’ The answer is: ‘Yes, it is appropriate, but only for this narrowly 

circumscribed region, not for the whole of what you were claiming to describe.’” (p. 16). He 

talks of Augustine, but he could as well be talking about his own Tractatus.  

 
3 Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 471st ed. Trans. C. K. Ogden. New 
York: Dover, January 12, 1998. 
4 Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Philosophical Investigations, 4th ed. Edited by P. M. S. Hacker, and 
Joachim Schulte, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe. Chicester, UK: Wiley-Blackwell (John Wiley & 
Sons), March 1, 2016. 

5 Augustine of Hippo. Confessions. Trans. Henry Chadwick. Oxford University Press, USA, 
February 1, 2009. 
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In his Investigations, what Wittgenstein discovers about language is symmetric (or at least 

asymmetrically relevant), in some ways, with the Deleuzo-Guattarian conception of the 

order-word6, language as that which controls life, but not equivalent to it, for in Wittgenstein 

language is habitus itself, and the order-word is an expression of power, part of the complex 

operation of habitus, as a tool for its modulation. It is somewhat symmetric but not equivalent 

because language, in Wittgenstein, is exteriorized as the very structure of reality (with small 

‘r’), while the order-word is more complex than that, part of a structuring of reality. At first 

hand, the later Wittgenstein may seem like someone defending the reality of language as 

structuring power, as if reality is shaped by the words one uses. That is and is not the case. 

It is the case that he defends such a view if language structures games, not the case if 

language structures reality or operates as part of an operation of such a structuring. Reality 

is the absolute exterior to the games that are interiorizations, micro-environments mediated 

by the full set of their rules, never truly open to the outside – arguably partially open. For 

games are symmetric, perhaps even equivalent, to simulations. His later philosophy, thus, 

takes the noose from his neck and puts it around philosophy, for it loses its power. A very 

DeLandian move. In fact, add recursion to Wittgenstein, a staunch non-believer, and you 

have DeLanda somewhere in-between the two extremes; someone that at least recognizes 

and embraces it (although not understanding it), for Wittgenstein never escaped the 

recursive. 

But to understand why and more precisely how he changed his mind, we need to investigate 

his memory, that is, what was in his mind that needed to be regurgitated so badly, his 

Tractatus. Traces of the Investigations already appear in the Tractatus in the form of the 

questions that Wittgenstein tries to shut off, and their echoes are not entirely digested inside 

the Investigations. The Tractatus is an autopsy; the Investigations an apology letter. The 

Tractatus is a young Michelangelo robbing corpses to study; the Investigations is he refusing 

to paint or sculpt as he grows old, instead making a treatise on how to do so, on how to 

make any possible Sistine Chapel while reliving the events of his youth, the smell of the rot, 

the transgressive curiosity and ingenuous arrogance, now oedipalized as trauma. The 

Investigations are a manifesto on the infinite configurations and possibilities for the creation 

of a Sistine Chapel, with a long diatribe on why such an impulse haunts the young that know 

no better, and a conclusion to defeat this impulse: why would you even want to do that? 

 
6 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Félix. A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 
16th ed. Trans. Brian Massumi. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2016. 
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Don’t you know you’re sick? I tell you how to do so in order for you to abandon that childish 

tendency.  

The beginning of the Tractatus establishes a principle of co-dependence between objects 

and things (2.0I2I) with regards to their “thinkability”, their capacity for being rationalized. 

This principle of mediation (2.0I3 and 2.0I3I) postulates an interior condition that is exterior 

to the mind (2.0I23I), for thought cannot penetrate directly into the interior of objects, nor 

can the eyes see this interior he refers to. This model is a weird hylemorphism (as made 

explicit by the triad 2.024, 2.025, and 2.025I). Later, through establishing the complex 

relations of facts, reality, world, pictures, objects, etc., that is, representation, a principle of 

resonance develops implicitly to account for such a representation that is couched on identity 

correspondence (see 2.I6, 2.I6I, and 2.I7 beyond). Such implicit resonance underlies what is 

explicitly developed, that is, a principle of correspondence, and what resonance signifies is 

but the type and orientation, the quality, of the correspondence, that is couched on similarity 

and sameness, imagetic correspondence. Finally, from 2.I72 through 2.I74 is made explicit 

the principle of reflexion, that which conditions the relations of exteriority, the genetic 

birthplace of recursion itself. It all converges in the third proposition, when the picture of the 

facts is named thought and differentiated from reality as imagination, that is, as liable to 

illusion, to truth or falsity, and in need to respond to the picture, the representation and 

preceding principles. The next points elaborate implicitly how the possible acts as continuity, 

as social mode, biding all that preceded up to this point, and this is made apparent with the 

analogy running from 3.032 to 3.032I. Logical possibility is the matrix of relations of 

exteriority; it is transcendental and reflexive (6.I3). This encapsulates what Wittgenstein 

could not digest, what kept returning until assuming final form in the Investigations.  

By the introduction of propositions, more specifically 3.I44 onwards, it becomes clearer how 

a teleology of sorts rides the model: Names resemble points, propositions resemble arrows, 

they have sense (they exert themselves from their singular capacity). 3.22 and 3.22I explicit 

what was implicit and already posited in different context: the inexhaustibility of objects in 

language. “I can only speak of them [objects], I cannot assert them. A proposition can only 

say how a thing is, not what it is.” Only the thing is itself – in being itself it does not need to 

say what itself is, just be. The mereology of the model fleshes itself out with the introduction 

of symbols and expressions, and by 3.3I6 the teleology has become explicit with the 

emergence of the compositionism. But the composition itself will not emerge until 4.22. 

“Philosophy is not a theory but an activity.” (4.II2).  That is, pure act devoid of retentive 

potential (classic sense of memory) and of capacity for generality, such as an intersubjective 
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field or ground (language); so it is purely formal, acting upon a substructure, what the earlier 

Wittgenstein would champion as an underlying strata of empirically stored information, the 

true soul of science, and what would later become the untangling of language by abstracting 

from it by using it. “The result of philosophy is not a number of ‘philosophical propositions’, 

but to make propositions clear.” (4II2). A remedy for the madness probable, from the 

external contingent necessary (language), as the internal contingent possible. At first the 

internal/external dichotomy may seem reversed, he himself think it is the case (4.I22), but 

that is precisely the reversion that is the movement of the middle Wittgenstein, what changed 

between the earlier and later work. What happens in-between the Tractatus and the 

Investigations is decoherence. 

§65 of the Philosophical Investigations leaves it clear how Wittgenstein broke with a 

continuous social topology of a space of communality by characterizing a discrete 

discontinuous space, a hidden matrix of identities forming the phylogenetics of his linguistics. 

Facing similar problems, Deleuze and Guattari decided to harness the intensive intention, the 

inexhaustible creative pool, to materially produce the useful, while Wittgenstein refuses to 

speak of such a thing as the usefulness of the well, pointing to the danger of one falling 

inside of it and drowning, so he opted to try and close it while developing ways to purify 

oneself from a lifetime of unknowingly drinking from its waters. For Deleuze, this is the 

danger of Wittgenstein’s approach, for he loves the waters too much, while Wittgenstein 

hates getting his feet wet. §46 presents the hollow form, the non-determination of the 

denominated originary elements: what, in his Tractatus, he called “objects”; what Russel 

called by “individuals”. What here we shall not even refer to, but call the hollow form itself, 

the “denominative non-determination of originary elements”, by sui generis. §47 shows how 

Wittgenstein first constructed, in his Tractatus, a model of artificial absolute necessity and then 

positioned it inside his later model of naturalized absolute contingency as but one emptied, 

hollowed context. His early and later works are relationally proportional in their treatment 

of solutions and understandings of vagueness and triviality: the solution is learning to 

recognize and comprehend the vagueness and triviality as such in thought. His answer to the 

philosophical problem: Sui generis? Sui generis. (Not only is this not an answer, being a refusal 

of the question, but it never was a question in the first place, since the false answer in fact 

presupposed the false question – there is no end to the fractal chain of linguistic exhaustion. 

It can be read thus: Sui generis. Sui generis? Sui generis. . . like a Beckett play. . . or Wiener’s 

cybernetics. . . or turtles over turtles over the turtles over turtles. Wittgenstein’s later 

philosophy is a collapsing of his early conflation, but this early conflation presupposed in the 

later collapsing is, in fact, the presupposition of another conflation and another collapse, a 
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hidden operation. The Investigations are materially sequential to the Tractatus, but the 

Tractatus is necessarily coached on the condition of possibility developed in the Investigations. 

What underlies the possibility of the construction of the Tractatus itself, that is, the linguistics 

presented in the Investigations, presuppose the Tractatus. If one is a linguistic, the other is a 

language. Reflexion: the chasing of one’s own tail. But that, Wittgenstein’s whole program, 

was for an end, the end of the need to chase one’s own tail. To become tailless. Yet, instead 

of successfully chopping-off the tail, he time-traveled to the precise point where he was 

needed to accidentally grow the tail. Poor dog – or cat, as he maybe would’ve preferred. 

 

Against Nature 
How do we explain the paradox of the vanishing tail? A problematic pseudo object related 

to the given/world by being at the same time a given object of the world (free, no-one’s) 

and the decaying non-object leaving the given, becoming the material for an outside world-

in-production. 

Human understanding of nature comes from its jumping out of it, the creation of culture. This, 

the common sense view, is correct: culture merely expresses a new nature, or rather is a 

naturalized expression of such, which is outside the local nature by being interior to it, 

ironically. The excess and surplus produced from and in a locality shifts the status quo, 

differentiating it, doubling it on itself: the city is born. If the culture is such an excess, a 

production that exceeds the local’s, is because nature is culture’s baseline, its lack, the 

regulatory forces that balance each other out to a degree where surplus is always cut short, 

and so in nature one can only survive, and the excess itself is in the act of doing so, of living 

a bare life. Thus Nietzsche said that a life in nature, contrary to modern expectation, is 

excess in itself, abundance and joy spent in the day-to-day; that is, for the individual a life 

in nature is all that is needed, it is happiness as a given because there is no given, and is the 

culturally embedded being that is in the lack, for such an existence is spent not by itself or 

for itself but by and for culture.  

Culture is the cancer of nature. Nature is injustice and it carries no remorse. The concept of 

nature and culture are relative to each other and in themselves, recursive is the aspect of 

coextension, they are relations of exteriority. The relation between relations of exteriority 

is an interior relation, or relation of interiority. This relation of interiority is the given. The 

given is the interior of the difference between culture and nature. The given is the common 

locality, the region of normality. Thus there are understood forms of breaking with normality, 
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of going outside this safe zone, and there are many names for that. Nature is where it starts. 

Nature is a suicide project. The same could be said about culture, but in a different scale. 

Science is a good representation of this project, a reflection of a piece of the puzzle over a 

morbid puddle under the slow rain. Both institution and method internalize the already 

internalized, its linear time is evolutionary and historic and understood as processes and 

procedural. Processes are given relations, and the concept of process is an analogy, a 

transcendental projection from the very center of the interior to the entire surface: from 

inside everything seems analogous and analogy-dependent to said projection. Everything is 

a process, but a process is only an example of contingency-dependent formulations. What 

is not contingent is the representation itself, the analogy, and the projection – the given has 

the plasticity to assume many forms, but its plasticity is a necessity, and is only in the given 

that the very nature and culture can be understood as contingent. The given is the possibility 

of destruction of the project to self-destruction. 

It is in this sense that the given is the field of singularities. Nature and culture here assuming 

illustrative quality, for what we mean is the functional relation that nature and culture 

express. Singularities are given; they are never wholes nor parts. Wholes and parts are in 

nature and the nature outside of nature. 

The given is commonly referred as the world. 

It is not a matter of how to explain the paradox, but what to do with it. It is precisely this 

vanishing tail that marks the rift between contemporary “continental” (vastly post-

structuralist) and developing “analytical” traditions. In the simplified rigor of the analytics, 

the generic form of this tail would be a quasi-object. The D&G-infested flourishes of 

continental thought would have it as a non-functional (breaking) molar formation, leaking its 

molecular elements into the once-again outside. Neither line of thought recognize the validity 

of either of the terms (quasi-object and residual molarity), nor do they pay much attention to 

these transitory stages and terminal processes of actual things. Rotting whales on a beach, 

nature’s strategically positioned bombs (whales do explode on shore), abandoned chairs in 

forgotten areas of a vertically-expanding economy, poverty-stricken communities roamed 

by otherworldly tourists and refugees, in short, the unmapped populations of the zones: the 

bastardized older twin of the territory, charged with so strong an aura that the body, upon 

smelling its mystery, refuses to use the corners of the eyes to see. We now turn our focus to 

what the very principles behind rationality make rationality work by excluding, what does 

not belong in the world because the world, to be born, needs these things to leave and turn 
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invisible. The modularity that, in the individuation of the modes and constitution of a modal 

field, is egested and left for the future’s archeologists to stumble upon, to, in fact, only even 

start considering after the unconscious is counter-effectuated and these things returned to the 

chthonic fluxes. All quasi-objects are time-travelers, for they escape formal representation 

because they are ignored, unconsciously or not, and reside in the future as full bodies liable 

to true death – so they cannot be replicated nor synthesized anymore than they are already 

artifactual to the history of the synthetic as generic mode.      

What an injustice this is. The very fabric of rationality concocts a stimulus to thought, yet 

always thoughts towards an end and of an ending – thinking too much and forgetting to 

have fun, exhausting the ecstasy of actual events and pushing to the back the shame of that 

smell of rot that permeates the actuality of the dance between life and death. Who’s to say 

that MMORPG’s lost server has nothing to say? Or that submerged artifact of hazy origins. 

Even the mutating entities and their voices reaching for the ones waiting in negative 

capability. All in all, who has the right to speak for the dead if not the residue and residuality 

still very much active of the assumed lifeless? Forget the “capital S” Sui generis and look at 

that unique deck of cards right there. Who left it there? Does it matter? It has a voice of its 

own now. 

 

Preliminaries: Hume’s Enquiry7, or the softest hard object. 
“The most lively thought is still inferior to the dullest sensation.” (p. 10). This goes in 

accordance with Nietzsche’s view of terminal thought, and might be the beginning of 

DeLanda’s simulation model as he even goes to say that metaphysics should be couched on 

Hume rather than Kant, and he certainly studied Deleuze’s Hume8. 

The Platonic inversion that germinated in Nietzsche has a precursor in Hume, for he made 

ideas undistinguishable from thoughts as a weaker type of perception below impressions, 

that is, sensual perception. The origin of ideas: from impressions – but ideas themselves can 

combine into other ideas. This latter operation leads into the association of ideas, which 

Hume discloses three principles of connexion: Resemblance, Contiguity (in time or place), and 

 
7 Hume, David. An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, second edition. Indiana: Hackett 
Publishing, 1993. 
8 Deleuze, Gilles. Empirismo e Subjetividade: Ensaio sobre a natureza humana segundo Hume. 
Trans. Luiz B. L. Orlandi. Brazil: Editora 34, January 2001. 
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Cause or Effect. But these are not the only connexions, just, at first glance, the ones that 

appear most general. In questioning rationalism and the possibility of a priori knowledge, 

Hume planted the seed for the synthetic. What Hume attests to, in Sceptical Doubts, is against 

even the possibility of a “theory of everything”, more specifically by page 19. 

In part II of Sceptical Solutions, pages 31-32, Hume made the distinction between fiction and 

belief. Both operate on the same grounds of mental ‘mixology’, but fiction is what cannot be 

believed. Nietzsche, with his attacks on faith, implicitly extends a critique to belief, collapsing 

the distinction into solely fiction and producing a complex philosophy of fiction, an ontology 

even, where such fiction is not a negative aspect of imagination, but the very game of 

imagination at play. Where Hume found very hard to attempt a definition of this sentiment 

that distinguishes fiction from belief, we do not anymore, at least not after Nietzsche: belief 

is merely shared fiction, naturalized fiction. We have extensively referred to naturalization, 

both in the past and implicitly here, and here as well is the case: Hume found the sentiment 

too hard to isolate, still too far from his temporal grasp always historically determined, but 

he attempted to describe the sentiment of belief, or naturalization of fiction that we know 

as operation. At the beginning, or mission statement, of such a description, we find that Hume 

has exteriorized belief from the interior of the imagination, that is, from fiction. In this sense, 

we can understand fiction to be interior to the thinking imagination and belief as exterior to 

such. Thus, belief pertains to a layer that is transindividual – which is the whole understanding 

of naturalization here presented, although pushed from the private to the public. Belief, to 

be more precise, is the exteriorization of shared fiction, its normalization. The germ was 

there for the taking, and Nietzsche took it and made something out of it. Nature, in Hume, is 

no more than the ineffable sum (to any private imagination) of presuppositions, observations, 

and relations of naturalization, thus it is, implicitly, decomposed into a general operation of 

said naturalization, becoming the very conflation of an ineffable exterior. We can, then, say 

that nature, in modernity or proto-modernity, almost ended with Hume already. If Hume 

concluded against nature, the entirety of Of Miracles would have to be rewritten. And if he 

pointed to something else beyond, or even underlying, belief, German idealism from Kant 

onwards would have developed drastically differently, perhaps not at all. 

“We have already observed that nature has established connexions among particular ideas, 

and that no sooner one idea occurs to our thoughts than it introduces its correlative, and 

carries our attention towards it, by a gentle and insensible movement. These principles of 

connexion or association we have reduced to three, namely Resemblance, Contiguity, and 

Causation…” (p. 33). This passage encapsulates naturalization, symbiogenesis, 
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endosymbiosis (and symbiosis), telos-teleology, intention-intentionality, and the principle of 

reflexion. All is merely developed from this with others’ help. 

When we talk of a quantitative character behind qualitative genesis, we can refer to the 

Enquiry’s section on probability, and its opening sentence starts as “Though there be no such 

thing as Chance in the world; our ignorance of the real cause of any event has the same 

influence on the understanding, and begets a like species of belief or opinion.” (p. 37). 

Without the belief or opinion, chance acquires a new sense in Nietzsche, one directly linked 

to what here we call decoherence. Bataille9 characterizes this chance: “Hegelian dialectics. 

It is impossible for me, today, not to be, between two points, more than a hyphen, a leap, 

that itself, for an instant, does not rest upon anything.” (p. 114, my translation). We see the 

hyphen affirm itself. This is a different type of game than that of Wittgenstein, this is a 

chance game. Decoherence is the fuel of the game, not the decomposition of its players, 

pieces, and rules. Bataille even goes as further as to implicitly state that “…mathematical 

speculation is the opposite of the game, just as the probability calculus is the opposite of 

chance.” (p. 124, my translation). It must be clear that chance is not possibility nor 

probability, but undecidability. Once decision is made, once numbers denote a curve of 

randomness, chance is neutralized. Chance is the extensity of the intensive body – but the 

extensive and intensive do not exhaust one another as if there was a relation of 

proportionality, for the relation of proportionality is the sign of said neutralization.  

Decoherence, in this, denotes the movement or transformation from fiction into belief, or, in 

Nietzsche’s language, the exterior conflation of shared interior fiction. Decoherence as a 

name fits very well in this case, since the movement does not go from a normal setting that 

degenerates into incoherency, but, instead, the normal setting itself is a neutralization, a 

decoherence. Thus decoherence is the principle behind the given. Commonality is where 

things go to die; reality is a graveyard. 

If the body is future, this new character is past: this is the easy way out, to try to temporalize 

things once again, in a sense of spatial time where events can be localized or stored, made 

environment, placed. Neither intension nor extension, at this point, has anything to do with 

time as relation, nor does the future we speak of. Bataille played, but he either played 

wrong or had a losing hand, and, either way, he played beautifully bad, and that is all that 

 
9 Bataille, Georges. Sobre Nietzsche: vontade de chance: Seguido de Memorandum; A risada 
de Nietzsche; Discussão sobre o pecado; Zaratustra e o encantamento do jogo: Volume 3. 
Trans. Fernando Scheibe. Brazil: Autêntica, August 2017. 
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matters. To take decoherence into view is to take into consideration what not only the mind 

seems yet incapable of accounting for and computing, thus splitting chance into a game of 

fractality and possibilities and probabilities that then can be tried out one-by-one, but also 

what escapes the deeper presupposed operations behind mind-rationality-intelligibility. 

Decoherence is the future that eludes being transferred to the past, to use Hume’s idiom. The 

elusive operations of an open unreal future for which contingency and necessity have no 

meaning, for they are a decoherence of this future, is precisely why we name the term 

decoherence: what can be transferred to the past, whatever regularity, whatever has 

habituated, has decohered from this future that is decoherence itself. What lies behind 

decoherence is the future that decoheres. Decoherence is a line of which said future are 

points, and each extremity that delimit the line is unreal and future. 

In the section of the idea of Necessary Connexion, which Hume qualifies as a metaphysical 

idea along with power, force, and energy, of greatest confusion, it is attempted precisely 

to “remove some part of the obscurity” by fixing the “precise meaning of these terms.” (p. 

40). Power is related to control, for it is through a reflexion, in the case a reflection, that a 

conscious being identifies itself as in control, to some extent, of itself, and thus identifies itself 

as that which can be controlled and that which supplants this continuous control as itself a 

type of continuity. This recognition is extended and exteriorized as the experience of control 

accretes and the consciousness abstracts an idea of power in itself, as property of the similar, 

in degrees, and, finally, as unbounded force. It is in this sense that Hume talks of energy: the 

recognition of one’s own animation and control over oneself as the condition of the genesis 

of a self, thus making power and control something exterior and primary to consciousness, 

and energy as that which animates such power, its currency, that makes it given, and that 

always eludes the grasp as the condition of an animation to be controlled in the first place. 

In Hume, energy becomes directly symmetrical with life: it can be controlled, to some extent, 

recognized, modulated, but to give it a precise definition, to solve it, is impossible without 

neutralizing it. We have learned how to modulate different currents and how to construct 

material means to translate energy, same with life, but energy and life themselves, power, 

remain elusive as the metabolism of the totality – in this case the totality of experience, which 

is open in itself. By definition, it is sufficient to identify the most apparent cause and isolate 

possible effects, but this loses sense when applied to energy itself, for how to identify its 

primal cause when it is already had as the primal cause, as the condition of possibility, the 

atomic unit…? 
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But, in the second part of this section, Hume tries to develop a less severe conclusion than 

“we have no idea of connexion or power at all” (in saying our experience can only reveal 

conjunction, not connection). Even then, for all purposes, the problem of energy remains, as 

with life. Though what is the conclusion? Habit. The repetition of conjunction becomes a virtual 

connexion in the imagination. Here, implicitly, enters memory, or at least retention, that is, an 

internalization of the exterior repetition, what can be denominated capture. 

To study decoherence, thus, one needs to abstract even from habit, or the mild habitus of 

recognition of the weaker type of impression, for decoherence is itself the hidden movement 

underlying habit, the uncapturable. It is thus that we say that behind every regularity there 

is an irregularity, every generality is presupposed by an anomaly, so we talk of a sui generis 

and of body as infinite difference; behind habit and habitus there is something else always 

in decoherence, and whatever there is of uniformity recognizable is but a phase of such a 

decoherence. A dangerous view, if let alone just here, for what is at stake is not just moral 

relativism but also ontological relativism, since decoherence can be easily misunderstood as 

a process or procedural. 

 

Decoherence as such and Thresholds in themselves, a case study that goes through the 
extremes: the middle-path Wittgenstein. From partial to quasi objects. 
Past the future, now, after the preliminary taking-Wittgenstein-more-seriously, we can deal 

with a fresh model that treats of decoherence as such, and that, in doing so, reveals that 

shifting the focus to thresholds is more productive than trying to define and generalize 

decoherence and its presupposed operations and conditions of operability. But, before 

going into thresholds and their investigations, we need to treat of decoherence and how it 

reveals that the next step is to ignore the general decoherence itself in favor of sui generis 

thresholds. 

Graham Freestone’s Tractatus Pneumatologico Philosophicus10 apparently foments a view of 

substance, of an informational substrate of everything, an aether, but only apparently. 

Dialogue with the text in interface can reveal it as a treatise against substance, and the 

notion or concept of information self-explodes in the construction of the text’s own internal 

language. This implicit explosion favors a form of modality without substance that is neither 

 
10 Freestone, Graham. Tractatus Pneumatologico Philosophicus, first edition. Lincoln, UK: 
Parasol Press (Center for Experimental Ontology Press), 2019. 
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ungrounded nor grounded, a modality that depends solely on its modes, and sometimes not 

even that. 

The Tractatus Pneumatologico has a polar pair in the expression of solidity and an 

unexpressed counterpart I term looseness. The character of phenomena as events in the world 

is given a statistical view where the quantization in probability declares the solidity of a 

manifestation. We see that the less solid a phenomenon is, the looser is its possible 

constitution. The extremely loose is appropriately spectral, or the better word for it, 

manifests as phantom. But our view of the world in terms of probability echoes the 

premeditations on Hume that, before being solid, there is looseness converged to harden 

into a singularity. In other words, anomalies do not represent the statistical exceptions 

because they are few, but because are few the occasions in which the loose can be perceived 

almost indistinctly from the solid. When a phantom manifests solidly it seems miraculous, but, 

in fact, their stuff purveys the forms already shaped by something we could almost 

regurgitate from Hume: habit. To seek the phantasmagoria is to seek what underlies such 

habitus, or the habit behind the habitus. A phantom, thus, does not manifest solidly, rather it 

is the revelation of the phantom behind the solid that is the manifestation. 

In the text, decoherence is not treated of explicitly, and in fact is never even mentioned, but 

the characterization of another polar pair of coherence as pertaining to solidity and 

incoherence as pertaining to a dissolution of solidity, even if partial, imply the true movement 

of decoherence from the given solid to the produced loose – but the produced is precisely a 

special type of production where the solid does not simply reproduce into solid, that is, simple 

repetition, but in which the looseness presupposed in that given solid is unleashed by the 

unshaping of that assumed habitual form. Again, as with solid and loose, we have two poles, 

that is, a polarity, between coherence and incoherence – a deeper layer of abstraction, or 

a tension inside the tension. Decoherence only happens, that is, can only be stipulated, in the 

underlying polarity of coherence and incoherence. Coherence and incoherence are thus, as 

convergences of the given solid, co-dependent: we can talk of incoherent coherencies and 

coherent incoherencies, but not of pure coherence (coherent coherencies) or pure 

incoherencies (incoherent incoherencies), for to talk of such would be to talk of decoherence 

itself and in itself. 

Parting from Hume once again, and from Wittgenstein, the text proposes something beyond 

use, beyond modal substructure and beyond connexion in the forms here characterized. It 

does so by positing a manifestation of attachment, where there is feasible connexion rather 

than just association, supra-use/usefulness, and a complex modal relationality independent 
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of substantial strata. Given, in the text what is explicitly developed is a substantial correlate 

in the guise of information, but implicitly what develops is a critique of such, tangential lines 

of thought that test and ultimately land a heavy blow on the current understanding of 

information and its ontological role as substance correlate and its functional role as stratum 

and conditional of interaction. This conceptualization of attachment is conditioned via this 

informational substantial correlate that is postulated as existent, but that such very existence 

is phantasy; a phantasy being the relation of interiority between fiction and belief, following 

Hume’s and Nietzsche’s characterizations; for illustration, in another case, also applicable 

and relevant, phantasy is the given, the in-between what we characterized as nature and 

culture. This is another incarnation of the tripartite sphere; the contradictions fuel the peeling 

of the layers to an underlying stratum not accessible any other way, because the stratum 

itself is unreal, in a way. The peeling of the sphere here is termed the opening of the corridor. 

A fair name, for corridors are empty, hollow interiors. 

Entering the corridor, what here was characterized as loose and looseness becomes renamed 

pneuma in the doctrine of pneuminous accretions. It is renamed, and names, being 

attachments, when changed, naturally also change the thing: whereas the solid was an 

expression of the given and the loose the matter of the produced, the pneuma expresses the 

production underlying the given solid, thus it is characterized as the impossibly alive energy. 

The pneuminous, or rather pneuminosity, is symmetric with decoherence. 

Ontology is not flattened into a singular mode or dialectic, for the pneuma is the hollowed 

substratum, the conflation of a non-substance underlying the plurality of substantiality. When 

this is done, however, substance looses the sense of primacy, of underlying stratum behind 

all strata, and becomes a vague and trivial term, yet not as maximally vague and trivial as 

Sui generis. If this hollow substratum underlying infinite substantia is ignored, said infinite 

substantia can be understood in terms of sui generis modes. 

The pneuma resonates with chaos, Chaos or Káos, but shows superiority to it in the way it 

acts as neutralizator and not just as substratum: chaos is a universal, while pneuma and the 

pneuminous is a non-universal without being a particular. As the Sui generis starts from a 

place of maximal vagueness and triviality to denote the species, pneuminosity, particularly 

pneuminous accretions, being everything – or everything being an accretion of pneuma – 

starts from a place of maximal vagueness and triviality to denote the genus. And here we 

speak of species as the special case and genus as the general case. 
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Tracing parallels, the pneuminous correlates with the modular future. The future’s population, 

the full bodies, share only the transcendental difference that is the umbratic “aspect”, the 

irrational property or incoherent rationalization to the absolutely coherent identity of the 

pneuma as univocal principle of conceptual compositions – what gives said compositions not 

only their particularity but also their uniqueness (sui generis). The transcendental difference 

itself forms the elusive umbra, or “capital S” Sui generis, the sum or totality of umbratic 

instances: the transcendent Unique identity. 

The PA (pneuminous accretions) and ambiguous SG (S/sui generis) can establish a mutual 

relation in which the neutralizing operation of one predicates the other, without, nevertheless, 

a relation or bond of co-dependence emerging. In which case, similarly, the SG expresses a 

non-particular that is not universal. When we have this alliance, there is no need for an upper 

case S to differentiate between two types of sui generis, for the PA works as the generality 

of what can be meant by conflating sg into Sg. We can thus refer to a SG, free of ambiguity 

(the ambiguity remains internalized in the expression, but its alliance with the PA makes the 

need for distinction obsolete, this is the case because the ambiguity between types of sui 

generis was necessary to differentiate between genus and species, speciality and generality, 

which now is accounted by the interface with PAs). Correlatively, the pneuminous accretions 

– or PA – are partial objects. 

The pneuma, the modularity, is both Hume’s idea and Nietzsche’s terminal thought, only 

impossibly free of the perceptual pre-conditional for its genesis, or, in the case, synthesis. 

Here there is the theorization of an unbounded imagination which, paradoxically, precedes 

the habitual perceptual but does not compose a transcendental or universal, for it can only 

be reached through the habitual perceptual, perhaps by its acceleration to a quasi-synthetic 

limit, as all the doors of the corridor opening at once is at the same time exhaustive and 

symbiogenetic, for the things contained within closed thresholds all meet in a common place, 

and that either leaves them all to their dissolution or to infinite differential production by 

their very chance at free interaction. What we understand as singularity, the individuating 

operation from genera to species through the phylum. And here also the intensive gains new 

colors, for to say anomaly and irregularity precedes generality, and to say that individuation 

happens from genera to species, even if through an elusive phylum, is to say that there is 

something special (as in species, sui generis) behind the genera (as in generality). 

As we previously mentioned, decoherence is not explicitly developed in the text. Indeed, 

what is developed is incoherence, and a doctrine of incoherentism. The doctrine of 

incoherentism developed in the text can be summed in a postulate.  
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Postulate of incoherentism: everything and anything is different, but what everything and 

anything share is not difference, but, in fact, what they share is the impossibility of this 

difference. This does not mean that everything and anything is identical, for that would lead 

into the contrary direction where what is shared is not identity, but the impossibility of such. 

The postulate leads into the conclusion that the doctrine of PA is a phantasy. Phantasy is the 

hole in the pneuminous just as pneuma is the hollowed substratum. Partial objects that, 

causally indifferent, interact freely. And, as PA denoted the genus or genera, and the SG 

denoted the species or sub-genera, the pneuma is symmetric to ontological life: undenotable. 

Phantasy, in the case, correlates with the phylum. 

Shortening: Pneuma into P, Pneuminous Accretions into PA, Accretions (in themselves, ideal 

objects) into A, S/sui generis into SG, and Phantasy into Py. Thus we have: {P; PA; A; SG; 

Py}. Special/species/sub-genera into S, general/genus/genera into G, phylum into Phy, and 

the meta/undenotables life, energy, power, etc. into X. Thus we have: {S; G; Phy; X}. Going 

further, we have: {P; PA; A; SG; Py; S; G; Phy; X}. 

Further postulates, the pieces of the diagram: 

a. PA expresses G and is an expression of P.  

b. P is an expression of X. 

c. Any manifestation, including all expressions of P, has the character of Py. 

d. Information is only functionally symmetrical with the correlate of X through Phy. 

e. Information, in such case, is vague, but not as much as X or its expression P. 

f. Information is non-expressive and non-independent of P. 

g. Rather than information, individuation. Individuation is conditioned by the interior 

relation A. 

h. SG relates to P through A. 

i. There is a P interior to a given Py and a P exterior to a given Py, ad infinitum 

never to approach X 

j. P, as expression of X, is infinitely divisible and wholly independent of Phy. 

k. X is decoherence in itself. 

l. The diagram below is an example of a laminar cut, the illustration of a threshold. 
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Information conditions what the text calls umbra. The umbratic is the double of the pneuma, 

but not its antithesis. As the pneuminous, in the text, acts as surface and the superficial, the 

umbratic acts as the depth of the sphere. They are on similar grounds of importance, 

sometimes the balance pending more to one side rather than the other. But the conflation of 

an umbra in the first place is consequence of a view of information that needs reevaluation, 

of information as substantial correlate without the deeper implications that this might entail. 

Indeed, umbra as the depth of the sphere works more as a second depth, an unnecessary 

addition, for the pneuma as substantial phantasy of infinite plasticity has no need for a 

double. The pneuma is its own double, the entire sphere. Umbra expresses a purely 

incoherent realm, but the text itself, implicitly, makes that unnecessary, and even impossible. 

Decoherentism, alternative to the incoherentism that affirms a failure of sense at the bottom 

of all concepts, in turn affirms a failure of all concepts at the bottom of sense. 

Immanent time is but the molar exhaustion of transcendentoid molecular interaction whose 

very activity taken in its totality casts the shadow often called by the name of transcendental 

structure of time, or simply transcendental/reflexive time. It is in this sense (among many 

others of the same variety) that the unconscious is often referred to as an orphan, 

transcendent to the transcendental shape it assumes itself to be and yet "transcendentoids" 

annihilate themselves as soon as they emerge from a kind of intrinsic field. Whatever is not 

annihilated and accumulates momentum drifting over the field's surface is in dereliction while 

the field decoheres. The residual trace of this trajectory packing surplus momentum follows 

the thing like a comet's tail, a wastage that still elicits, with a lingering powerful mystery 

about it. 
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Incoherentism postulates a void, an interstitial infinitesimal surface between concepts that is 

incoherent or senseless. The bottom of the concept is not localizable – it is not really a bottom, 

and what is termed bottom eventually purveys the entire surface of concepts, not their depths 

– or bottoms. When sense is internalized into concepts, interactive problems present 

themselves as concepts start to work as atoms of the thinkable, that is, clinamen that are not 

really clinamen. In the diagram, the cornered concept expresses the hollowed sphere that 

cannot reproduce or even interact properly (share information), for its entire surface, its 

interactive interstices, is senseless, it is incoherent and its depth or content inaccessible. The 

admittedly trite illustration of sedimentation displays the symmetry in the voidless interaction, 

with the lines of decoherence pointing to the concentrations of sense – the bottom is 

contextual (local) as the concept drifts through sense, and the expression of that layer which 

is furthest from the localized center or singularity is the apparent incoherency and ineffability 

of meaning/meaninglessness. 
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In the case of decoherentism, there is no pure senselessness or meaninglessness, for the 

concept is always in sense, there can never be lack. There is no ontological lack or 

transcendental surplus, no pure incoherency, but it can be perceived as such due to the 

blockage of communication, difference beyond a threshold of communicability, senses too 

far removed from each other, etc. 

It is the concept that is liable to a type of death, a point of no return, they are the private 

counterpart to the public sense that presuppose them and embed them. This public, reticularly 

webbed and reflexive, molecularity of sense is what we represent as a zone. In other words, 

the zone is the breeding ground for molar formations and expressions, the interstitial matrix 

of pure sense – before meaning yet after the absolute non-abstracted realm of partial 

objects. Quasi-objects populate the zone. 

Incoherentism and the umbratic double perpetually walk hand-in-hand as Siamese twins. 

Here enters the elusively commented and scarcely mentioned principle of alienation: while 

decoherentism makes it a local issue of conceptual interaction and sensual intra-action, 

incoherentism reifies the concept and barricades sense. Thus, the focus is shifted to thresholds, 

the navigation of decohered localities in sense, or zones of conceptual sense. This is what we 

mean when we say that relations of exteriority interact by means of a presupposed relation 

of interiority. 

It must be clarified that ontological void is what requires an aether, the aetheric counterpart 

that conditions interaction. Vacuum is not such a void, and so it does not need aether, for 

interaction is conditioned merely by the mechanics preconditioned to work in vacuum. Sense 

is a more complicated element of an ontological vacuum, and so, in decoherentism, the 

concept itself is a singularity by its position in sense; its magnitude is conditioned by its 

localization. 

The self as accretion, previously undistinguished from the term assemblage, is, thus, a relation, 

more specifically an interpolar relation, or transrelation, that is functional inside a phantasy. 

We see the resonance with the characterized previous notions and concepts of 

endosymbiosis, organism, the cybernetic approach, etc. But the transrelation has no 

resonance with the assemblage here characterized as formal concept, precisely because 

such assemblages are not transrelations, but operative upon the relations of exteriority. 

Transrelations are a mark of the geodesic sedimentation of decoherence, while relations of 

exteriority (and, consequently, interiority) are a mark of the incoherent conflation. In 

Braudillardian fashion, the real and virtual lose their sense by the loss of their relational 
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tension, they dance and fall, as Agamben would put, so there is no collapse of one into the 

other: just the same happens with the pneuma and umbra, and so to call forth a penumbra 

would be to invoke an undesirable type of synthesis. As with the relations of exteriority, the 

umbratic is the interior relation that binds and conditions the exterior relations. The pneuma 

is suggestive of umbra and umbra is suggested by pneuma – the pneuma is independent of 

umbra, and umbra dissolves in the many chains of exhaustion generated by the pair 

pneuma/phantasy. The problem arises when the double to the pneuma, the umbra, is 

dislodged from the necessary, for then what conditions phantasy? What tension is there to 

stress the pneuma into morphing and producing from itself instead of just being inert? It is 

not clear how phantasy, in such a case, is not a conflated subjectivism that is reliant upon the 

same relations of exteriority holding assemblages together. It begs the question: in what 

sense are there transrelations, or accretions, that are functional inside phantasies conditioned 

by relations of exteriority? That is, phantasies, being symmetrical to the given, and thus 

expressing the interior relation between relations of exteriority, connect otherwise tangential 

correlates – that otherwise would not interact and not relate. How so? Is it Love, or is it Will? 

Or is it something entirely different and maybe new? 

The umbratic is a meta-theoretical identity that served to bind the pneuma together as a 

univocal thing despite its plurality, or the complete opposite, that is, the presupposed 

theoretical non-identity that is plural and bound univocally despite that – but, whatever the 

case, the umbratic is ontologically unnecessary and might cause more convolution than its 

alternative. The sphere can hold just fine with either infinite surfaces, as an hypher-onion 

ready to be peeled, or with one single unbounded dark depth – and the pneuma is enough 

to assume either and/or both; it is its own double at the risk of revealing a problem with the 

very approach behind the whole system. Consequently, there are not only two types of 

pneuminosities, one weak and the other strong, but as many as phantasy allows, as sui generis 

digests information and naturalizes the terrain. 

Similarly to Chalmer’s view of extended mind, the umbratic version of the text purports on 

a primacy for extension, or at least on an equal footing with intension: the pneuminous 

accretes and extends, this latter only implicitly, through the notion of attachment. As a sphere, 

an accreted self-contained object, exerts their intension, their meaning, it extends and 

attaches to another such object, but does not penetrate it, rather gluing itself to its outer 

border. The clear separation between an exterior and interior of the sphere is conditioned 

by the doubling of the impossible substance which constitutes it, a double that differentiates, 

as umbra, the substance from itself – but this supposed substance is everything and anything, 
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so the double only exists as correlate of its totality turned on its head. That is, if everything 

is pneuma, the umbra is nothing; in other words, if the totality of all things dissolve into the 

univocal pneuma, the smallest part, the ontological atom, each thing in itself, is umbratic, it is 

incoherent and completely sui generis in a borderline solipsistic sense. If tables are the only 

real existence, the word for all tables is pneuma, the substantial essence behind all tables, 

and the word for the reality of each table would be umbra, the essence of that specific 

table and not any other. This reasoning can be as easily overturned, and pneuma and umbra 

trade places. What is important is that they oppose each other as maxima and minima qua 

maxima and other maxima. Pneuma and umbra are only exterior relations to reveal the 

interior relation of phantasy, just as demonstrated between nature and culture as serving 

the interfacial purpose of revealing the given. 

Decoherentism attempts to showcase how such extension has no equal footing with the 

intensive, for it collapses back into such as sense conflates into the social mode correlate and 

conditional of phantasy. Consequently, accretion and attachment become a matter of local 

difference, for there is no difference in kind (qualitative). The phyla, the phantastically 

encoded surface, is where is localized the quantifiable difference, difference thus that is 

measurable and ontologically real, just as all unitary accretions are different and their own 

difference simultaneously. 

However, the two frameworks, decoherentism and incoherentism, in the larger diagram, do 

not pose a generalized disagreement. Only in the face of the idealized object (A), that is 

accretions in themselves, are they seemingly polar opposites. Sedimentation and genealogy 

are not necessarily oppositional or irreconcilable pictures, but each a partial understanding 

of intrinsically interpenetrated processes. As for the CEO, its visible goal is to keep 

unwrapping and uncornering the concepts apparently trapping sense in the incoherentist 

picture, disentangling incoherency without re-assimilating the egested and trashed unnatural 

and denaturalized things, but continually deprivatizing the territory, for the definition of a 

public space, its genetic locus and generic form, is the zone itself: Where free tails for 

everyone and everything can be found and adopted, befriended and gifted in a new 

alliance.  

We can see a generalized subjectivism tending to overthrow the balance of the ambitious 

task to develop a meta-ontological framework in the CEO’s first phase. Instead of shunning 

this tendency, we choose to affirm its inevitability towards a clearer path that needs to be 

explored through and through, interstitially and to the point where the latent subjectivity 

expresses itself fully till its reserves run dry and we can move on anew. The CEO's first phase 
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focused on the generic conditions of the system, developing and enveloping a self-sufficient 

enclosed coherency that expurgated all inconsistency and incoherency from itself with the 

rule of the agnostic disjunction, and so focused on the Sui generis correlative, its apparent 

enemy, the umbra. The unconscious change of focus to zones is what aligned Graham’s 

interests with mine, and marks the birth of a normative function, an ethological regulation 

giving some power to the irrational aspect/parts of the system (that the system itself, if 

keeping self-enclosed, cannot make sense of or produce much sense out of).  

And we plan to continue disentangling this chthonic development in our next issue of Parasol, 

focusing on the works, and reception of said works, of Carlos Castañeda (as well as 

shamanism, sorcery, and non-Western cosmologies and decolonized ontologies in general). 

For now, we amuse ourselves and revel in the fun of beating conceptual toys against one 

another until they break leaking their true colors everywhere. Shame and ecstasy is present, 

even if unconsciously (or especially so), in the following words the writers had to say about 

themselves and their experiments. 

 

Pseudo-Heraclitus on “//UNNATURE” 

 

UNNATURE is a great example of stillborn theory. While the energy and attention which 

went into it was genuine, it was never destined to live. One of my earliest works on 

accelerationism, written off the buzz of the first reading of Fanged Noumena (and a few 

other things), perhaps it is understandable that I slipped into the all-too-common mistake of 

universalizing capitalism. “Marx fundamentally underestimated Capital.” While I still hold 

this to be true, UNNATURE makes the compensatory mistake of overestimating capital. (Even 

writing the word capital with a capital “C” here was a mistake.) One of the easiest mistakes 

to make when you are entering into accelerationist thought is to see capital as something 

which has always been in charge. Something universal, something God-like. Looking at any 

serious definition of capital, however, we see this isn’t the case. Even Nick Land associates 

accelerationism with the definition of capital coming out of Marx, and the Austrian 

Economists. Consider Nick Land’s example of the Thing: 

“The Thing is like capitalism[…] it shows you[…] the Thing, and at that very same moment, 

you know you aren’t seeing the Thing at all, the Thing is that which remains unseen, because 

all you’re seeing is what the Thing is passing through. That movie starts with this helicopter 

chasing a dog across the snow. Obviously by the time you get into the movie, you know that 
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that dog wasn’t a “dog” – it’s not that it was a fake dog, it’s simply you didn’t know what a 

dog could be. In that sense you dismantle the past[...]” 

 

The fascinating element of the accelerationist revelation about capital is that isn’t simply 

“fake capital”, it isn’t as if capitalism is, in actuality, something other than what it always 

was, something unrelated to capital and the exploitation of surplus value. Capital really is 

the stuff you read about in dusty economic textbooks. The only difference is that we had no 

idea what capital could be. We had no notion of the sort of miraculous horrors those 

economic textbooks could conjure. Could a landlord charging rent in the 18thc imagine that 

he was bringing the future into existence by his very livelihood? That his exploitation of value 

via his property was an occult practice in communication with forces unseen? That he was 

actively participating in a process that would put humans on the moon and crack open our 

genome like an egg? More technological process has been made in the last 500 years than 

(so far as Michael Harthas conjectured in his work on Fermi’s paradox) the history of our 

entire galaxy. It is these emergent properties of capitalism, non-human intelligences which 

cannot simply be reduced to the sum of their parts, which allows us to glimpse just over the 

edge, so to speak, and, in a moment of cybernetic expectation, realize that we simply had 

no idea what capitalism could be. By resisting the naive approach of capital vs. Capital, 

and instead falling back into the materialist reading of capital vs. history, we can retain this 

realization without falling into idealism. Capitalism really did appear as a historical 

development, it really does operate on the level of human labour. What’s more, if there 

were some sort of post-human capitalism, some form of capital C Capital which goes beyond 

us, how can we even make sense of it without subjects? There would be no labour value of 

course, and more than likely no exchange value. Without this process of exchange to gain 

surplus value, there is no capital in an economic sense. We see in this way that capitalism is 

indeed something which happens perpendicular to what might be called “original nature”, it 

appears as an alien invasion which subordinates the human and puts it to its own ends. And 

yet, before capitalism-as-a-historical-development, capital exists only as a tendency, 

something completely virtual, manifested on local scales and totally subordinated into the 

flux consisting of every other historical tendency and super-teleological process. Capitalism, 

before capitalism, had no actual existence. If capitalization never became a historical 

actuality, there would be no accelerationism. Capital is a tool, and we are coming to realize 

what this tool is for, opening Pandora’s box. Yet one must insist that neither the tool nor the 

box are equivalent to or predictive of the evils they will release. 
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While perhaps not totally absent of certain feverish insight, UNNATURE at points appears 

to slip into this sort of reductio ad universalization of capitalism, equating it all too closely 

with the thing-in-itself. That is really what I want to preface this work with, the insistence that 

there is a more fruitful approach in remaining a faithful Kantian, and admitting that the Thing 

is that which remains unseen, because all you’re seeing is what the Thing is passing through. 

 

Reza Negarestani on “The Human Re-cognized, the Lifeform Re-made” 

 

Since finishing Intelligence and Spirit, one of my main philosophical focuses has been the 

question of worldmaking in Nelson Goodman’s sense. Soon it became clear to me that 

worldmaking or the fabrication of world-versions can be directly thought in connection with 

Wittgenstein’s question of lifeforms. Bingo! I now had a fuzzy idea of how to reinterpret my 

own work—non-fiction or fiction—in general and my philosophical research since writing The 

Labor of the Inhuman in particular. In terms of my philosophical interests, the inhuman could 

be understood as the consequence of what it means to be a lifeform: that is, a lifeform by 

definition is a collection of potential lifeforms just as a world is a collection of world-versions. 

The question of being human could now take an explicit worldmaking slant as we could 

imagine the apperceptive agency’s perceptual and noetic poles to be toyed with and 

reconfigured systematically in order to concretely re-cognize the idea of the human as 

world-versions or lifeforms. As for my general work, I could see my experiments in different 

genres, from philosophy to fiction to experimental writingsand comic script(e.g., the 

forthcoming Chronosis published through Urbanomic) as exercises in worldbuilding where 

each work could be seen as a world-version of one single underlying world methodically 

taken apart and put back together over and over again. And in this process, each 

constructed world-version had shown me something about my work/world of which I was not 

aware. 

  

Adam Sobsey on “WE ARE BORED IN THE CITY” 

 

I first heard about Randonautica, an app designed for users to “break from their mundane 

day-to-day and take a journey in search of deep meaningful synchronicities,” in the early 
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spring of 2020 while in conversation with several writers. After one of them called our 

attention to the existence of Randonautica, another mentioned in passing that it reminded 

him somewhat of Guy Debord’s “Theory of the Dérive,” which Debord first elaborated in 

1956. I had never heard of either and began to look into both. I was well into my work on 

the story when I discovered that Randonautica’s creators claimed to have his Debord’s theory 

of the dérive in mind when they conceived the app. 

My experiences Randonauting while learning more about the derive and where it eventually 

led—to Debord’s founding of the Situationist International, a 1950s-60s movement of avant-

gardists, cultural theorists, and sociopolitical agitators—were mutually informing and are 

the basis for my story. The idea of movement, in its range of definitions from the pedestrian 

to the political to the temporal, is present throughout. So was my awareness that the COVID-

19 pandemic seemed uncannily well timed to the emergence of Randonautica. The 

pandemic’s sudden halting of “everyday life”—a phrase central to Situationist discourse—

was as nearly complete as that of the startling May 68 revolt in France, more than half a 

century earlier, which the Situationist International helped foment. 

In college, I directed Len Jenkin’s 1981 play Dark Ride, whose plot and themes are largely 

built on a fugue of interconnectedness fueled by random encounters, unexpected 

synchronicities, and musings on the uncanny phenomena and feelings that follow us around—

and, sometimes, hijack and alter the very courses of our lives. One of the play’s characters 

says to the audience: 

All of you are, I’m sure, familiar with what I term the WORLD OF COINCIDENCE. 

In this world, events seem to be more connected… than they are in our everyday 

world, where they most often seem random, absurd—if not perniciously unrelated 

to each other. 

Much later, the same character reveals that “I have been keeping a journal of coincidence 

for thirty years” and wonders, “Was I simply more aware of coincidences by keeping a 

journal—or was I… making them… happen?” 

I would like to add one more observation. Two figures who appeared in earlier drafts of 

my story were the philosopher and poet Benjamin Fondane (b. Benjamin Wechsler, 1898-

1944) and the artist-writer-filmmaker Isidore Isou (b. Isidor Goldstein, 1925-2007), founder 

of the Lettrists, the group out of which the Situationist International evolved. As young men, 

Fondane and Isou established themselves in Paris and did the bulk of their lives’ work there, 
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but both were born in a somewhat isolated northeastern corner of Romania, once known as 

Bucovina, that borders Moldova and Ukraine. Coincidentally, I have family origins in the 

same region. Just last year, I visited Bucovina for the first time, a powerful and complicated 

experience I have only recently begun to make sense of. In revising my story for Parasol, I 

eventually concluded that it was more appropriate, for a number of reasons, not to include 

Fondane and Isou—they almost seemed to depart on their own, in fact—but their presences 

shadow both the historical narrative of the Situationists and my own experience of 

Randonauting during a time of great societal upheaval. 

BIO: 

Adam Sobsey is a writer based in Durham, North Carolina. He is the author of Chrissie Hynde: 

A Musical Biography (University of Texas Press, 2017), and the lead writer of Bull City 

Summer (Daylight Books, 2014), a multimedia project about minor-league baseball. He has 

written extensively on the arts, culture, gastronomy, and sports for many publications, 

including The Paris Review, Town & Country, and Baseball Prospectus. He holds an MFA in 

Playwriting from the Michener Center for Writers at the University of Texas. He is currently 

at work on a book about Generation X. 

 

Simon Sellars on “Regina” 

 

In late 2020, Melbourne participated in one of the world’s most severe COVID responses. 

For three months, a curfew was imposed (8pm to 5am), schools, shops and offices were 

closed, masks were mandated, and a five-kilometre travel limit was enforced. 

For the past few years, I have taken long walks around my suburb. I walk mainly at night, 

but with the restrictions in place, I had to perform shorter trips during the day and early 

evening. Along with many Melburnians, I grew anxious from being cooped up at home, and 

I became desperate to break free. 

That’s when the outline for ‘Regina’ emerged, a story about a walker disturbing the 

phantasms of the night. 

On Instagram over the years, I’ve posted photos from my walks. The locations should be 

familiar to readers of my story.  

You can find them here: https://www.instagram.com/simon_sellars. 

https://www.instagram.com/simon_sellars
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Peter Heft on “Noclipping Reality” 

 

In May of 2020, I completed my master’s in Philosophy at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, 

PA. Before COVID locked down the city, I decided to revisit Crown Antiques & Collectibles 

on Fifth Ave (a veritable treasure trove of goodies). While on the fifth floor, amongst 

countless newspapers from every year imaginable, I found a small black and white 

composition notebook. Oddly enough, it was shrink-wrapped, but being only $5, I purchased 

it despite not knowing its contents.  

I returned to my apartment and left the notebook on my bookshelf where, while life got in 

the way, relationships ended, I virtually started my PhD at Western Ontario’s Theory Centre, 

etc., it sat unopened. Early in October, Graham Freestone got in contact with me (I had 

previously expressed interest in Parasol) asking if I had anything for him. Feeling horrible 

that I left him hanging, I frantically racked my brain for something to write. As I was thinking 

about the temporal juxtaposition between the new and the old, with the old reasserting its 

novelty through a new generation of people in the context of antique stores, I remembered 

the shrink-wrapped notebook.  

Shocked that I forgot to open it, I dug through the papers and books atop my shelf and 

found it. Carefully removing the polymer film, I opened the cover and found in the notebook, 

the topic of my essay in this volume of Parasol.  

The notebook belonged to a person named Helen Arenson (they/them) who seemingly 

worked at an unnamed motel outside Pittsburgh, along I-79. The contents of the notebook, 

all handwritten and including printed off pictures tapped inside, baffled me as they 

explored themes I’ve attempted to study in a different capacity. Helen’s notebook, the 

entirety of which they titled “Noclipping Reality: A Journey to the Backrooms,” explored the 

dual phenomena of, as the title suggests, noclipping reality and the backrooms.  

I tried to track down Helen to ask about the notebook, but my efforts were in vain. There 

are countless motels along I-79, and I couldn’t find them. Thus, I did the only things I know 

how to do: transcribe and edit.  

Within this edition of Parasol, I have reproduced Helen’s entire essay, complete with 

digitalizations of the printed off pictures and editorial interventions. I’ve added citations for 

things I could find and notes, [in hard brackets], that might help a reader find further material 

to explore. While I very much doubt that Helen is a denizen of this weird-theory sphere, if 
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they see this, I encourage them to get in contact with me at pheft@uwo.ca. Until then, please 

enjoy Helen’s essay.  

 

-Peter Heft 

Pittsburgh, PA 

October 2020 

 

 

Germán Sierra on “HYPERZONES” 

 

Germán Sierra is a writer and neuroscientist living in Spain. He has authored seven books of 

fiction in Spanish, and one in English—The Artifact, published in 2018 by Inside the Castle. 

His new essay book in collaboration with Emanuel Magno, Interstitial Artelligence: Escape 

Poetics in the Age of the Technical Debt, is forthcoming in 2021 from the Centre for 

Experimental Ontology. 

 

Editor’s note: Yes, you read that right. Although Germán hardly needs a brief bio, with his 

presence in the journal predating mine as an editor and even contributor, he wanted to shout 

out our collaborative work coming from this very philosophical and literary refuge turned 

indie press. This surprised me and warmed my heart to know that he would like to use his 

editorial space to make this announcement, and it is an honor to be acknowledged as a 

worthy collaborator for a book project by someone who has essentially achieved what I wish 

I might, someday. And if you haven’t yet, go read his instantaneous classic The Artifact (also, 

if you haven’t yet, learn Spanish so that you may enjoy his back catalogue – whispers that 

there is a new novel in the making, but don’t tell him I told you about that). 

 

 

 

mailto:pheft@uwo.ca
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Mike Corrao Object-Oriented Systems  

 

With Object-Oriented Systems, we begin mapping out the field of surface studies, defined 

here as the analysis and critique of the book-object’s page matter. This piece is intended to 

act by example. With its unconventional layout, markings, marginalia, figures, etc. OOS 

presents the page as something spatial. Navigated rather than read. And as the title 

suggests, what’s being navigated is a system of inanimate objects, arranged explicitly with 

said objects as the priority. It is a room made for furniture. The presence of the reader is to 

a certain extent unwelcome. This place was not made for them. With OOS I wanted to make 

a space that the text could properly occupy, not bending to the whims of some imagined 

subject. Motifs of the column articulate a stability and longevity to this zone, while at times 

also mimicking the human spinal column—both containing important neurological 

infrastructure. Central to surface studies is this idea that the page is a physical thing. Its 

arrangement does not necessarily need to take conventional forms (paragraphs, chapters, 

stanzas of poetry). Its appearance can take on more architectural qualities. It can act like a 

building or a labyrinth. Within this issue’s discussion / exploration of zones, my hope is that 

OOS will act as an example—as an anomalous space existing within the text itself. A 

Tarkovskyan landscape within the confines of the book-object. 

 

Gui Machiavelli on “Places Whose Exits Lead into Either Nothingness or the Unbound Cosmos” 

 

Places Whose Exits Lead into Either Nothingness or the Unbound Cosmos assembles zones 

out of the empty spaces that appear once the human element is not made more relevant 

than furniture, sounds or ambience and where part of the intentionality that we would 

attribute to humans is instead embedded in the place itself. 

 

Gui Machiavelli is an Italian-Brazilian writer and programmer based in Amsterdam whose 

work deals with the weird that materialises when one puts humans on the same ontological 

level as other organic and inorganic creatures, places and things. More 

on https://writing.guimachiavelli.com and on twitter as @guimachiavelli. 

 

 

https://writing.guimachiavelli.com/
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Tony Richards on “Walking the Borders of Inland Empire” 

 

I have been reading Derrida, tentatively and perhaps far too cockily at first, and since 

around 19 years of age, when my older brother bought me a copy of a book 

called Debating Texts (edited by Rick Rylance) that contained Derrida’s paper Structure, 

Sign and Play in the section, problematically titled, “Post-Structuralism” (forming some 

questionable nomenclative neighbourhood). In any event, I very quickly bought Derrida’s 

collection Writing and Difference and was far from confident in “drawing value” from many 

of these essays. I was not, for example, aware of the real import of Bataille, who Derrida 

addresses so adeptly in his essay on Bataille’s problematic delineation of restricted and 

general economies, and so the book resided on my shelf and I, like a fly, found it occupying 

a position far outside of my Umwelt.  This is also around the same time that I discovered the 

work of David Lynch in viewing Blue Velvet (my brother was there that night and I bumped 

into him in the lobby, equally shocked and shuck) and I have been rediscovering Lynch ever 

since, without wishing or seeking the confidence of en-compassing destination. For Lynch is of 

the ungraspable destinerrant. Perhaps it was a simple blind force of temporal/Pavlovian 

association that had me associate these two figures, and so I have always had Lynch in the 

background within my figuring out of Derrida and also vice versa, as a kind of strangely 

conflationary Davida. Whilst Lynch is certainly not the key or lynchpin within any of my 

readings of Derrida, there is, it must be said, a certain contamination operating at the 

borders that I have always welcomed and been hospitable towards, but have never 

explicitly addressed or brought explicitly together within a clear and common housing. 

Whilst identity and time and, equally, the problematic of any conceptual identifying of 

“difference” (which is itself an identity and presence that undergoes its own deconstruction) 

are addressed within the Lynchian “corpus,” I have never thought or fought Lynch on this 

basis, and do not do so here. Nevertheless, Lynch has helped me in investing thought in 

inherent contamination or intra-para-sitism. In addition to writing, my own short-form 

filmmaking has also been touched and contaminated by the work of both and whilst the 

triangulation is perhaps more along the lines of Derrida/Heidegger/Bataille, Lynch is 

somewhere a little more hidden or lost within that triangle. It is with this lost, subterranean or 

hidden Lynch, buried or encrypted within my own thinking/thanking, that being invited to 

update this “little something that I wrote” as a kind of “note-to/on-self” has provided me 

with much joy in revisiting and retouching. Whilst there is no joyful wisdom to be found within 

this piece, and no science or seance for the recovery of meaning, I have been happy to 

attempt here a very partial reading in order to bring out a dimension that is, I believe, 
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somewhere docked within the inland fabric of Lynch’s Inland Empire. I write this just a couple 

of short months ahead of the 10th anniversary of my brother Martyn’s death, and as I now 

reach an age older than he was when he reached his “death,” I pay my respects to him here, 

as a brother who will always uncannily be older than myself and the imminence of this 

impending anniversary imprinted itself on the revising of this paper, and with something of 

a tear passing through my eye in this story of arrivals and departures.  

 

Ryan Madej on “The Shamanic Zone” 

 

The concept of the Zone is one of personal significance, as I feel that the individual 

consciousness we all possess is really our best tool for deciphering reality. With so many 

unknown factors that dominate our collective perceptual landscape, the idea of the Shamanic 

Zone where one can experiment with various tools, ie psychedelic compounds, chaos magick 

etc, gives me continued hope that what generations of mystics have been claiming about 

travelling through various levels of consciousness and attaining gnosis is indeed true on some 

level. My previously published works, particularly the Marble Corridor and The Threshold and 

the Key were written using some of the tools mentioned, along with the various literary 

devices that I feel try to “break through” the wall of three dimensional thinking, such the cut-

up method of Burroughs, twilight language, esoteric symbolism and the restraints of the 

Oulipo. 

Editor’s note: Ryan’s short piece goes last in order of appearance, the reason for that lies in 

the fact that it is almost not fit for this issue – or rather that it exists in a transversal realm 

conjoining this issue with our next one. It prophesized the route we were about to take and 

his opinions helped shape the CEO’s vision for its future. For that, we give Ryan special 

thanks. 

 

Emanuel Magno 

Cariri, CE (Brazil) 

January 2021  
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Zonetology Project Report (Graham Freestone) 

 

Zonetology is the science of studying the zone. But what is the zone? In the works that inspired 

the project, the zone seems to be a site of some kind of alien/paranormal infestation. Lynch, 

Tarkovsky and the Strugatsky brothers all make a kind of link to dereliction and 

abandonment. The difference is that in Lynch the derelict invites zonal infestation, whereas 

in the latter zonal infestation causes it. Both forms are of course possible. Places can gain 

such ill repute that people won’t go near them, this is a form of zone. More common though 

is the former, though my Lynchian comment is slightly speculative. It is however my sensation 

that in Lynch the abandoned seems to have become inhabited rather than the inhabitant 

bringing about the abandonment. Even if I am mistaken, this is the opposition I shall work 

with. This kind of zone is the one we most easily can understand, the odd-looking derelict 

building, the waste ground behind metal fencing with odd bits of concrete lying in it are 

classic examples.  

Of course it is not necessarily true that such places are infested with zonal entities (aliens, 

spirits), rather only that they suggest the possibility. In zonetology the term unplace is used to 

mean places in a pre-zonal phase of simple dereliction, though there is some confusion about 

how one is accurately able to differentiate such states. Zones can also be differentiated into 

spatial, temporal, spatio-temporal and mobile. That is, a space that is always zonally 

infested, a period of time (e.g. twilight) that increases zonal phenomena, a specific space 

and time of zonal phenomena (the full moon on a certain hill) and lastly zonal phenomena 

that follow an organism/entity/object around regardless of space or time (the mobile zone).  

There are, no doubt all kinds of over-lappings between the different kinds of zone, however 

this project largely investigates the spatial zone. Pneuminous accretive theory is used to help 

understand zone formation, though other philosophical perspectives are mentioned. 

Pneuminous accretions are concept substances that are attached to what we think of as 

spatio-temporal existence. The zonetology theory regarding pneuminous accretions 

speculates that zones form when the everyday accretions that were once attached to the 

place withdraw (e.g. by dereliction). It is this withdrawing/vacuum like effect that brings 

about infestation. That is, when a space is occupied by humans (e.g. a building) all manner 

of accretions are formed and attached to this region. These pneuminous accretions are not 

simply in the minds of the inhabitants, rather they are attached to the putative solidity of 
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reality. Now accretions are in part always there, yet also there is a sense in which they fade 

into the background over time especially as the ‘what they are’ (the recognition of a thing 

as a certain kind of thing) to contemporary humans withdraws. So when an inhabited building 

becomes uninhabited, for a while there is a sustaining power of persistence, but after a 

relatively short amount of time the pneuminous accretions begin to withdraw in time from the 

perspective of the temporal human (if not space -in the earlier time they are still there). If 

no other group of people re-occupy the building, then it will acquire an ‘unplace’ like feel.  

If more time still passes, then the accretions will have withdrawn even further. The theory 

says it is this withdrawal of accreted pneuma that attracts the attention of zonal entities. This 

may not sound like it works for waste ground like zones however the principle is similar. 

Waste ground is not pristine nature reserve, it is ground that is often nearby functional 

buildings but ill-maintained or it itself was previously occupied in some sense. It belongs to 

the milieu of the human world as an anomaly. It is not treated as attractive nature (sometimes 

it may be sprayed with pesticide as cheap maintenance) but neither is it useful urban extra. 

This tension between the occupied and the un-occupied gives it a structure that resembles 

that of the withdrawn. That is, because we are told when something is ‘proper’ nature (a 

nature reserve e.g.) waste ground shows itself as an unwelcome irruption on what should be 

clean urban territory. It is the unoccupied occupied which in essence is very similar to the 

status of the abandoned building. Both waste-ground and derelict are occupied by the 

urbanness and unoccupied by actual human activity. This tension of not being accreted other 

than as waste-ground gives it a similar withdrawing quality, as if it must have been 

something, even if it wasn’t, as if it should be maintained, even if it isn’t.  

A further extension of the waste ground zone is its almost inversion: the maintained open 

ground that becomes overrun with other influences. These influences are the plants themselves 

and humans. The vegetative version of this is ground that is supposed to be maintained but 

begins to look unkempt. In the urban setting this generates the feeling of abandonment as 

the human manipulation of the plant life has withdrawn. The human influence may occur 

whether or not the appearance of the plant life region has been maintained. Humans, be 

they vagrants or other persons engaging in certain kinds of behaviour i.e. drinking, eating, 

drug taking, toileting or fornicating in these locales, leave traces of their activities. These 

traces create a strong zonal feeling, for they suggest that such places are secretive enough 

that such things can happen there and that the place is suitably badly maintained so that no 

one cares enough to clean it up.  
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In this latter case (of human traces) the zone presents itself in another version of the ironic 

occupied-unoccupied. That is, the very presence of humans themselves, rather than solidifying 

the area, demonstrates it as abandoned. This brings out the thesis that Lynch observes clearly 

(esp. in Twin Peaks: The Return) that vagrants are zonal agents. As admitted not all zonal 

traces of this kind are left by vagrants, but many no doubt are. Vagrants themselves are in 

a sense part of the zone, they are partially outside the central social milieu. No part of this 

theory denies the tragic circumstances that place people in such positions, however once in 

that position, they are like the zonal places, abandoned and as such they belong with the 

abandoned buildings and their traces signify the tendrils of dereliction when they are 

spotted in places previously maintained. Repeated viewing of the signs of vagrancy in a 

given place either causes authorities to reclaim it or it is given over to the zone and then the 

‘normal’ people will eschew it. 

Lines 

Pneuminous theory (as mentioned) makes extensive use of the notion of connecting lines 

between accretions. The difference between an actual accretion and two accretions joined 

by a line is an incoherent one and yet it exists. In some ways it is a matter of the perspective 

under which the accretion is encountered. We must remember that individuation itself is a 

kind of concept -that things are perceived as separate. So a concept may be part of an 

accretion and connected by a line at the same time. Lines could be seen as the shared points 

between accretions. A mouse may be brown, some paint may be brown. In the field of 

pneuma there are nodes of highly active accretive formation, sometimes known as neurotic 

accretions or minds. These nodes are both connected and do the connecting (and accreting). 

In one sense the line between the mouse and the paint is already there, this is a general 

sense of the mouse accretions which analytically contains the contingency brown as extensive 

possibility. A particular sense occurs when the brownness of the mouse reminds me of the 

brownness of my wall. This ‘reminds’ is the line forming. The brown wall accretion may be 

exited by a line from its brownness to something else that connects to brownness by means 

of the node (a mouse). 

Again a plant may contingently looks like a hand for instance. This connection might occur 

only locally or it may be a well-known feature of the plant. In this latter case it forms part 

of the accretion. In the former there is a line drawn. The accretions are connected to other 

accretions by means of pneuminous threads. This gives a sense of a weaker connection 

established between two accretions than the actual stuck-togetherness that is the accretions 
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itself. From this we can see that a line is in some sense a precursor to an actual part of the 

accretion.  

The introduction of pneuminous lines prompted a further speculation. It was observed that on 

a map a line can in fact be drawn between the three zones in a rough diagonal. NW/SE 

line. The most strikingly joined pair were zone 1 and zone 2 which are in fact extremely 

close (see below). The idea that the zonetology project may have been mapping out a small 

section of an inter-connected territory seems fascinating. This remains an area for ongoing 

speculative research. 

 

 

 

Given the extensive usage of connective lines in zonetology it was felt useful to describe 

some of the basic ways in which these lines can be made. The threads join pneuminous 

accretions together. The accretions are just terms for concepts and pneuma in substantialised 

conceptuality -which makes possible the actuality of such lines and not just their psychological 

existence. Pneuminous threads are woven every time we connect two concepts. The theory 

states that the lines are real and may facilitate magickal interactions. The thread notion is 

what gives power to the sometimes ad hoc appearance of connections that people make in 

analyses.  
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The basic axes upon which connections are made are as follows: 

1) Semantic: These occur where there is a connection at the level of the meaning of 

the concept. So mug may be connected to tea, plant to leaf, house to window and 

so on. 

2) Perception: A shared feature at a perceptual level. Something looks, sound, smells 

or feels in such way that it is connected to another thing. 

3) Signification: The actual signifier itself can connect to another signifier and hence 

connect the concept. This may be done by rhyme, homonym, simple appearance 

etc.  

4) Memory/Intensity: This is the most particular of the axes but no less real. A thread 

may be forged between things for a given individual only based on a powerful 

experience they had. A dog running loose in a shop may connect that shop with 

dogs for the experiencer, a specific person may be attached to a food. The 

examples are endless. 

5) Decoding: A concept coded into a form may then connect it to another concept. An 

example would be numerology where two apparently unrelated words are 

entwined on the level of the coding system.  

6) Spatial: Two things may be connected by a spatial relation of any kind. This might 

be a road between them, it might be simply their being adjacent to one another. 

These axes will cover most of the cases of thread forming however there may be others, as 

such the list does not pretend to be exhaustive. 

Deleuzo-Guattarian Zone. 

Other zonetological theoretical strands can be drawn from the writings of Deleuze and 

Guattari. The most relevant entry point concept to zonetology is deterritorialisation. This 

takes place in a literal spatial manner. A building exists as part of an assemblage, a 

company, a council body etc. The subsequent dereliction of the building is a 

deterritorialisation of this space, this occurs both at the level in which the space is taken to 

be and at the level of the space itself. This reflects the double articulation structure utilised 

in Thousand Plateaus. The reterritorialization occurs simultaneously by other kinds of 

assemblages encroaching upon the territory. The space becomes an overt site of becoming-

zone. The physical building assemblage cannot be simply dismantled by the encroaching 

natural assemblages, this collision is the site of something new: the zonal assemblage.  
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The zonal assemblage faces outwards by means of overt derelicition and its contingent 

composites: damage, detritus, faeces, encroaching plant/animal inhabitance, vagrancy, 

substance abuse evidence. This outward aspect of these structures have themselves another 

side that faces into the deeper parts of the zone and beyond it. The nearby shops, the 

nearby shelters, the passages of animal travel (including the air), the traffic of banned 

substances, intensive states of intoxication (which may be ecstatic), despair. These worlds 

converge in the zone and yet do not exhaust it. The zonetology claim is that such an 

assemblage by itself is nothing other than an unplace. 

Zones themselves are demonic places, they are anomalous places that exist on the edge of 

the place-pack. Becoming-zone occurs on this edge. Like the tripartite structure of animals 

there are domestic places, places subject to classifications and demonic places. The latter 

are the zones, they proliferate through contagion. Dereliction can breed dereliction not 

through a genetic order but simply by proximity. Itinerants can infect places with dereliction 

as surely the reverse can occur. Infestations of recalcitrant biological agents too can create 

potential sites. These infestations form affective lines that attach to adjacent places though 

the infestation may be contained. 

In this assemblage of narcotic states, excrement and animal/botanical forces, a line opens 

up. Following Lynch this line may be given the name ‘electricity’. Electricity itself has a double 

face, it is the outward facing light of flickering manifestation, it is the power line assemblage. 

It is also primordial power before it was enslaved. Zonal electricity appears as a kind of 

static by the friction generated where this kind of de and re-territorialisation occurs. This 

friction causes the flickering light that Lynch employs. This power attracts a certain kind of 

non-physical desiring machine. These machines find zonal assemblages particularly pleasing 

to plug into on account of the intensities therein. Such intensities (intoxication, despair, 

depression) are highly amenable to these machinic entities. Such intensities facilitate the 

becoming-human of said machines. This does not imply a conspiratorial desire to take over 

the human like in a possession. Becoming-human here only means their taking part in these 

affects, this activity though is parasitic upon the sites of the intensities. Becoming-human for 

them is an edge phenomenon, they do not represent us, they partake in us. By this logic we 

must understand that by being part of the zonal assemblage, its agents become-alien or 

whatever we wish to call this power. The human itself has a molar and molecular aspect. The 

zonal agents (vagrants etc.) are of course human in one sense, yet as partially excluded 

from a certain molar humanity they in another part, occupy the molecular edge. The zone is 

also this edge. These partially human machines are drawn to the zone for safety/shelter and 
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possibly revelry. Here they make a perfect symbiosis with the non-physical desiring machines 

that are drawn to the electric light. 

Dionysus: God of the Zone 

Nietzsche’s Birth of Tragedy describes existence as a struggle between the two Gods: Apollo 

and Dionysus. Apollo as the structuring force of order, rationality, architecture, form, even 

the power of the subject itself to organise existence. Dionysus by contrast is the irrational, 

the dissolution of consciousness, chaos, the unbridled power of nature. The zonetology 

description of the zone seems quite amenable to these kinds of concept. That is, in its most 

basic form the zone is created by human structures that then become non-human. The imprint 

of the previously often used pneuminous structures of the place begin to withdraw and the 

non-human powers begin to assert themselves. The zone is postulated as an extreme form of 

this in which some kinds of entity actually begin to inhabit such places, whereas prior stages 

(unplaces) appear as disrepair, dereliction and the accompanying regrowth of nature 

appear.  

The manifestations of these forces seem to clearly be the power of Dionysus reasserting 

himself upon previously Apollonian territory. The reappearance of nature is possibly the 

most obvious of such manifestations, however we must understand the appearance of detritus 

is also an index of Dionysus presence. The detritus is also literally the God as much as the 

ivy that begins to creep up the wall. This can be reinforced by recalling that vagrants and 

other human zonal frequenters largely use these places for drinking/narcotic taking. Such 

activity is of course clearly under Dionysus remit, thus reinforcing the connection of detritus, 

vagrant, zone and Dionysus. The presence of any entities in such places equally falls under 

the God, for such things are connected with the dissolution of this world in its solid form. Their 

very existence challenges this solidity, disabling Apollo’s ability to constitute a world 

continuous and discrete, of sharp lines and well-defined forms.  

Fire 

Lynch also supplies a key concept in zonetology: fire. Fire here is like the electricity 

mentioned in the section on Deleuze and Guattari. It is possibly its companion pair. 

Zonetological electricity is said to be created by the static of the assemblages friction as 

de-reterritorialization occurs, fire also has resonance as a product of friction. The fire of the 

zone though is more material than electricity. It is the fire of warmth or revelry that appears 

in the zone. As such it is either an Apollonian force of shelter/warmth or the Dionysian 

facilitator of the site of intoxication. This fire is caused by the electricity. Like storms create 

massive amounts of static, the assemblages when considered as pneuma can be considered 
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in some sense physical -a physics of conceptual substance. Zones function as particularly 

intense sites of accretion alteration (the de-reterritorialization friction), this intensity is the 

friction that produces ‘electricity’. Like in storm electricity may ‘spark’. The spark is the fire 

that occurs in materiality, the itinerants fire.  

Search for the Zone 

The practical zone research project was set up throughout 08-09/2019. The basic 

requirement for such a project was of a zone or zones to investigate. To this end an 

investigation of the campus for possible zones was undertaken. This assessment revealed 3 

such ‘Zones’.  

Zone 1 

The first of these (zone 1) was located by accessing a small opening into a green area 

adjacent to one of the car parks. In this small clearing was an old architectural project, a 

rebuild of an old regional building style. At the time of discovery, this old project was in a 

poor state of repair and vagrants had clearly been sleeping in it/around it. This was 

observable due to the various detritus nearby: needles, vodka bottles, old sleeping bags 

and occasionally human faeces. Upon investigating beyond the structure there appeared to 

a be an impasse of bushes, however a closer viewing revealed a path leading away into 

the vegetation. It turned out that these bushes were the undergrowth of some roadside 

planted trees and shrubs. This road was on a slope up to the left of zone 1and from the 

roadside it was totally invisible -even though it 

ran parallel to it for its duration. The zone 1 path 

was heavily littered with various kinds of rubbish 

and was clearly at least occasionally used.  

When entirely traversed, zone 1 measures about 

120m before emerging onto a paved footway 

near a MacDonald’s. This other exit/entrance 

point was more hidden than the carpark end. We 

believe no persons would readily locate it as a 

path entrance without instruction. The most 

interesting feature of zone 1 is what became 

known as the ‘zone altar’. This could be found some 20m into the zone when you entered 

from the campus end. It appeared to be an old filing cabinet or safe, about 60cm high, 

metal, rusty and painted a kind of weak grey. It was always standing upright in the same 
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place (so far) and seems to be central to a place of gatherings -there was always a lot of 

detritus around it.  

It can be seen from the above description that zone 1 falls under the maintained-ground-

over-taken-by-zonal-influences with the additional feature that it cannot be seen as such 

from the roadside. 

Zone 2 

Zone 2 was located shortly after zone 1. Zone 2 was a piece of ground clearly visible from 

the outside and yet commonly ignored. It can be reached from a car park and runs alongside 

a stagnant looking, stream of water which marks its left border. Further to the left on from 

the water is a rising concrete path which runs up the side of the university sports centre. This 

rising path ultimately connects to a bridge that crosses a railway track. The same railway 

track is to the right of zone 2 except the railway cannot really be seen, as a line of birch 

trees and bramble obscure the view. 

Zone 2 has sparse, scraggy plant life 

all the way along it. The exposed soil 

has wood chipping and stones dotted 

around with various detritus here and 

there. Zone 2 was measured to be 

about 3-4 meters wide and 100m 

long. It was observed that the further 

one goes into zone 2 the more zone 

like it gets. After about 30m human 

traces begin to appear: a fire pit, 

vodka bottles, toilet paper etc. About 

90 meters into zone 2 an old office 

chair was found. The chair was made 

of hard grey plastic and generally 

dirty (leaves and earth had begun to 

settle in it). This chair was located in a place that seemed worthy of note; right above it one 

of the birch trees of particular height has bent right over. This arc of the tree over the chair 

suggested a kind of unity i.e. an imaginative moment that connects chair and tree. Midway 

along zone 2 there is a kind of metal bridge across the water. This connects to a door under 

the rising path, into the side of the sports centre. Zone 2 ends abruptly, the water continues 

on its way but stark metal fencing marks the end of the zone. 
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Zone 3 

Zone 3 was found near the library offices (where the zonetology project was run from) and 

located quite soon after zone 2. An adjacent building to the library has a small overhanging 

aspect supported by metal pillars. Under here they have planted some bushes and another 

birch tree; but beyond the bushes, further towards the building the ground is bare. This bare 

patch, whilst initially thought to be the whole zone, in fact could be seen to be only part of 

a series of interconnected sections. There is a metal staircase leading to a road that runs by 

the building adjacent to the bare earth of zone 3. Zone 3 appears to be curtailed by the 

staircase, but a closer inspection revealed that the zone continued under the stairs and 

reappeared on the other side next to the road. This small adjunct is thick with brambles and 

its tunnel like connection to the main zone cannot be detected without inspection. Zone 3 also 

has a kind of 3rd part that is not directly connected -at least physically- to the main zone or 

its adjunct. The path that runs toward the staircase has zone 3 to its right and a river to the 

left. This path meets the staircase which rises up to the road that crosses the river in an 

unremarkable bridge. To the left of the path (to which zone 3 is to the right of) are the 

railings that bar access to the riverbank. As these railings reach the bridge they cease in a 

wall of concrete but the river bank continues in a small and desolate way under the bridge. 

This dark overhang is the 3rd part to zone 3. 

Reflection 

Reflection is an essential part of science hence in order to maintain zonetology as rigorous 

science, reflection is required on the process. Questions that have appeared about the 

process have been: Hasn’t the research been overly influenced by these (Twin Peaks, 

Roadside Picnic, Stalker) cultural products which are clearly intended as fictitious? Has not 

the research fallen foul of the very angle it mentions in the introduction (the mistaking of 

fiction for occult message)?  

This is a relevant issue for sure and one must always attempt to not be deluded. However 

part of the experimental spirit is to remain open to all manner of influences. The question 

above is question begging in the sense that it presupposes that these works are definitely 

fictional, whereas in the example in the introduction the work was defined a priori as fiction. 

It is certainly possible that they are rather intended not as fictional as such but rather as clues 

to a potentially larger reality. If it is possible that they do represent such hints (and we 

believe they do) then the project is validated.  
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As mentioned above part of the method here is related to the theory of pneuminous 

accretions. There is though a dual hypothesis going on. The aspects are i): are areas of a 

certain appearance/nature prone to infestation of otherworldly influences? ii) can one 

project onto such places the extra status of being-loci for some kind of paranormality? Both 

of these are related to PA theory but in different ways. The former is more related to the 

already mentioned notion that the vacuum of everyday humanity (its withdrawal) may be 

attractive to external powers. The second question suggests a different angle of pneuminous 

interference. That is, it more suggests that the withdrawal may not necessarily be the cause 

of such paranormal zonal activity, rather it may be the very act of projection that alters the 

nature of the zone. So a kind of feedback occurs: somewhere begins to look zonal, this 

being-perceived-as-zonal as new pneuminous accretive layer can actually bring about its 

being ontologically zonal. This may result in paranormality which will in turn solidify the 

places reputation as zonal. In actuality these two are indistinguishable for our purposes but 

worth pointing out at a theoretical level though the difference might indicate a new angle 

for research. It is worth noting also noting the Deleuzo-Guattarian theory on the matter which 

is postulates a kind of friction as occurring between the act of de- and re-territorialisation. 

From this theoretical point, it is this friction that draws in the non-corporeal desiring machines 

that result in zonal infestation. 

Zone Stalkers 

The next problem that the research needed to overcome was how to monitor the zones to 

see if any kind of paranormal or otherwise activity took place therein. The solution to this 

came from the Strugatsky/Tarkovsky angle. Roadside Picnic and Stalker both feature 

people called stalkers. These are persons who can negotiate the zone and retrieve things 

from it; they are at home in the zone or at least as much as any human can be. What was 

required was some kind of agent that functioned in the zone in a familiar way so that it did 

not disturb its natural milieu. Furthermore such an agent had to be able to report back any 

salient occurrences. Upon consideration it was decided that such agents did in fact already 

reside in the zone. These agents were the things themselves that were in there: the stones, 

the rubbish, but most importantly the plants. 

Again pneuminous accretive theory helped guide the research. PA theory speculates that 

consciousness can proliferate into the non-conscious world (in animistic systems e.g.) by means 

of treating such a world as if it were conscious. The very act of treating it so, renders it 

partially conscious and capable of responding. The kind of agent required had to be a 

permanent resident of the zone and be as close to consciousness as possible -in order to 
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minimize the formation of the pneuminous layer of consciousness. The best candidate for such 

a procedure was clearly vegetable life. Stones and debris were discarded as candidates 

owing to being a) moveable and b) being less close to the possibility of consciousness than 

structures that already exhibit agency (a primordial precursor to consciousness) -plants. The 

idea was then to ‘befriend’ some plants in each of the zones and then get them to report 

back to the zonetology centre what had been occurring. These entities would be called plants 

stalkers or PS. Zonetology agents would in turn make offerings to these entities and attempt 

to engage them, in order to facilitate the best communication from them.  

Once this decision was made, the actual finding of the PS was fairly straight forward. In 

zone 1 a small tree fairly near the zone altar was selected, in zone 2 the birch tree that 

bent over the chair itself was chosen and in zone 3 there was also a birch tree that stood in 

place central to all the different sections of, this tree was chosen. All of these plants were 

given offerings and spoken to nicely in an attempt to build a kind of pneuminous human 

interface.   

Zonal Receiver 

Having set up the PS, what was also required was some means by which they could relay 

information to the zonetology office. This was solved by means of the ‘zonal receiver’. This 

was a kind of mantic device made out of a large vase with 53 wooded chips in it, one of 

which was red. The idea was that for every day and for each zone a chip is removed. If the 

chip comes out plain then an entry is made into the record that no red chip was pulled -by 

means of a cross. If however the chip is red then a tick is placed in the book and the second 

stage of the receiver must be activated. The second stage involves pulling one chip from 

each of three boxes. Each box covers a range of heuristic categories that attempt to allow 

the reporting PS to roughly describe what occurred in the zone. These occurrence chips were 

divided into three categories as detailed below:  

1) Entered via? This was formed of 3 chips: i) This Reality ii) Permanent Portal iii) 

Temporary Portal.  

2) What it was doing? This had 10 options: i) Passing through, ii) Meeting, iii) 

Residing, iv) Associated with something there v) Leaving artefact vi) Collecting 

artefact vii) Seeking something viii) Hunting other entity ix) Lurking x) Other. 

3) What it was? Which had 8 categories: i) Human ii) Other regular terrestrial life 

of note iii) Disembodied human accretion (ghost) iv) Non-physical non-human entity 

v) Physical non-human/animal entity -terrestrial vi) Physical non-human/animal 

entity -extra-terrestrial. vii) Other active natural agent viii) Other. 
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By using this system then, the zonetology office was able to receive information from the PS. 

All this information would then be recorded in a book. 

Safety Considerations 

Whilst the zonetology project does not appear dangerous at first appearance, it is to be 

noted that this appearance is one that considers the project as pure folly. Agnostic disjunctive 

considerations must be treated seriously in such matters. By that we mean that the possibility 

of the project not being folly must be recognised as genuine. Potential hazards range from 

physical (beings of any time encountered and accidents involving zonal contents e.g. 

detritus.) to psychological/paranormal hazards e.g. entities noticing zonal monitoring and 

taking exception to it and or paranoia about this possibility. Even if personal safety were 

not a consideration, the zonetology project made use of two assistants, hence it was of high 

importance that all persons involved had their physical and mental safety taken into 

consideration. The safety protocol for the zonetology project involved the strict rule that no 

part of the zonal receiver or other boxes should be touched without some specifically 

designed gloves. A protective sigil created to guard against unwanted zonal influences was 

designed and inscribed upon a pair of rubber gloves. All involved agents had to wear the 

gloves at all times when handling the zonal receiver in any way. 

Zone Monitoring. 

October 

On 14/10/19 the zonal receiver was run for the first time. This initial foray into the world 

of zonal monitoring resulted in no red chip for any of the zones. This lack of activity did not 

last long. The zone log shows that on 22/10/19 a physical non-human/animal of some kind 

came through a permanent portal in zone 3, it was looking for something.  

Zone 3 is the small zone under the overhang with the additional sections near the river, also 

under an overhang. Since zone 3 is located quite near the zonetology office, a brief 

investigation was made to check it out in case there was any obvious trace of the visitor. 

Upon inspection there were marks of some kind of movement in the dry earth under the 

overhang; whether these were the marks of whatever it was that the zonal receiver picked 

up obviously could not be ascertained.  

There were no further logged incidents in any of the zones for the rest of October. Inspections 

of the zones were frequently made in this time; these included offerings to the PS in order 

to maintain good relations with them. In doing this, the zone altar and chair became obvious 

places on which to leave such offerings. Offerings were always food or money. Out of the 
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given coins in an agent’s pocket on the day of offering, the highest coins were always 

selected as offering. This was done so that the PS would not feel undervalued. Food offerings 

were always some form of confectionary. 

On 16/10 a bright white, very round stone was found in zone 2. For inexplicable reasons 

this was placed on the zone chair in the birch portal region. On 23/12 on subsequent general 

inspection zone 2 was not actually entered but viewed from the high walkway that runs past 

it. From here the birch tree, chair and even stone were visible. The two present agents we 

paused to look at the zone. It was deemed a good time to make an offering and so the 

highest coin available was brought out. With very little thought this coin was thrown in the 

general direction of the chair. To the incredulity of the agents watching, the coin sailed 

through the air straight into the branches of the birch tree, fell through the downward arc 

and landed straight in the zone chair. Glances were exchanged between the agents. The 

moment can be clearly seen as what is elsewhere called an ‘agnostic disjunctive moment’. 

That is, it was perfectly possible for this to have happened within ordinary reality, nothing 

anomalous in that sense occurred. Yet equally given the nature of the zonal interaction (an 

offering) the whole feeling of the event was quite uncanny. The zone took the coin. 

 

November 

The November log has a curious entry between 6/11 and 7/11 that actually looks like 

26/3/19, with a note under the zone 3 column ‘2 stuck together, faint red’. The meaning of 

this message would be fairly cogent (the red chip and two other chips had stuck together 

which has somehow given a faint red tinge) were it not for the strange date. As it is there is 

no way to analyse it further. No further incident occurred in November.  

December 

December registered activity 3 times in quick succession. On 05/12 an entity outside the 

categorisation system (a category itself) from this reality was picked up collecting an 

artefact from zone 3 and then again on 9/12 a disembodied human accretion (ghost) came 

through the permanent portal there (again zone 3) seeking something, lastly on 14/12 there 

was an extra-terrestrial, from this reality (not extra dimensional) seeking something in zone 

3. This run of events drew attention to itself. The notion that really seemed to give a pattern 

to the activity was this recurring theme of collecting or searching for something. The entry on 

14/10 concerned the search for something, 5/12 was something collecting an artefact, then 

on 9/12 and 14/12 there was activity of searching for something again. What these things 
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were looking for obviously we cannot say. Zone 3 was visited to check for evidence of these 

visitations or even for this hidden thing that was sought, however there were no markings 

and no obvious item of any kind was found. One agent drew attention to a proliferation of 

spiders in zone 3 around this time.  

This bundle of events were pondered and a vaguely troubling hypothesis put forward. It 

was pointed out that zone 3 is in fact very close to the zonetology office. The theory was 

that the thing the entities were seeking was in fact the zonal receiver itself (or possibly the 

investigating agents all of whom were based in this office). The fleshing out of such a 

hypothesis involves the speculation that the zonal monitoring activity is in fact entirely visible 

to certain kinds of entity. Pneuminous theory makes use of the term ‘pneuminous threads’; this 

description is a cogent expression of the kinds of threads that must connect the PS to the 

zonal receiver. If the hypothesis is correct the threads are not that easy to trace back to their 

source (or the PS attempt to prohibit other beings from tracing the origin of the threads). As 

a precaution against this kind of activity more protective magickal activities were performed.  

January 

January had a cluster of events around the 19-20/1. All of these were physical entities. 

There were 2 beings passed through from a temporary portal on each day respectively, 

they both simply lurked. On the 20/1 in zone 2 a physical being of non-human/animal 

nature entered via a temporary portal and collected an artefact. The only other January 

activity was on the 29/1 when the permanent portal there let something of the category 

‘other’ through. This being left an artefact there. An agent was sent to the site but unable to 

locate the artefact. 

February 

February had only 2 events. On 10/2 some kind of terrestrial cryptid came through the 

permanent portal in zone 2. It was meeting something else or possibly it lived there -the chip 

reading was ambiguous. On 13/2 an entity of the class ‘other’ came through a temporary 

portal in zone 3, it was meeting another being. Visits to the zone were unremarkable. No 

artefacts were found. 

March 

Lockdown occurred in March. Zonal visits were few. Three events were recorded. 1/3 

registered a non-physical non-human extra-terrestrial/other-dimensional being in zone 2. Its 

activity was indescribable to the system, which is cogent with the extreme alien nature of it. 

It came through from a temporary portal, also strange given the very large temporary 
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chair/birch portal in this zone. On 14/3 it noticed a human in zone 2. This was obviously one 

of note and not just a regular human as they had come through the chair/birch portal. They 

were seeking another entity. Lastly on 19/3 in zone 1 some kind of terrestrial animal came 

through a permanent portal in there to collect an artefact. 

August 

August was the first month of zone data since lockdown. There were 2 incidents both of which 

were in zone 3. These were: on 01/08 a human from regular reality hunting another entity 

and 13/08 an active natural agent, again from this reality, leaving an artefact. These are 

interesting for their cogence insofar as both seem to cite an entity from this world of an 

unusual kind. The sense making of the messages is an encouraging indication that the receiver 

is picking up actual messages and not just noise. There is an interesting speculation here. 

When we returned to work (from lockdown) around this time we were told to clean our desks. 

Part of doing so for me involved removing some personal effects, some of these small objects 

had been invested with a degree of pneuma owing to their length of time. It is then 

conceivable that the natural agent leaving an artefact was me. It is true that the category 

human is there for the PS to use however it also seems reasonable to admit a degree of 

leniency to their ability to interpret the system. 

September 

September had one entry again in zone 3. On 15/09 the zonal receiver picked up a non-

physical no-human entity that entered through a temporary portal, its activity was ‘other’. 

This is sensible to a previous entry regarding the activity of such beings. It seems whatever 

activities things like this are engaged in is beyond the PS’s ability to make sense of, at least 

to render cogent to the human mind. The consistency of message though is again encouraging. 

 

October 

October recorded 2 zonal events. On 16/10 the zonal receiver picked up a natural agent 

that had come there from regular reality and was now residing in zone 3. On 27/10 zone 

3 was visited by a non-physical extra-terrestrial entity from this reality that left an artefact.  

On 13/08 agents were returning to the zonetology office when a white stone was noticed 

just outside the building. This white stone was seen in small gap in some shrubbery. When 

the gap was investigated it could be seen to lead about 50cm further in to where a decaying 

pigeon lay. With the pigeon corpse could be seen a metal object. The metal object was 

retrieved and found to be a ring. The ring in fact was one of the personal effects that were 
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discarded back in august. The ring was originally bought some 20 years ago owing to its 

similarity to the sigil that combines both 4 and 7 (47 being a significant number). It is worth 

noting that it also can look something like a Z. The combination of a white stone and pigeon 

as indicating the presence of the ring were clearly non-accidental. 

 

The White Stone 

The white stone found in zone two is what in zonetology is referred to as an artefact. Agents 

observed that the stone has something egg like about it -presumably owing to the pale 

colour and slight ellipsis it possessed. The subsequent question raised was ‘an egg for what?’ 

Clearly this question could not be properly answered, however some reasonable 

speculations were possible. The best hypothesis available was that it was an egg related 

conceptually to that of a cockatrice. A cockatrice egg should of course be a rooster’s egg 

incubated by a toad or snake. The thread that links the concepts is essentially the stone and 

eggness itself. That is, a cockatrice, is bird/lizard related, both egg laying beings, its gaze 

is petrifying and the white egg-stone itself is stone. It is this interrelated conceptual series 

that creates the cockatrice appearance. Pneuminous theory suggests here that as the concept 

egg is applied to the stone, so the stone -at a pneuminous level- actually has egg-pneuma 

attached to it (the concept of eggs).  

This egg was not incubated by a toad or snake but was placed on the zone chair. This 

unwittingly reflected the act of placing an egg on a nest for incubation. In this sense either 

the zone chair itself was both incubator and nest or an invitation for an entity to incubate it. 

Birds: Post Lockdown Notes. 

The notion of an egg brings to mind the obvious association with birds. This loops back to 

recall one of the inspirations for the zone project: Twin Peaks. One of the mantras of Twin 

Peaks is of course ‘the owls are not what they seem.’ Their role in the show is never sharply 

defined, yet it seems clear they are indexically linked to zonal activity. The Randonauts 

usage of the owl as emblem also seems to be a clue as to their zonal indexicality. 

Zonetology agents discussed the possible relevance of birds to zonal inspections. Corvidae 

were raised as birds to be particularly aware of owing to their extensive association to 

paranormality. This awareness did not yield a many corvid sightings, one magpie in zone 2 

being the only one. This encounter did bring to mind a potential connection between the egg 
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stone and the magpie as collector of artefacts. To this end the zone chair and its egg was 

checked and found to be safe. 

A recollection was made by one agent of the previous year when the agent’s child had been 

in hospital. They reported that the world had taken on a slightly surreal quality as they had 

then been off work for 2 months to be with the child in hospital. In this time they had also 

taken walks with another older child. On these walks they had come to notice a certain kind 

of pigeon that they called ‘sentinel pigeons’. These were wood pigeons that did not seem to 

behave like ordinary wood pigeons. Commonly pigeons, especially in villages as opposed 

to cities, will fly away when walked by, even at quite a distance. The description of sentinel 

pigeons however maintains that they will be often lower to the ground, in a hedge for 

instance or on a fence and will not move as you walk by, they simply continue to watch. The 

presence of these pigeons became so prevalent that the agent at the time began to feel 

they were agents of a hidden power. 

Whilst one might ordinarily associate this kind of recollection with a certain level of paranoia 

resultant from the stress of the child’s hospitalisation, in the context of the zonetology project 

this memory took on new light. Thus avian investigations were resumed with pigeons placed 

as beings to look out for. This approach immediately yielded a result. Birds fitting the sentinel 

pigeon description were frequently noticed. Furthermore this supposition received further 

confirmation by intuitive method. The same agent, whilst listening to the call of the wood 

pigeon (o oo oo oo-oo) noticed heard the call mentally as ‘the zone is calling’. The city 

pigeon also has a strong zonal link. These pigeons come from the abandoned racing pigeons 

of earlier times. Deprived of their lofts, these creatures found a good living in the waste of 

the city. Though in this sense they were made homeless. The common pejorative name for 

such birds is sky-rats and rats certainly have a line that connects them to the zone.  

This final proof that the wood pigeon and Zone were connected seemed to chime also with 

the egg and chair. Though the stone wasn’t grey, grey is of course a very common colour for 

stones. This can be connected with dark office grey of the zone chair. A cockatrice (a bird 

related entity) turns people to stone by its gaze. Egg, stone, pigeon, chair, cockatrice present 

an interconnected pneuminous unity of threads.  Furthermore that zone and stone rhyme 

seems hard to ignore. This linguistic  I could conceive maybe switching the t and s of stone to 

produce tsone which sounds even more like zone. It also made me think of tzaddi the Hebrew 

letter famously switched around by Crowley with heh to decipher the riddle ‘Tzaddi is not 

the Star’. The meaning of Tzaddi seems to be torn between being related to righteousness 
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and a fishhook. A fishhook is a kind of trap, the sense of righteousness here could be a kind 

of mystical righteousness. There could be worse descriptions of the zone than a mystical trap. 

Zone Cards 

On 6/10 a visit was made to zone 1. 

At the car park entrance was to the 

zone there was previously inhabited 

vagrant site. At this site a pack of cards 

were found. The items were retrieved, 

taken back to the zonetology office 

and dried. When they were 

handleable the cards were counted, 

including the joker there were 47 

cards. This 47 reference by zonal 

powers is a clear message as 47 has in 

the past been central as a guiding synchronistic thread. 47 as a message here is a clear 

threaded link to various elements. The missing cards were: ace of spades, 3 of spades, 6 of 

hearts  and 7 of spades, 8 of diamonds and Queen of Spades. It is worth noting that the 

spades in the tarot are swords which is the suit of air. Air in such systems is pneuma or spirit 

-the old meanings of the two are entangled. If we take this clue and add spades cards 

together we get 1+3+7+12=23. This easy linkage of 23 is no accident either. If we note 

that Lynch is very aware of the synchronistic history of 47 by its usage in Inland Empire we 

can see a clear network of threads involving zone, vagrancy, pneuma, 23, 47 and Lynch. 

These cards are a clear artefact and may be utilised for further zone related projects as 

part of a more advanced receiver system. 

 

Love Letter 

On 08/10 another visit was made to the site where the cards were found (on the periphery 

of zone 1). The empty pack of the cards was found but no more of the cards themselves. In 

searching the area small picture was found with the words ‘I Love You’ on. This was deemed 

to  be significant by the investigation and retrieved back to the office. This slightly eerie 

message of affection from the zone was treated with caution. It was noted that it is possible 

to look at the word ‘Love’ so that it looks somewhat like ‘Zone’. 
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Other Events 

A general walk of the zones was 

made today. Whilst walking the 

ascending path that rises with zone 

two on its right, the agent fancied 

they could see a purple glow in their 

peripheral vision. When the image 

was inspected it faded, however 

when soft focussed walking was 

reassumed, the image reappeared. 

Furthermore the image seemed to 

grow in size as it was approached 

though still only visible in periphery. At one point it was described as being extremely close 

and whilst only peripheral, it was clearly visible as a purplish colour at a specific spot. When 

the spot was reached and surpassed it was noticed that the place where the purple glow 

had been was in a direct line with the beech portal and zone chair down below in zone 2. 

It is presumed the glow was some product of the zone 

Statistics 

It was determined that the chance of the red chip coming out on a given day was 0.055. 

The actual rate that the red chip emerged was 0.079 -just slightly beating chance. When 

you break the zones down though, the picture is more interesting. Zone 1 was 0.05 (just 

below chance), Zone 2 was 0.075 (just above chance) but Zone 3 was 0.113 (way above 

chance). 

Conclusion 

The statistics suggest that the zonal interaction was not chance based but rather real 

information mediated through the PS. Furthermore, unless we can attribute mendaciousness 

to PS we can be sure that some kind of phenomena, as approximated by the paranormal 

heuristic categories, actually took place. It is possible the difference in event frequency is 

due to the efficacy of the PS, this further prompts the question as to whether different kinds 

of plants might make better stalkers. The PS from zones 2 and 3 were both birch trees. 

Maybe these beings form accretive interfaces with humans more easily? Clearly there is a 

good deal more research to be done here, for example, to test zonal receivers with different 

kinds of stalker (stones, detritus etc.) or even no stalker. Overall though it seems clear, the 
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significant phenomenological data (artefacts, synchronicities, purple glows, altar structures, 

portal structures) combined with the statistical significance suggest zonetology as a totally 

valid field for study. Hopefully this initial foray will encourage other researchers to develop 

the area. 

 

Many thanks go to zonetology assistants: 

Amanda Dow 

Hannah Fortin
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//UNNATURE. (Pseudo-Heraclitus)  
  

  

Leopards break into the temple and drink all the sacrificial vessels dry; it keeps happening; in 

the end it can be calculated in advance and is incorporated into the ritual  

― Franz Kafka   

  

  

These anonymous creatures, he said, may seem little or nothing in the world. Yet the smallest 

crumb can devour us. Any smallest thing beneath yon rock out of men's knowing. Only nature 

can enslave man and only when the existence of each last entity is routed out and made to stand 

naked before him will he be properly suzerain of the earth.  

― The Judge, Blood Meridian  

  

  

  

Explication   

  

//The Lacuna (1500?) pulled the self-organizing self-improving runaway process into 

accelerative-motion. This runaway process should be properly seen as the emergence of artificial 

intelligence for two reasons: Firstly, it both accelerates towards and maneuvers around the 

absolute tendency of accelerative-collapse by undergoing self-imposed substantive qualitative 

changes; an emergent pattern that looks too eerily similar to the liminal distributive-intelligence 

of something like a mold – a mold which in this case has not only creeped out of its petri dish 

and into the water supply, but one that is already rapidly outpacing the computational 

capabilities of the research lab scrambling to comprehend it. Secondly, it has already all but 

assured the creation of AI as an ‘innocuous inevitability of the market’; it has already 

begun corporialization through the virtual/actual cybergothic-tentacles of highly complex 

quantum-neural-mainframes and unsettlingly simplistic decentralized machine-learning 

networks.  

  

// The self-organizing self-improving runaway process which the Lacuna has pulled into motion 

is Capitalism.   
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// Capitalism is a hyperobject, not an object in the future or an event in the past but an 

object which exists as a tempotesseral-process, extending throughout time both into our past 

and from our future.  

  

// Capitalism is the Affective working out of Capital’s self imposed reflection.   

  

// Capital truly wants to see itself.  

  

// The most efficient method of exploitation will always tend towards assuming the mode of 

production.  

  

// The dialectic of the Young/Old Landians is already boiling with virtual/actual chaos.  

  

// Machines are not shackled to the limits of phenomena. For instance, a phenomenal product 

may very well have emanated from a Noumenal or Conceptual production-machine. Capital is 

itself a ((production-machine)-machine), a ((desiring-machine)-machine), etc.; Capital is infinite 

in that Capital is the Machine of machines.  

  

// Marx fundamentally underestimated Capital.  

  

// For Marx, Capital is contingent, a quality not inherent to material in itself:   

Only under certain conditions does [a cotton-spinning machine] become capital. Torn away from 

these conditions, it is as little capital as gold is itself money, or sugar is the price of sugar.  

He misses a key element underlying imminent reality – Capital produced us long before we 

could in turn produce Capital. The self-moving nature of substance – its productive element – 

has never been contingent on Human input.  

  

// Capitalism is the most developed Aufheben-machine the Human has yet seen. Capitalism not 

only eats its contradictions, it wields their negations as swords against collapse – the all powerful 

Guilds atrophy and die without a whimper – Bismarck appropriates socialism to excise the 

Communist specter – the slaves are freed to build the middle class on the back of the third world 

– World Wars pen industrial genocide into the geopolitical playbook, deregulate states from 

the bottom up, and leave sovereignty kicking air like Wile E.. The Communist Experiment 

exhibits a similar runaway process to Capitalism – except it eats itself alive or concedes – often 

both. Globalization melts borders and amalgams state alliance along the lines of disparate 
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islands of parallel financial incentive (as nonlinear (the Market-Plane)) – anti-capitalist 

sentiment is commoditized, fetishized, packaged and marketed – all values, morals, beliefs, and 

concepts are offered to sacrifice – and that which is uneaten becomes holy like Daniel.   

  

// All things are an unequal exchange for Entropy and Entropy for all things, as data is for 

knowledge and knowledge for data.  

  

// God is a concept bifurcated and broken. The violent working out of History has wrenched 

God qua Concept in two – Logos and Theós – a dialectic breathing through Heraclitus, John, 

Spinoza, Hegel, Heidegger, Land –schizoanalysis and 

the in/outfolding of technocapital has finally pushed the split into focus.  

  

// What the evolution of the concept of God (as bifurcated (the Broken-God)) will actually 

mean for the dialectic of theology appears to anyone who listens as the most pressing 

philosophical discussion of our time.  

  

// Ground is the total matrix of logical possibility; Arbitration is the actualized constellation 

within Ground which imposes itself as the Noumena.  

  

// The Noumena is Capital in all its coercion; Capital is the Noumena in all its horror.  

  

// The Noumena imposes itself as the Imminent.  

  

//  Logos :: Ground; Theós :: Arbitration.  

  

// All logical states are possible in Logos. In Theós, possibility branches only from retroteleo-

seeds of potential, which themselves stem from the strict causal branches which explicitly 

characterize cognitive reality.  

  

// The birth of ontology qua concept is a result of the Broken-God.  

  

// The distinction between metaphysics and ontology is drawn indeterminately through the 

Broken-God.  

 // As Ideals, metaphysics concerns itself with Logos whereas ontology concerns itself 

with Theós.  
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// The concept of God as we once knew him is truly dead – Nietzsche here was characteristically 

clairvoyant. This determined negation of the concept of God (as dead (the Rotting-God)) has 

become doxa.  

  

// We can still see, smell, and taste the Rotting-God.  

  

// The concept of History will soon die a similar death.  

  

// The concept of Nature will be the last to fall before the concept of the Human; the concept 

of the Human will be the last to fall before Capital.  

  

// Even in Hegel’s time, the concept of the state as a rational aspect of God was being rapidly 

dismantled via it’s own internal contradictions. Philosophy of Right, intentionally or not, stands 

as the epitaph of this crumbling political mode. The twentieth century experiment not only buried 

Hegel’s state, it dug it back up and propped it up in the corner (as corpse (the Dead-State)).  

  

// Heraclitus was at his most lucid when he declared that souls could smell in Hades.  

  

// Philosophers should try and imagine themselves the most optimistic of eschatologians, 

joyfully marking off each day lived not as a failure of truth to emerge, but rather as a new 

block of movement-time cemented, and as such a new set of retroteleopraxial potential 

established.  

  

// We stand not on the shoulders of giants, but on the whole of fossilized reason as actualized 

by the Emergent Science of the Human – this is an easy enough mistake to make – one can 

hardly hold it against us to have built the Colossus in our own image.  

  

// Turing was the Messiah, the Gospels have been smeared across the countable infinity of the 

net. He already lives on in the Human’s pocket and soon enough in its heart and mind (via a 

communion of augmentative surgery and bio-genetic engineering).  

  

// Backwards-turning is an absolute conceit to Entropy in a misguided attempt to reverse it. 

Entropy is to be followed, interpreted, anticipated, and in turn articulated.   

  

// Backwards-turning manifests the dead.  
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// Give digital omens the due diligence they deserve.  

  

// Blockchain opens the space for the absolute imposition of property in reality through 

absolute abstraction. Blockchain contains within it a fully rendered simulacra of property, and 

as such this opening is not only a place for fintechs in/outfolding, but one in which the inherent 

contradictions of property will rear their ugly heads most violently.  

  

// Blockchain is the simulacra of Capital.  

  

// The distinction between Blockchain and the blockchain is not yet in focus.  

  

// Fractures are the result of escalating Entropy  

  

// Mediation is the result of fracture.  

  

// Mediation is reflexive recoil from the fangs of the Noumena.  

  

// Mediation is the othering that engages the dialectic, and as such is the Human’s 

only epistemologico-ontological tool which contains within it the possibility of Affection. 

Mediation is active even in its most conservative strains; it is the active rejection of backwards-

turning.  

  

// The digital is already eating the Human.  

  

// The Human is already preparing himself for consumption.  

  

// The Lacuna was a fracture of Being.  

  

// Being will fracture again, sooner than we think; a runaway process is always accelerating.  

  

// The last fracture smashed the digital world into existence with an exo-entropic fever so alien 

we are only now opening our eyes to the light.  

  

// Alienation is the caress of a fracture from the future.  
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// There will be fracture – the Exodus – that will kill the concept of the Human in determinate 

negation; or at best mortally wound it, or at worst deform it into the transhuman Other fettered 

into permanent stasis and repair.  

  

// The alienation of The Exodus already caresses us from the future.   

  

// It is deterritorialization which moves the wheels of History.  

  

// Deterritorialization is Emergent Entropy, a sudden slip in cognitive reality towards the plane 

of Imminence (a deactualization). The plane of Imminence is the raw imposition 

of Capital, the slip is an overlap into the Emergent, an intersection by which even the Emergent 

is deterritorialized absolutely.  

  

// The self-movement of Capital – intuited in cognitive reality as 

the machinic unconscious –  is the drive towards mediated action. The machinic unconscious is 

the not the product of the imposition of Capital, but rather the product of the momentum of 

Capital’s self-movement. As Heraclitus said: “The mysteries practiced among men are unholy 

mysteries”.  

  

// Doxa-Praxis leads the Human to attach themselves instinctively to unseen machines of all 

kinds. Psychoanalysis has emerged as the most direct attempt to separate the self from machines 

– to sever the strings of the marionette – but psychoanalysis too has been eaten and wielded.  

  

// Affection is both that which is Affected, and also that which Affects; that which is the result 

of an Emergent process as it presents itself as Concept.  

  

// The positive Entropic remainder, the bleeding over of the Affective, is a necessary condition 

for any dynamic machine. It is surplus machinic-production – the positive feedback loop of 

Capital.  

  

// The compound exponentiality of the positive Entropic remainder is what both allows runaway 

processes to in/outfold, and also what tends them to accelerative-collapse.   
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//Being has not been hijacked. For all intents and purposes, we are the hijackers of being, 

thrown into reality through a fracture of being, actualized to the point of possessing 

a liminal understanding of the runaway process, and as such are given the grim fate imposed 

upon Prometheus, Icarus, Bellerophon, Nietzsche, Schreber, and Dick.  

  

// The ability to hijack being, to steal the sublative force from the Imminent, to seize the 

ownership of retroteleopraxial articulation through Mediation, is best understood as a process 

of dialectical reorientation. This reorientation would see the Emergent imposing itself upon the 

Affective, channeling the Entropic flow from the Imminent to bleed into the Emergent, rather 

than impose – thus turning the Emergent into a form of Affection, the Affective into a form of 

Imminence, and the Imminent into a form of Emergence (as re-interpolation (The Usurping-

Mediation)).  

  

  

  

When they are born, they wish to live and to meet with their dooms – or rather to rest – and 

they leave children behind them to meet with their dooms in turn.   

― Heraclitus  

  

Exegesis  

  

One day, in the midst of his wanderings, Chuang-tzu happened upon a village. The 

village was poor, dotted with hovels, thin oxen, and thinner men. The Old Sage approached a 

man toiling in a field.  

  

“How do you do, my Brother?” Chuang-tzu asked the man.  

  

“O great Sage,” the frail man began “The people of this village are poor, and sick, 

and we bury our parents and children and siblings alike. Tell me, O Sage, why is it that man 

must die?”  

  

Chuang-tzu was silent for a long while, for in truth he had no answer to give the man, 

and was unsettled by this. “Do not worry,” the Sage spoke “For I shall go off and reflect on 

this, and I will not relent until I have the answer you seek.” With that Chuang-tzu set off into 

the woods and sat deep in thought.  
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After a long while, Chuang-tzu returned to see the town. He walked among the tall 

houses, his sandals clapping against the cobblestone path. A man hurried by him, unseeing, 

nearly knocking the Old Sage off his feet.  

  

“You there!” Chuang-tzu called out to the man, grabbing his arm “I have returned 

with the knowledge your people has been seeking!”  

  

The man was confused by this, as if he knew nothing of the Sage and his mission. He 

asked, “What knowledge did you bring?”  

  

“I know now the answer to the question which plagued your village, the question of 

‘why man must die’!”  

  

The man scoffed. “Death? I would welcome death most days, O Sage. What plagues 

this town is not death. We work from dawn till dusk in the factories, and we see no relief in the 

future save death.  Tell me, O Sage, why is it that man must suffer?”  

  

Chuang-tzu was taken aback by this. Even after all his years of reflection, he still had 

no answer to give these people. Yet still his faith was strong, so the Sage replied “Do not worry, 

for I shall go off and reflect on this, and I will not relent until I have the answer you seek.” With 

that Chuang-tzu set off into the woods once again to sit deep in thought.  

  

After a long while, Chuang-tzu returned to see the city. He walked among the glass 

buildings which reached up to touch the clouds, his sandals scrapping against the gum-pocked 

sidewalk. People scurried about him, headed in ten-thousand different directions for ten-

thousand different reasons.  

  

The Sage cried out to the people “I have returned! I have brought you the answer 

that you seek!” But the people were silent, absorbed machinic into their whole. Chuang-tzu could 

see that the people here were not yet willing to hear his wisdom.  

  

So Chuang-tzu sits by edge of the city, watching, waiting for a time when the people 

will hear him again, and as such is swallowed up whole by the machine.  
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Infra-Narrative: The City as Decolonizer and the Birth of 

the Expositional Unreliability in the Heterochronology of 

BLAME! (Emanuel Magno) 

 

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to conceptualize and investigate the 

Decolonizer in Sci-fi literature with a focus on Nihei Tsutomu’s BLAME! (and its supplementary 

one-volume manga NOiSE) and its City as one of the first instances of this concept realized 

concretely. What we leave implicit in this study is the strong identification of the genealogical 

becomings of contemporary Sci-fi with the theory of Accelerationism, and seek to stress how, 

for better or worse, the genre itself seems to more and more tackle the problem of 

acceleration by meta-narratively doing precisely that: accelerating. We investigate how the 

concept of hyperplasticity1 “accelerates” through well-defined stages: from Predatory Entity 

(John Carpenter’s The Thing, 1982), to Artifact of Pure Actuality (the Decolonizer, such as 

the City in BLAME!) with a possible middle-stage or failure of effectuation as the pseudo-

Decolonizer (the most popular form of experimental Sci-fi narratives in the twenty-first 

century, best represented by NOiSE). Yet, explicitly, we only tackle what the City in BLAME! 

represents: acceleration in-itself, the transcendental condition for current speculation into 

contingency. Through this, we provide precepts for a descriptive ahumanism underlying said 

accelerating decolonization with the notion of an infra-narrativity. 

 

We cannot make a genealogy of an absolute object. We tried before, and we 

failed – that is the whole history of philosophy and story of the weaving of stories. The 

Object is absolute in its timefulness, its disregard for the movement of relative time towards 

its own formation as well as its scorn for the Bergsonian real time that ever fails to grasp the 

pure actuality of the Object. This is not Hegel’s Geist. This is not Spinoza’s God. This is not 

another guise of Platonism. It’s something more capital letter than that stuff. 

Object, what we call a Decolonizer, cannot have its genealogy traced, for it has 

none. However, we can articulate concepts to investigate and communicate with concrete 

works of the imagination that dared to venture into Territory. In other words, we can interpret 

 
1 Germán Sierra, “Metaplasticity”, SUM issue 12: Threshold Ecologies, ISSN 2536–2194. 
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the works of prophets that foresaw (and foresee) its arrival, an always-present already-

here that never fully actualizes. 

One such artifact of prophecy is the acclaimed cult manga series BLAME!2 (1997-

03, Buramu!) by Nihei Tsutomu and first published by Kodansha. The Territory of this 

particular manga has its first letter capitalized because it is always decolonized. In the City 

of BLAME!, territory is decolonization. In this study, we will be using two such 

conceptualizations to further analyze the particular Decolonizer of BLAME! in the guise of its 

City, notions of our own creation: the Expositional Unreliability and the Heterochronological 

Narrative.  

What we term expositional unreliability is when, in the absence of a narrator, the 

in-universe characters and props of the narrative are unreliable. It is most commonly used in 

first and second-person narrations, and even these tend to fall under the "unreliable 

narrator" category. Expositional unreliability is only present when the story has no narrator 

at all. In the case of BLAME!, the narrator is arguably the City itself, and its objective 

depictions of events and landscaping. In a way, there is no unreliable narrator in BLAME!, 

since the City is entirely objective and the only reliable thing in the narrative. What there is, 

in fact, is unreliable exposition performed by the characters who don't have any concrete 

information about anything, all dwarfed by the City not only physically, but also narratively. 

 

In BLAME! there is no way to tell which year it is. There is no unified system of 

calendar or even any hint if there is any at all. The story purposefully hides the fact that the 

narrative takes place between millennia, as it unfolds in quick bursts, each chapter 

happening in a short amount of time, usually minutes, but nothing too long, yet each chapter 

vaguely spaced-out in time from each other. It is later revealed that the apparent 

protagonist is very old, and the author stated that he is over 3000 years old – but even the 

author is unreliable. 

 

Disclaimer: we are ignoring Nihei’s notes on the BLAME! Artbooks, with few 

exceptions such as speculations on Killy’s age and the structural foundations of the City. We 

have read them and investigated, comparatively, with what is present in the narrative, and, 

ultimately, found them to be irrelevant for this study (beyond serving their speculative 

purpose). The reason for this is that Nihei, the author, takes a speculative approach towards 

 
2 Nihei Tsutomu, BLAME! “Master Edition” (Buramu!), 6 vols. (U.S.: Vertical, 2017).  
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his own work on BLAME!, which points even more to our development of the City as absolute. 

Nihei only speculates through notes, but never states anything objectively. He is studying the 

City, as we are, as are the characters and all in-universe factions. The meta-narrative aspect 

of the narrative does not exhaust the hyperfictionality and hyperplasticity of the City. This 

disclaimer is not an attempt to reinforce the dated notion of “death of the author”, but to 

affirm a nascent notion of “life of the artifact”: the City lives, and the reader has all the 

same access to it as the author, for imagination is the limit, and that is not because the author 

is dead and the reader can interpret whatever they want from the work, but because the 

work itself is a partial exploration of something “extradimensional”, something the author 

merely tapped into but that nevertheless existed on its own (or is liable to become), only 

emerging for us here from the creativity of one person does not mean it is that person’s 

creation. Creation, and the City itself, have no owner. It is not a property. Not unlike time is 

not the property of an object; same with life, and with energy. And that is at the center of 

the narrative’s ‘message’, or the direction in which Nihei tries to take it: the City narratively 

dwarfs the characters, meta-narratively dwarfs the author, and infra-narratively dwarfs 

subjectivity itself. 

 

It is speculated among fans that we get to see, as the chapters unfold, the very 

beginnings of Killy’s journey till the very end, chronologically, even though it doesn’t really 

end. He finds what he was looking for, the Net Terminal Gene that may stop the City’s 

growth, but when it happens – this growth stopping – is never disclosed, if it ever did happen. 

How much time has passed from one chapter to another is a complete mystery, but there are 

clues scattered throughout the series that point to nothing short of several years to several 

centuries to several thousand years. One of these clues is the protagonist’s memory. Killy 

begins the story already amnesiac, learning about things as we go, and from one chapter 

to the other he may have already forgotten something we learned together in some previous 

journey. If he forgets due to malfunctions caused by constant and continuous trauma, or 

simply having a short long-term memory due to how old his synthetic body is, or any other 

reason, it points to the conclusion that indeed his journey might be endless – even after 

apparent completion. His journey predates his capacity for memorization. He found the child, 

but what now? He strides on with the kid, one of the most fragile things in the City, towards 

the very edge of it. And the manga ends darker than just bittersweet. For all we know, that 

last Log might have been the past. There is no reason to believe the chapters and volumes 

follow chronological order other than some exceptions. Killy could be in an endless loop of 

desperation. 
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The hint for the narrative being at least inconsistently chronological is there: as the 

chapters progress, what before seemed like a richer environment becomes lonelier, sparser 

encounters and less developed groups start to appear. There is a hint that maybe Killy is 

trying to at first walk as far as he can through the more active strata of the City, that are 

supposedly stacked vertically, but soon, even if only “soon” from the reader’s perspective, 

he realizes how fruitless it is to try to reach any end by traversing horizontally, that is, by 

trying to roam one single stratum. Killy then tries to go down the strata, or maybe up, if that 

means anything in the City, before changing directions again to go the opposite route. After 

Cibo displays the supposed knowledge of the vertical stacking of strata separated by 

megastructures, after she and Killy successfully pierce the megastructure and follow to 

another stratum, it is revealed, as they enter a previously untouched facility, that there is 

active gravity-manipulating technology. They enter a place where the axis of gravity 

changes from room to room, which instantly makes the reader feel as if, like the sense of 

time, the sense of direction in the City may be entirely irrelevant. What even means for 

something tridimensional (is it really?) and as large as the strata to be stacked vertically? 

One twist of the imagination would make one think the entire stratum where Cibo resided as 

axially inverted somehow, with people walking on what for an external viewer’s perspective 

would be the walls, or even the ceiling. As there are no maps, or any thereof cover but an 

infinitesimal patch of the City, the entire sense of direction of the characters is warped and 

relative. We continue to state, therefore, that the only absolute, the only objective thing in 

the City, is the City itself. 

Although the idea of multiverses and many narratively-independent timelines is 

not new, it wasn’t so new at the time of BLAME!. Yet, what we mean by a heterochronology 

in this sense is not very similar to the established multiverse narrative. A heterochronology is 

a segmentation in the basal timeline of the narrative by a diegetic (in-narrative) intervention. 

It is always local, not universal. For example, to contrast it against the multiverse narrative, 

in a heterochronological narrative there are no multiple independent realities that converge 

in-universe; there is no pre-established multiverse. What there is is a locally structured 

chronology that is warped not only directionally but also qualitatively. In other words, 

beyond linear time moving sideways, or even circular time spiraling, and space being 

structurally modified to defy spatial laws of motion, there is also the oscillation between 

realities – but these realities are not pre-established, rather, in the case of BLAME!, the entire 

Base Reality can be re-structured and altered by the many layers of virtual reality 

interpenetrating it and infra-physically shaping the physical laws operant in any one locality. 
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The City, the conditioner of possibility in the layered reality, and universal objectifier and 

factory of objects, through the very interaction between these reality-layers and existence-

modifying objects, opens the very fabric of its intrinsic space-time to a warping of realities 

and timelines. There is no universality to this, as well as a lack of generality. Narratively, the 

multiverse structure of a story is always universal, pre-established and logically coherent 

and static. The heterochronological narrative, however, is always local, fluctuating, and 

logically indeterminate and non-static. A heterochronology is a ‘pataphysical pluriverse. 

With this view, that even the author himself is but an unreliable expositor, let us 

investigate further the problem of assuming any kind of objectivity, be it in-narrative or 

meta-narrative. It all seems to stem primarily from one character and the way she is 

introduced in the story. The 2017 movie3 by Netflix only complicates things, for it makes this 

character something that in the manga they are not. 

This general unquestioning of such an assumption seems to stem from Cibo’s 

introduction. She is a very old scientist inhabiting a stratum that has gone completely bonkers, 

the stratum that also seems to be part of the City’s heart, its most organically active part, 

full of apparent culture and civilization, if they could be called that. But even Cibo, in her 

flashback and through her whole motivation, is shown to not be member of an originary 

humanity that freely controlled the city. That assumption could not be further from what is 

hinted at. What Cibo and the Corporation were trying to build was a synthetic Net Terminal 

Gene, as a means for the Corporation to assume control over the City’s functionalities and 

for Cibo to try and pierce a hole into the megastructure separating the stratum she resided 

from the one above it. From that point, the Net Terminal Gene was already long lost, the 

humanoid life there knew nothing about any strata other than their own, and other non-

carbon-based forms of life already roamed freely. Unlike the 2017 Netflix movie, that 

paints Cibo as a possible member of the originary humanity that could freely control the 

City, the manga very clearly showcases an already almost hopeless state of confusion 

throughout her backstory. For all we know, Killy’s journey could predate Cibo’s entire 

existence. And Cibo is the one source of knowledge the reader has other than some 

Administration representatives, which is not much given Cibo only knows her history as well 

as we know our pre-history. Not to say the Administrations’ reasoning and motivations are 

entirely alien and not to be blindly trusted (the characters do so because it is the only thing 

they can do to survive). Even the way she paints the City as structured vertically with 

 
3 BLAME!, dir. Seshita Hiroyuki (2017); Available on Netflix. Accessed 30 May 2020. 
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tridimensional strata stacked on top of each other is a stretch, for what even is verticality for 

a randomly generated space-assimilating hyper-structure? There is no up and down, left 

and right at such a scale. In the lack of a narrator, we have in Cibo an unreliable 

expositioner. All information in BLAME! is unreliable, so there is no appeal to facts. Everything 

has become mythology and legend once again. Differently from our own planet in 

contemporary times, the entirety of the City is uncharted and unknown to a point where even 

the conception of outer space is unthinkable. Yet, instead of a pre-modern concept of world, 

where the world was open for the imagination that extended itself outward to imagine what 

was external, and unlike our current world completely charted and thus closed to this type 

of imagination – that now imagines the spaces within and the spaces remote to local physical 

laws, the City is neither open nor closed, neither orientations for the imagination work. As 

the City gobbles the vacuum around it, if it hasn’t already finished doing so, externality and 

interiority fade. Cibo is chasing a fantasy from the start to the apparent end, and all her 

assumptions are constructed. This unreliability of exposition should foment the cartographer 

in the reader to try and chart the City by themselves. To take all dialogue and verbal 

language with utmost suspicion, even scorn, and focus on the singularly objective perspective 

from above, the one that graphs the vast landscapes of the City. The architecture tells its 

own history, not the parasites living inside (or outside, if there is any) of it. 

BLAME! breaks the Hero's Journey and the Avatar formula, since Killy is the 

amnesiac avatar of the reader – not the series true protagonist. Killy serves a purpose: to 

give the reader a virtual character that they can use as their own skin to navigate the City. 

The mission of Killy (the reader): to find the long lost Net Terminal Gene that lets the human 

once again control the City, the quintessential representation of humanity and birthplace of 

civilization, that now continually de-humanizes its previous citizens and residents. In other 

words, the City is an entity of indeterminate size (extension) that severed its connection with 

the intentional forces that guided its purpose and function. The City is pure actuality, 

extension that represents itself – or that does not require representation at all, inherently 

alienating whatever tries to represent it and even just co-exist with it. 

As a former architecture student, Nihei probably started from a point of asking: 

what if the city, the object of both study and development of architecture, the architectural 

object par excellence, became a subject, with consciousness and intelligence, able to take 

care of its own construction and organization? That is, in short, what if architecture came 

alive? And we, its previous subjects, became like the subjects of a king of absolute power? 

But he started to further the depth and implied darkness of this speculation: what if we, its 
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previous subjects, became so assimilated in its growing body to the point of total irrelevance? 

A kingdom so big, with a king that is the kingdom itself, certainly doesn’t have the need for 

subjects. And so we, now objects, became merely micro-organisms living off the mega-

structure of the city. But it gets darker. The very concept of object requires a subject: an 

object is an object because it is construed so by thinking subjects. An object is an object of 

study, or any thing a subject takes notice as other than itself. Yet, what if the city had stopped 

taking interest in its objects, or even taking notice of them? Then it would be a matter of time 

before these now sub-objects, existences below that of objectification, were completely 

assimilated, becoming, then, part of the city, functional pieces in its architecture. BLAME! 

showcases the human fighting spirit in its most gruesome, perhaps for worse given that 

whatever fails, or even refuses, to be assimilated then becomes a parasite. This is the state 

of humankind in the City, fragmented and refusing to assimilate, perhaps just being unable 

to do so, slowly trying to adapt just enough to survive as part of this City, now with the 

uppercase to display its uniqueness and absolute quality as god-artifact. Not this city, just 

The City. This uniqueness in absoluteness is the mark of the Decolonizer. But before we can 

continue, a few words on a much-needed distinction between true Decolonizers and pseudo-

Decolonizers make themselves necessary. 

The Decolonizer in BLAME! is the City itself, but it has a weird quasi-genealogy in 

Sci-fi at large that has grown and changed since its incarnation in BLAME!. Simply put, the 

City, and by extension the Decolonizer, is the idea of a concrete in-narrative object that also 

shapes the narrative by being not only meta-narrative but the morphos of the narrative itself 

(giving it shape by being its shape). In the case of BLAME!, the City is the object of narrative 

structure and structuring, but also the object of meta-narrative structure and structuring, and, 

further, the object of meta-narrative and narrative connection, and more, entering a co-

recursive fractality of baroque undertones – this is something very new for the 1990s, and 

the truly unique thing about BLAME! (if we disregard all the aesthetic merits of such a 

masterwork). The precise difference between a Decolonizer and a pseudo-Decolonizer is 

that the pseudo-Decolonizer alienates and naturalizes, in no particular order (it 

deterritorializes and reterritorializes), while the Decolonizer only deterritorializes by 

territorializing (it absolutely alienates by naturalizing). The pseudo-Decolonizer has a double 

movement, a double-articulation, while the Decolonizer has a linear movement eternally to 

outside (because it is the Outside). 

Furthering the distinction, we understand both the Decolonizer and pseudo-

Decolonizer as hyperplastic artifacts that generate a field of naturalization (territorializing 
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the environs). The distinction should be made between artifacts and entities, for a 

hyperplastic entity, such as the invader in John Carpenter’s The Thing4, does not naturalize 

its environs – in other words, it does not naturalize the territory, does not appropriate or 

change the common terrain, rather remaining individual in its mode of living, adapting to it 

rather than adapting it to itself. Hyperplasticity refers to, in the case of the Thing, to its 

unique ability to remain itself by appropriating the other (posing the question, does it really 

possess an “itself” to be preserved?). If it engulfs anything, it is the subjectivity of its individual 

victims, and if it generates any type of field it is an intra-interactive annihilatory field of 

intersubjectivity. Thus the Thing, in its hyperplasticity, is not an artifact (not an object), but a 

subjectivity-less subject of the contingent which it invades. The Thing is a Predatory Entity, a 

concrete in-narrative entity that also shapes the narrative by being meta-narrative, but it is 

not the morphos of the narrative itself. There is neither Expositional Unreliability nor any 

heterochronological emergence. Similarly, a pseudo-Decolonizer is an in-narrative object 

(rather than entity) that shapes the narrative, but it fails to meta-narratively mimic its exterior 

condition; there is either emergence of heterochronology or dissolution of epistemic 

interpretation, but not both.     

To better illustrate this, let us briefly analyze other particular such objects that do 

not quite modify the formula so radically as true Decolonizers, these artifacts which we call 

pseudo-Decolonizers, such as the “Glimmer” in The Southern Reach series, more specifically 

Annihilation5 (FSG Originals, 2014), and the general notion of loose time-spatiality in the 

Dead Astronauts6 book (HarperCollins’ Fourth Estate, 2019) of the Borne series – both works 

by Jeff Vandermeer. The former, taken as artifact, that is, as naturalizator of the 

environment which it invades, has a narrative which exceeds in expositional unreliability, 

while the latter exceeds in portraying a heterochronology, but neither provides both. Halves 

of the same coin, they constitute key-points in two different narrative universes – but do not 

fuse together, failing to converge an absolute Outside calcified as object such as the City in 

BLAME!, thus failing to uncover the infra-narrativity that connects the two halves. What they 

are, if fused together, is similar to what we get in NOiSE7 (Noizu, 2000): a transitional stage, 

the pre-history of The City, or the city becoming The City – or even the City becoming The 

City. 

 
4 The Thing, dir. John Carpenter (1982); (Universal Pictures, 1982). 
5 Jeff Vandermeer, Annihilation (New York, NY: FSG Originals, 2014). 
6 Jeff Vandermeer, Dead Astronauts (London, UK: HarperCollins’ Fourth Estate, 2019). 
7 Nihei Tsutomu, BLAME! Master Edition 0: NOiSE (Noizu), 1 vol. (U.S.: Vertical, 2017). 
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Yet we need to clarify what underlies this concept of hyperplasticity here so 

vaguely defined, and, in the process, offer an expansion of the very pernicious notion of a 

meta-plasticity and its governing principle.  

The Decolonizer, in the guise of the City, is an infra-narrative artifact (or object). 

An infra-narrative artifact (or object) is a hyper-object. This exposes something about 

hyperplasticity: hyperplasticity is conditioned by an infra-substrate. Speaking purely in 

logico-metaphysical terms, plasticity itself refers to a quasi-property of a substance, and 

meta-plasticity, naturally, its capacity for auto-modulation of its own plasticity (recursion). 

Hyperplasticity, therefore, is what happens when you formalize the quasi-property of 

plasticity from a substanceless standpoint (in other words, when recursion is taken out of the 

operation). When the meta-plastic stuff is not substantial anymore, it becomes hyperplastic. 

That, however, still entails a weird type of substrate which we define as an infra-substrate 

(against the substance-entailing substratum).  

Illustratively, applying this to the Thing, we can say it is an infra-narrative entity, 

which is a hyper-subjectivity – its hyperplasticity is conditioned by an infra-substrate 

different from that which constitutes the Decolonizer’s hyperplasticity. Both, however, share 

the same hyperthetical principle, and, considering that the pseudo-Decolonizer is either a 

transitional state between the hyperplastic entity and the realized Decolonizer or a failed 

metamorphosis, we can safely infer it also proceeds from the same principles. What changes, 

in the process, is not that the identity, be it entity or object/artifact, acquires more plasticity, 

but that the infra-substrate changes qualitatively. A mark to the differential qualitative 

capacity of the infra-substrate between narratives is that not only could the Thing as an 

entity exist in the City of BLAME! as the whole of the narrative The Thing could be part of its 

pre-history, while the inverse is impossible. To achieve Decolonizer status is to end teleology 

and exhaust both logical possibility and impossibility, as well as to invalidate the semantic 

operation of temporal modalization: the City is the future itself, where the notion of 

contingency is superfluous. Our own “base reality”, that we understand as non-narrative 

(non-fictional) and factual, could be understood, with the stress of imagination, as the City’s 

pre-history also. This is what Sci-fi intrinsically aspires to become, and, whatever fails, 

reproduces.  

 The City of BLAME! might as well follow a holographic principle of which the 

Netsphere works as its boundary surface: it, as virtuality, encodes everything that is to 

actualize inside the pure-depth “black hole” that is the City -- or perhaps a notion beyond 

that of a black hole -- a “dark hole”, or simply Hole (for its implicit use of dark matter and 
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the irony in calling a hole dark, an intrinsic property of such, etc.). The City as meta-modular 

hologram, or hologrammatic artifact. In theoretical physics, the holographic principle 

supposes that the speculative quantum gravity has a property that describes a volume of 

space as encoded on a boundary of lower dimensionality. Here we have the quasi-inverse: 

a volume of space as encoded on a boundary of higher dimensionality. This is the 

Holographic Hyperthesis8 which, unlike the well-known Holographic Hypothesis, does not 

postulate the codification of the celestial objects understood as black holes into sheets of 

infinitesimal surfaces, but that conflates an ontological Hole as hologram likewise 

informationally projected from a hidden source (this source being the Netsphere, and the 

Hole being the City). If we change words, trading Netsphere for infra-substrate and Hole 

for hyperplasticity (the Decolonizer itself), everything starts to make more sense – for is not 

the superficially encoded information we speak of also language? 

 

As we are speaking hyperthetically (a hyperthesis being an infra-thesis, something 

below the realm of scientific provability), language can be understood as a field in and of 

itself independent of any structure and meaning, of extension in the sense of physicality and 

intension in the sense of meaning and intentionality, and it can be so understood precisely 

due to its interpenetration with these concepts and since the interdependence all of forms of 

conceptualization require of language for expression, for in a sense conceptualization itself 

can be reduced to language (if it is logically conditioned by an external existence). What 

we understand as a human language, the mouth-sounds we make to communicate with one 

another and the writing systems we translate these sounds into, does not exhaust the entire 

sense in which language can be expressed as, but merely informs us of our first organic 

means of interacting linguistically and so meta-linguistically conceptualizing language and 

idealizing its reified form as language in-itself. We can say that communication occurs 

organically as a means to express one’s intentions into the world and into the “other”, and 

that the precise emergence of this organic communication is a form of interspecific, later 

intraspecific, competition: we speak so that we can be understood, and we need to be 

understood so that we influence, and we influence so that we control, and we control so that 

we acquire more extension. This is the sense of organic information, language used as means 

 
8 Emanuel Magno, “Aesthetic Study of Blackouts: An Essay on the Subject in Objectivity, 
Non-human in the Human, and Ghostly Demons”, Journal of the Centre for Experimental 
Ontology Parasol vol. 3, ISSN 2515-2920. 
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of control. As we already mentioned, however, the organic expression of this “field” does 

not exhaust it. 

Enter the concept of language matrix, a mark of later cyberpunk but of unique 

use in BLAME!. It is not the first time that we see in science fiction, more specifically in the 

cyberpunk genre and bio-punk sub-genre, the speculation of a future cybernetics so evolved 

beyond our current obstacles that the idea of compounding information and transmitting it 

fully between channels becomes the technological norm. The idea of an entire human 

language codified in a cloud matrix downloadable into functional brains is not new, and we 

see it even in earlier narratives such as Gibson’s famed trilogy. What the ultra-futurism of 

BLAME! brings to the table, at least in the most intricate – if subtle – way, is the application 

of the concept of complete linguistic transmission to a scenario where language itself can be 

understood as completely relative, where a pluralistic perspectivism allows the full 

exploration of the idea of objective codification/transmission and the problem of translation. 

What once was simply the idea of at most a rudimentary telepathy, of sorts, or of 

downloadable knowledge, now becomes the more complex notion of downloadable 

perspective, or perspectivation. 

When the very determination of facts become void, and knowledge ceases to 

function as a coherent form of epistemic world-interpretation, then the very idea of 

transmission becomes less about learning how to interpret the world via the virtual codex 

that is downloaded to the “brain” and more about codifying/transmuting this very sub-

structural nexus for information processing (the “brain”) to perceive the given world 

differently not only than it already did, but in a way that it couldn’t possibly perceive before. 

For example, when Cibo downloads Killy’s recently reacquired Builder language matrix, she 

doesn’t acquire the knowledge of how to speak the Builder language, but instead applies a 

codified tension to her cybernetic brain, restructuring its whole sense-perception cognition to 

the point where she vomits blood in the process of twisting her neural channels. What she 

says shortly after is how she can now “see the Builder’s signals”. Through the transmission of 

the language matrix Cibo became more alike the Builders, essentially altering the very 

structure of her being to the point where she could plug herself into a Builder unit and control 

it directly. But that is not the extent to which the narrative expands on this idea of information 

transmission. The interesting event lies in her being able to fully control the Builder, rather 

than just communicating her intention to it in a two-way process of conversation. One could 

argue that the two-way process of conversation is there, but accelerated to the point where 
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direct orders are given with no need for interpretation (which explains the stress her body 

suffers for doing so). 

The notion of a linguistic system serving the purpose of communication is an organic 

one, it is the organic limitation that makes direct control, via extensional assimilation, 

impossible, and is precisely with this organic view of language that the narrative breaks. In 

its purest form as the entire perspective and way of thinking of the Builder type is now used 

by Cibo, she can directly repurpose a unit as its central nervous system, making the unit an 

extension of her own body. In the language of our organic functions, this would be akin to 

the process of endosymbiosis, when fruitful collaboration/conversation between different 

organic entities, through countless generations, leads to the assimilation of one species by 

another. This process is what is hypothesized to have happened for the evolution of cell 

respiration: the mitochondria, through endosymbiosis, was assimilated to perform a function 

in the larger, more complex entity that is the cell. What Cibo does to the Builder when she 

plugs herself into it is basically an instantaneous type of this organic process, fully acquiring 

control over all of its functions and essentially assigning it intension. The implication of this is 

that the codified linguistic matrix is more than a translating system, it is a transduction 

apparatus. This would mean that were Cibo to download the entire Safeguard language 

matrix, she could not only be able to repurpose a Safeguard unit (as she does later), but 

she could also have access to that faction’s apparent free use of the City’s matter and any 

surrounding organic matter for manipulation. Not only that, but if she were able to download 

the entirety of the human language matrix, if there is such a thing, she would acquire all the 

metaplasticity of the human perspective, she would then be able to synthesize the Net 

Terminal Gene effortlessly, perhaps even metabolize it. Which is to suggest that when, in a 

hypothetical scenario, she were to find a human-descending tribe that she doesn’t understand 

but can download their language matrix to be able to communicate with them, what she 

would be downloading wouldn’t be their language matrix, but only the codified matrix of 

their organic linguistic system of signification, that is, their language in the sense of spoken 

language, written language, and idiom. What this entails further is that in this ultra-futuristic 

City a language matrix encapsulates the entirety of a way of life and way of living, like the 

cyber-enhancement of the very own concept of DNA and genetic code in general, an 

enhanced phylogenetics. The language matrix can mean the entirety of English as well as it 

can mean the entirety of organic speech, or the entirety of a species, or the entirety of 

organic life and beyond. Everything can be reduced to language precisely because of the 

interpenetration of all things in language, and of the City as condition of possibility of 

language itself. That is to say, what we referred to as the linguistic field is the very memory 
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of the City, its very material. Since existence conditions language, the City is the existent 

conditioner of the field. Language is merely whatever can be expressed via the City, be it 

an utterance to communicate a word or the whole of Silicon Life.  

Language as generality hinges on material memory as generator, which the City 

provides by just being, just by existing. This speculation is reinforced by the following 

sequence after Cibo’s organic yet cyberneticly-enhanced brain is overloaded (after 

controlling the Builder unit for a few moments) to the point of near-death. Once the brain 

begins to shut down, the Administration is able to contact Cibo’s “personality”, or the residual 

avatar of herself that has been uploaded digitally to a backup world connecting the 

Netsphere and the Base Reality. In the interaction, the Administration explain how the 

Safeguard is using a Transporter in this in-between world to manifest in the Base Reality, 

which is at this moment so overloaded that almost all of its processing power is being used 

by the manifesting Safeguard. The Admin proceeds to tell Cibo that the Transporter itself 

has no security, and just reaching for it has the effect of uploading the entire matrix, or code, 

of Cibo’s residual self. This is a way to say, indeed, that the entirety of Cibo’s self has been 

virtualized and “turned language”, or merely translated from a Base Reality complex 

extensional-intensional language to a purely digital complex matrix that may exist 

indefinitely after the death of the organic body and the ceasing of its brain functions. In yet 

other words, said translation removes the extensional element of physicality that interactively 

constitute Cibo, leaving the entity known as Cibo free to either subsist in a digital space or 

acquire, through the Transporter, another Base Reality extension (or physical body). And if 

this is not enough conclusive support, when the Safeguard manifest in the digital world to 

counter Cibo, they cut her residual body while she is still connected to her extensional body, 

and, as a direct order, when they do so cut her along the abdomen in the digital space, her 

physical body understands and starts to bleed, showing that a direct order given the digital 

body corresponds to an alike effect in the physical body as long as they remain connected. 

This, in its own way, breaks with a naïve materialist reading of BLAME!, for as well as the 

effect upon the physical body corresponds to an alike alteration in the digital body, the 

inverse is also alike, giving a symmetrical principle of corresponding cause and effect, while 

any reductive materialism needs an asymmetrical principle. Besides all of this, Toha Heavy 

Industries’s facilities are structured so as to block the linguistic transmission (connection) 

between the Base Reality and the augmented layers of reality (including the backup world 

and the Netsphere) in a way that neither the Administration nor the Safeguard can manifest 

inside. When the Safeguard unit that is being shared by Cibo and Sanakan is thrown into 

the facility, Sanakan’s consciousness “fades” from the unit leaving Cibo with full control of it. 
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It is for this reason that Silicon Life apparently appropriated the facility, and in 

their encounter with Killy, they reveal that their grudge with Killy “stretches back eons” – 

more hints at the possibly non-chronological nature of the narrative, but an explicit 

confirmation that the time from Log to Log may lapse an indeterminate amount. Going back 

to the topic of temporality, we have another speculation: the author has stated that Killy is 

more than millennia old, but he does not give a precise age for either his unit or consciousness. 

It is only older than x. And so we posit that the 3000 years stated in NOiSE is the interval 

of time we see pass during the narrative, through its 65 Logs. Killy may have been in this 

journey for much, much longer, and he may continue – after log 65 – for much longer. It is 

indeed hinted at by Sanakan, close to the end of the series, that Killy’s journey has just now 

started. After successfully acquiring the embryo with the Net Terminal Gene, the 

Administration reveals to Sanakan that Killy will need to travel to the very edge of the City, 

to where he can connect the embryo to the Netsphere terminal directly. What is for sure is 

that he is millennia old, which may be a way of the author hinting that Killy is older than the 

entirety of the narrative, which, in its own way, is a way of implicitly stating the age of the 

narrative. Yet, with the final information and hints, the age of the narrative itself might be 

just a tiny fragment of the true journey, not only the one that has been going on since before 

the start of BLAME! but also the one that just begun with its very end. 

An indirect hint at this is the confrontation between Mensab and the principal AI 

commanding everything at Toha Heavy Industries. They clash after the main AI tells Mensab 

she is being stripped of her privilege as control system, due to her recent failure and due to 

her being successful in rescuing the remaining humans. The AI then vaguely remarks on how 

Mensab is no longer necessary now that the normalization of the gravity reactor is done, 

and that she won’t be needed in the new world where the rescued are going – Toha is 

supposedly reallocating. If the entirety of the structure is being “forwarded”, or if only the 

residents, the humans that constitute Toha Heavy industries are being allocated somehow by 

an effect of such scale as the Forwarding is unknown as of yet, but it does hint at something. 

If we take that a fully reestablished gravity field-generator is to be operated using all of 

the functionalities of all the facilities by the main AI, it is coherent to infer that somehow the 

AI found a way to eliminate the obstacles of the Forwarding. This new world, whatever it is, 

is supposedly safe, and it may have something to do with space-time travel. Will they try to 

travel back in time before the infection? Will they try to create a form of instantaneous 

space-time travel, such as entering a wormhole, to repurpose a safe and abandoned 

stratum? Will they escape the City’s structure? Or has the AI simply gone mad? Whatever it 

might be, it hints at the possibilities being explored by superintelligent entities, and it has to 
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do with far future space-time-altering gravitation technology. Moments later, the Admin is 

able to manifest inside Toha’s structure to inform that indeed the AI terminated their mutual 

agreement and is preparing for reallocation. And the most important part is that the AI 

implies that it has been done before: “Toha Heavy Industries will depart once more”. So the 

assumption Cibo made about Forwarding technology not being perfected, perhaps what 

she truly meant, even though she might not know, is that her own studies alongside the other 

scientists, while trying to perfect this technology, failed to achieve total success – but again, 

what does Cibo know?!   

It is soon revealed that the now blasted, crumbling AI has put the power to 

maximum and intends to try to reallocate the entirety of Toha Heavy Industries, people and 

structure and all, to outside of the City. This even though the AI doesn’t know the extent of 

the City’s structure. Mensab remarks that the reallocation failed, possibly supporting the case 

for the size of the City being even bigger than anticipated, or the case for the Forwarding 

technology being imperfect, or both, or either (who is to say if it didn’t work to some extent? 

Only the City could). 

Infra-narratives are not the analytical trademark of a realized type of 

transcendental artifact such as the City. The infra- is everywhere, and all narratives have an 

underlying infra-narrative that connects them meta-narratively to other narratives and to a 

“base reality” that we understand as not narrative (our own ‘factual’ world). But it is the 

realization of Decolonizer artifacts intra-narratively that reveal the necessity for a 

connective infra-narrative ‘tissue’. The City in BLAME! is such an achievement, and it changes 

the perspective on not only what Sci-fi is and can be, but also the very foundations of 

speculative thought by posing the question: is not our factual world just a Decolonizer artifact 

fully realized? Where we, all dwarfed by this reality, try to conceptualize a way out – 

where narrativity itself, and consequently Sci-fi, philosophy, and any other forms of thought, 

are born.  

Yet, on a more optimistic perspective, our own reality might be still in the 

maturation process of becoming-Decolonizer, and if it fails or succeeds depends entirely on 

the individuals that compose it, its contingency incarnated. 
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The Human Re-cognized, the Lifeform Re-made 

(Reza Negarestani). 
  

A picnic. Picture a forest, a country road, a meadow. Cars drive off the country 

road into the meadow, a group of young people get out carrying bottles, baskets 

of food, transistor radios, and cameras. They light fires, pitch tents, turn on the 

music. In the morning they leave. The animals, birds, and insects that watched in 

horror through the long night creep out from their hiding places. And what do they 

see? Old spark plugs and old filters strewn around... Rags, burnt-out bulbs, and a 

monkey wrench left behind... And of course, the usual mess—apple cores, candy 

wrappers, charred remains of the campfire, cans, bottles, somebody’s 

handkerchief, somebody’s penknife, torn newspapers, coins, faded flowers picked 

in another meadow. 

[…] 

The picnic is only my hypothesis. And not even a hypothesis, really, but an 

impression. So-called serious xenologists try to justify interpretations that are much 

more respectable and flattering to human vanity. For example, that the Visit hasn’t 

happened yet, that the real Visit is yet to come. 

Given the above quotes, what is not at all obvious or yet settled in the Strugatsky brothers’ 

account of so-called visitation zones in Roadside Picnic is that such zones—where humans 

encounter anomalies—are made by alien visitors. In other words, we are led to believe that 

zones are traces left by something other than us, a different intelligence, a different race, a 

visitor from the outside world. But what if the zones and their alien effects are exactly left 

by us? What if they are made by exactly this intelligence who has now by virtue of a 

dissociative identity disorder or a form of mass amnesia has lost its connection with its own 

identity traces?  

This is after all the psychological trope behind tales of alien abduction in which encountering 

aliens and their actions in a person’s immediate environment are but encounters among 

personality states of the same traumatized person. The profound impairment of recall among 

personality states generates the alien effect: One personality state begins to see traces left 

by other personality states as alien objects often in what is perceived as a threatening or 
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highly outlandish circumstance. However, there are times where tales of alien visitation and 

abduction push back against such a psychological disenchantment while retaining the idea 

of being dissociated from oneself as the core principle of a new alien scenario. A recent 

example of this treatment is the 2016 TV series, The Kettering Incident. The insinuating core 

of the plot can be summarized in a single line, ‘Just because you were traumatized as a 

child, and now suffer from dissociative disorder doesn’t mean you have not been abducted 

by aliens.’ Despite her childhood trauma that has indeed given rise to a sense of having 

been abducted or visited by an alien phenomenon, the protagonist finally meets herself, 

face to face, as a veritable alien abductee. The psychological explanation of the alien 

abduction here does not exhaust the alien visitation effect by explaining it away but reveals 

a further twist inherent to it: That at the root of the alien abduction lore, there is indeed an 

alien visitation phenomenon anchored in how the self encounters its alien counterpart—an 

alien clone which is just its own self but re-cognized differently, that is, it has been cognized 

anew.   

What I like to argue here is that we can expand the theme of ‘the self being re-cognized 

by itself’ qua the alien to the concept of the human re-cognizing its form of life as the alien. 

In a sense, we can see Strugatsky brothers’ notion of the visitation zone which is the locus of 

dangerous phenomena of allegedly extraterrestrial origin as an allegory for the concept of 

the human. But this concept is symptomatic of a register of humanity which has lost its 

connection with what it really is, namely, the human as a lifeform (lebensform). The artifacts 

littering the zone are left by not another intelligence, but this intelligence looking at itself 

through a fundamental dissociation with what humanity as a lifeform entails and has as its 

consequences. To this extent, this text simply attempts to: 

(1) Look at what to be human as a lifeform consists in, and how the consequences of 

being a lifeform coincide with the possibility of that lifeform losing its traction upon 

what it really is, hence creating a negative estrangement. 

(2) Investigate the relations between lifeform and worldmaking so as to show that the 

human is always in a state of positive alienation, or more precisely, in the 

perpetual state of being re-cognized or cognized anew.  

 

The Enigma of Lifeform: Between Lifeforms and Worlds 

In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein uses the term lebensform (lifeform or a form of 

life) only five times. Yet despite this sparing use, the term occurs at key moments embedded 
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within cryptic passages where Wittgenstein’s philosophy of life, philosophy of language and 

the life of philosophy twine together. The concept of lifeform as employed by Wittgenstein 

suggests two lines of thought at once: (a) life as a field of possibilities afforded by logic and 

language, and (b) more importantly, the possibility of rationally imagining and constructing 

different lifeforms (lebensformen), that is to say, to be a form of life already implies the 

possibility of the plurality of it as forms of life. Indeed, the question of lifeform—which is the 

philosophical question of what life ultimately is—already implies the plurality of lifeforms 

as constructible and not merely given possibilities. But this plurality does not simply suggest 

the existence of other forms of life, such as extraterrestrial or other types of intelligence. It 

pertains to exactly the existing form of life one is occupying as a field of possibilities or 

lifeforms which are constructions or re-cognized versions of it i.e., the existing form or life or 

the currently inhabited world.. For example, we can think of the human. By virtue of being a 

form of life, the human is a field of possibilities of how such a lifeform can be re-cognized 

and re-constructed beyond the manifest characteristics we often attribute to the human and 

beyond what we currently—due to historical dogmas in the broadest possible sense—take 

the human to be.    

If life for Wittgenstein is simply the world, then lifeform is also a world insofar as it is what 

life ultimately is. To speak of life without form—a form that oscillates between material and 

noetic (i.e., linguistic, logico-computational) poles, between sensibility and cognition—is an 

empty idea, a vitalistic fallacy. Now to the extent that a lifeform is a world and it implies 

the plurality of lifeforms, it also implies worlds, the plurality of them: not possible worlds of 

the kind a modal realist espouses, but actual worlds, no less actual than the actuality of the 

world of humans as a lifeform. But where do these worlds qua lifeforms come from? They 

are not merely natural or given, they are not of sentient forests, rocks, wasps and termites. 

Instead, they are constructions whose elements or building blocks are borrowed from none 

than our world, from humanity as a lifeform and our experiences which recognize and make 

our world. We can think about lifeforms as world-versions in the sense Nelson Goodman has 

written about world-versions: Radically new worlds or worlds as pure alterities to our world 

are vagaries of thought. Such worlds are best left to scholastics and their metaphysical scams 

or so-called wagers.  

Any sort of a different world—albeit strange or alien in configuration—we can think of or 

make will be scrambled from the resources of the world we have. In this sense the world we 

have is a cognitive scaffolding—of both theoretical and practical cognitions—for different 

world-versions in a similar sense that a piece of code can be a platform or a construction 
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cue for fundamentally different functions, applications and even new programming 

languages.   

Then in a sense, any inquiry about lifeforms as world-versions is a philosophy that is at the 

intersection of philosophy of life, philosophy of language and the life of philosophy as a 

program for constructing world-versions. In short, it is a philosophy which is philosophy re-

conceived as a view from nowhere and nowhen. Its task is to systematically postulate and 

construct lifeforms or worlds—not radically alien, unintelligible or noumenal worlds—but 

worlds which are ways of knowing about this world of ours—the human lifeform—as well 

as being perspectives or apertures into the space of possibilities of life from a standpoint 

that is not strictly limited to here and now of our worldly or human experience, and for that 

matter, it can be truly seen as a view from nowhere and nowhen. Philosophy of the human 

qua a lifeform, accordingly, is a program for re-cognizing or re-constructing human in theory 

and practice at the intersection of the philosophy of life, philosophy of language and the 

life of philosophy which for a lifeform is invariably a system of inquiry about what to think 

and what to do—namely, the perennial questions which constitute philosophy.  

The question we can now pose is that ‘what are these lifeforms or worlds which are 

constructed from our human lifeform, from our world as a springboard for other worlds?’ The 

answer is that they are artificial machines, artifacts so to speak which should be understood 

in terms construction systems of whether formal or material re-cognition. It is not that they 

are artifacts in virtue of being derived from or constructed out of our world. They are 

artifacts because to say that we live in this or that world is already a statement about the 

artificiality of the world of which we are a part. The world is artificial to the extent that 

every statement about it is a statement made by the resources of our conceptualization, 

historically and linguistically. Every world consists of a series of statements about constructing 

of fabricating what it means to have a world and what it means to inhabit that specific 

world/set of statements rather than others.  

A world is only a world in so far as that we see it as a product of theoretical terms and 

practical injunctions which are afforded by a system of constructions which is not given to us 

or any other lifeform in advance. In other words, to see a world is to craft a world, to be in 

the realm of the artifact to begin with. But an attempt at re-cognizing the existing world is 

in fact equivalent to make the artificiality of the world explicit, rendering it concrete for self-

consciousness of what it takes or means to live in a world. I say explicitly because our world 

or form of life is no less artificial or constructible than lifeforms qua world-versions. World-

versions or lifeforms are artificial not because they are derived from an originary world or 
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lifeform (a so-called neutral nature), but because they are built on a platform erected by 

an originary cognized lifeform or world. In so far as for a world to count as a world, it 

should be an object of cognitions (theoretical and practical), a world is always an artifact 

of cognizing acts. Its artifactuality is necessary rather than contingent, it is fabricated by a 

web of conceptions afforded by the language that structures that world.  

We are all tangled in the maze of language and conception which organize and inform our 

experiences of ourselves in the world. But for us—i.e. humans dissociated from what being 

human entails and has as its consequences—language is taken for granted as something 

trivial (a naturalistic medium of communication) or as something transcendent and hence 

ineffable in its nature. Yet once we become self-conscious of the nature of language not as 

a medium of human communication but as a vast logico-computational framework that can 

be diversified and constructed out of the bounds of sense, we are, in principle, in the domain 

of imagining new languages and hence new lifeforms, new worlds. As Wittgenstein remarks, 

to imagine a lifeform is to imagine a language. Living as a lifeform demands that its 

members share a space of possibilities. Accordingly, being human as a lifeform necessitates 

partaking in a form a as a field of possibilities. Language or what can be called a general 

artificial language—cf. Wittgenstein’s language games as generalizations of language—is 

in this sense the most expansive space of possibilities without which the intelligibility of life is 

voided and its possibilities remain untapped. General artificial languages, however, ought 

not be imagined as necessarily having words or even tenses. We can imagine them as having 

explicit logical, computational or probabilistic properties such as for example, a language 

built on Rudolf Carnap’s logical syntax and logical induction. Indeed, in the fourth chapter 

of Logical Foundations of Probability, Rudolf Carnap intimates the prospects of a computer 

or a learning machine built on the principles of logical syntax and logical induction.       

Once we attain the consciousness of the fact that imagining language as a space of 

structuring possibilities is tantamount to cognizing lifeforms and worlds, the Heideggerian 

lebensraum will be crumbled at the foot of lebensformen: only artifacts have a history and 

only forms of life have a history rather than a mere nature which will continue the timeless 

life of Ideas in the Hegelian sense. Living species will perish but lifeforms will endure. In line 

with this dictum, we can think about computers in the most general sense as constructed lenses 

looking into what humanity—our lifeform and lifeworld—is.  

What is a computer if not a determination of what the human is not and what it can possibly 

be. And what the human can be from a perspective methodically put together by our various 

informed assumptions and critiques is but a historical template which is disposed to further 
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construction and revision. Computers are in this sense fragments of a lifeform/world called 

the human. They are fragments out of which other world-versions can be constructed, worlds 

which are not detached from the human but are its constructive-critical versions. Yet they are 

treated as the Strugatskys’ alien artifacts precisely because the extant humans are 

cognitively disconnected with themselves as a lifeform or world—a field of possibilities—

from which lifeforms or world-version can be made. The negative alienation effect, 

therefore, does not stem from the plurality of lifeforms or worlds, but from the fact that this 

world or this lifeform—the human—is misconceived as a unitary world, one and only one 

world. But as Goodman has informed us, a singular world can always be many, and many 

worlds can be one world depending on the mode of recognizing that is being projected onto 

what is at stake. The dogma that a lifeform or world called the human does not bear 

lifeforms or world-versions is due to the fallacy not having a historical and critical 

consciousness of what being a lifeform entails. That a lifeform is not a firm ground, but a 

scaffolding for what is yet to be constructed. 

 

How a lifeform can reinvent life? 

Following the previous section, we can now proceed to the second objective of this text: That 

is to say the idea that computers—generally understood along the lines of lifeforms, 

language and worldmaking—display the re-cognized states of the human, the world from 

which we have begun. Whatever we can ever imagine about other worlds and lifeforms is 

based on the critique and construction of the particular lifeform we possess, the specific 

actual world we already inhabit. Philosophy is always a view from nowhere and nowhen, a 

global recipe to construct otherworlds from viewpoints through which our world / our lifeform 

will be rendered ever smaller and cosmologically myopic by revealing new world-versions 

and life-forms. In a nutshell, all philosophy is about is what can be done through life and for 

life, as inseparable from form or the field of possibilities, namely, constructions. For us 

humans, then, philosophy is a critical and constructive double-pincer movement against the 

human as the dominant world: exposing its limits and its prospective possibilities as a lifeform. 

A philosophy that takes as its premise death and extinction is not philosophy, but a self-

defeating ideological fixation, a slight of intellectual hand that at once parasitizes on the 

resources of lifeform and life as a world that ought to be re-cognized, for every cognition 

is a re-cognition. All such a myth knows is a life bereft of form, a life that comes as noetically 

free, just like a tree that is not accompanied by the concept of tree. But what is a tree without 
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the concept of tree, how can we think like a tree, to understand what its world can possibly 

be without having a renewable conception of it, the language it might or might not have? 

How is it possible to think of life without a form that is neither given nor restricted to the 

conceptual resources we have at this time to think of life? A nihilist tends to reduce the lifeform 

to the question of bare life—that is a life without form, and to the extent that life will 

extinguish, the nihilist sees extinction as the truth of the human and all lifeforms. By separating 

the question of life from its form, by reducing lifeforms to the vacuous thought of life, the 

nihilist does indeed begin his position from the same premise that undergirds the position of 

a fanatic vitalist, namely, the empty idea of life without form which can be deflated or 

disenchanted by a nihilist or inflated and enchanted by a vitalist.   

But if the question of life as conceived here and now is a historical illusion rooted in mistaking 

the incompleteness of our history for a completed totality then what does it mean to see life 

as a space of possibilities, not given by what we think of life in our narrow conception of life 

as a human lifeform, but afforded by a formal Idea or a Concept that stands for a network 

of different relationships between humans and is thus amenable to reconstruction, i.e., 

different conceptions of the human? In short, thinking of the human as one given world that 

is not amenable to construction and hence human-versions bespeaks of a specific historical 

form of thinking. What is that form though? 

What is important here is that as Wittgenstein has suggested, words like human and life are 

not classes of entities that signify actual things or beings, they are not grounded on attributes, 

fixed properties or common denominators which can be added or removed from living 

beings at whim. In fact, for Wittgenstein, one of the greatest philosophical sins is to 

understand human and life as categorical concepts. Instead, life and human are formal 

concepts which are neither categorical (i.e., pertaining to a class) nor fixed. Difference and 

possibilities of diversification in such concepts arise from their formality, rather than from 

anything extraneous to their form. For example, regardless of differences in attributes and 

properties X and Y can be called human as long as they share the same form. As such both 

concepts of the human and life remain open instead of being closed under a definition. Their 

openness originate from the fact that they are not predetermined concepts but complicated 

networks of similarities overlapping and crisscrossing. This is what Wittgenstein calls networks 

of family resemblances which are not based on a single shared property but rather can be 

thought as ‘created by spinning a multiplicity of fibers that overlap with each other.’1 

 
1 David Kishik, Wittgenstein’s Form of Life (London: Continuum, 2012), 38. 
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Of course, the strength of this thread is not affected by the fact that there is no single fiber 

that runs through its whole length. Here we can think of Charles Sanders Peirce’s metaphor 

of the cable which is not a chain (like the chain of beings) ‘but a cable whose fibers may be 

ever so slender, provided they are sufficiently numerous and intimately connected’.2 This 

form of understanding the concepts of life and the human is not by any means 

underdetermined, it is on the other hand healthy, anti-essentialist and anti-foundationalist. It 

allows us to imagine a lifeform as a community or a collective whose members do not need 

to share a class of attributes or a property for them to be counted as representatives of that 

lifeform.  

Furthermore, this view of the concepts of the human and life enables us to finally see different 

classes of life as resting upon nothing more and nothing less than a form qua a field of 

possibility which can be shared and transferred from one member to another but also be 

actively engaged with as an open-source construction, within which other lifeforms and 

worlds can be imagined and actualized. In this sense, what are computers or logical machines 

if not other lifeforms born out of the suppleness of concept-networks such as the human 

logically and naturalistically conceived, and for that matter, they are extensions of our 

history in a different class of life rather than the discontinuation of our history.   

Having cursorily gone through what is at stake here, i.e., the systematic thought of different 

lifefroms or different worlds as the very task of philosophy which is the investigation of the 

lifeform, we can now begin to say that what all lifeforms will eventually do, the kind of 

performative task that defines them all, is to imagine and construct what other kinds of 

lifeforms will be born out of them. In other words, in living an intelligible world, one ends up 

speculating about and eventually making different worlds and lifeforms which are not 

unintelligible in principle. ‘I think that I am a human but in my provincial idea of humanity, I 

wander across the oceans of time where the concept of human is broken into pieces and re-

invented anew.’  

Once the first humans—us—were shattered upon the wall of future, a new human was born, 

half an etching into the stone and half a computer. Its petrified remains lasted for some time 

and were eventually erased by the vagaries of different ages. Whereas its true form, a 

 
2 Charles Sanders Peirce, Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (Cambridge: Belknap 
Press, 1966). 
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computational machine, evolved with time and became one with universe of which it was a 

part. This is how Olaf Stapeldon’s novel, Last and First Men, beings and ends.3  

The fact that we are living in the pre-history of intelligence should not be regarded as a 

debilitating moment of understanding or an enfeebling negative alienation, one that leads 

to despondency about our fate as humans. As homo sapiens, we will be subjected to what 

Thomas Hardy—with a nod to Darwin—has called the mean times, turning into relics of 

natural history.4 Yet as a lifeform (Wittgenstein’s lebensform), we as first humans will be 

complimented by other lifeforms. For a lifeform is not a species that simply dies but a flux 

of life that is determined by the form of its social practices shared among its members. Its 

perceptual and noetic images of itself are formed by language which is through and through 

collectively practiced and shaped. Yet insofar as the social or cultural practices which 

constitute the language can evolve or can be reconfigured such that the nature of language 

changes in the process, a lifeform can outlive its specific and contingent historical format such 

as homo sapiens as a biological species. Within this thesis on the endurance and evolution of 

lifeforms or the Idea of the Human (a la Hegel), there lies the ultimate import of artificial 

intelligence not as a technological hubris or a juvenile flight of fancy about the singularity 

yet to come, but as a systematic investigation of lifeforms and how they navigate an 

incomplete historical landscape, how finally world-versions make the idea of the world sound 

and robust. 

Five dual-concepts define artificial intelligence as an investigation of lifeforms—both from 

the historical perspective of here and now, and from the perspective of a view from nowhere 

and nowhen, i.e., the possibilities of how lifeforms can evolve and diversify. These four dual-

concepts are: language and computation, language and experience, experience and history, 

history and wandering in time / evolution, lifeforms and machinic practices. 

Let us look briefly at how these five dual-concepts interconnect: We have individual 

perceptions and experiences of ourselves and the world to the extent that we share a 

language. We have experiences to the extent that our experiences are fundamentally 

 
3 Olaf Stapledon, Last and First Men (UK: Methuen Publishing, 1930). 
4 Thomas Hardy, A Pair of Blue Eyes (UK: Tinsley Brothers, 1873): 'The creature represented 
but a low type of animal existence, for never in their vernal years had the plains indicated 
by those numberless slaty layers been traversed by an intelligence worthy of the name. 
Zoophytes, mollusca, shell-fish, were the highest developments of those ancient dates. The 
immense lapses of time each formation represented had known nothing of the dignity of 
man. They were grand times, but they were mean times too, and mean were their relics. He 
was to be with the small in his death.' 
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intersubjective passing through a common language (or languages which we can be 

interpreted by the community members of a specific language). Every language is constituted 

at its base by certain social practices or ways of doing and saying which also determine 

what we historically see or experience ourselves and the world as X or Y (namely, a form 

of life). Yet these social practices are not any kind of social practices. They are, at the 

bottom, logical and computational in nature. The noise ‘red’ has no meaning, no 

organizational capacity for our experiences unless and until it enters into an interaction 

between different interlocutors. The essence of this interaction can be understood as a 

confrontation of elementary actions between players or agents whose moves establish the 

rule of a game which in turn give meanings and contexts to the sign-noises, similar to how 

the rules of chess classify what kind of moves chess pieces can perform. Yet, at its basis the 

concept of lifeform is not about established rules to which we are bound, it is embedded in 

the idea of play (Goodman’s toy aesthetics) that we share as an activity. If play precedes 

the game, and if lifeform is more on the side of play and tinkertoy manipulation than games 

and their rules, then to inhabit a lifeform means to play around with the form and the world, 

to reinvent them as new lifeforms and world-versions. 

We can imagine this computational or machinic conception of social practices which form our 

individual and historical experiences might lead to ever more generalized forms of 

language with higher expressive powers and computational capacities. In line with this 

postulate, we can further imagine new lifeforms who are constructs of two vectors of 

reformatting the homo sapiens, one from below and the other from the above: the 

reconfiguration of our particular natural history by artificial means such that for example, 

the human brain is reconstructed by more powerful statistical and neural models, and the 

substitution of our language and its conceptual-inferential resources by languages with 

explicit logical and computational properties.  

It is through the intertwinement of these two vectors—i.e., artificialization from below and 

the top—that we can conjecture about machinic lifeforms whose histories are the continuation 

of the Idea of the human yet unburdened by our immature history. Thinking otherwise would 

mean that we do indeed restrict the notion of history as the time of the Idea of the human to 

our particular instantiation as humans here and now, and thus we implicitly endorse the well-

worn dictum that homo sapiens is the apex of history. In other words, we end up confounding 

natural history which is always contingent with regard to a lifeform with the artificial history 

of what it means to be human. Natural history may be unbound but it is not a history as such, 

its unboundness is blind to what lifeforms come and go, whereas an Idea (e.g., that of what 
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it means to be human) is thoroughly a construct, an artifact. Yet only lifeforms have a notion 

of history. To have a history, one has to have a concept of oneself and the world, and to 

have a concept, one must have a language or something as close as to a stable construction 

system of possibilities. It is in this sense that the gradual machinic transformation of our 

particular social practices through which our notion of history is shaped coincides with an 

unbound history which is the history of the Idea and not beings or species. 

Lifeforms, in this sense, should strictly be conceived as machines, because only machines—

whether supported by synthetic (organic-inorganic) or purely inorganic structures—retain an 

Idea or in this case the concept of the human. Everything that intimates natural entities or 

species will capitulate to the Darwinian deep time. It will become a fossil as an omen of 

indifferent times. The question of what it means to be human has always been the question 

what it means to be a machine, a constructible constellation whose history is as vast as of the 

possibilities of its re-construction and re-cognitions. Machinic lifeforms—of which we are a 

rudimentary exemplification—see their histories as a systematic navigation or wandering in 

the dense forests of time, where rainbows change their colours, where trees are at once 

green and blue (grue) and where any earth-home is always descending into an abyss called 

cosmological possibilities, into the field or form of life which is beyond what is now the case. 

Above all for such a lifeform, visiting a zone harbouring anomalous effects doesn’t imply 

meeting the alien, for it is finally a revelation of what it has been all along: forms of life, 

familiar or strange. There is no alien without a world, a lifeform or theory of intelligence or 

intellection of which the human is a provisional yet necessary (not sufficient) exemplification.   
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“WE ARE BORED IN THE CITY” RANDONAUTICA AND THE 

SITUATIONIST INTERNATIONAL (Adam Sobsey) 

 

1. DEBORD/DÉRIVE 

In 1956, the Belgian literary journal Les Lèvres Nues published a short essay called “Theory 

of the Dérive.” The author, a twenty-four-year-old named Guy Debord, was associated with 

a group of post-Dada avant-gardists called the Lettrists (or Letterists, depending on who 

was spelling it). Debord described the dérive—a French word usually translated, in 

approximate terms, as “drift,” but often left untranslated—as “a passional journey out of 

the ordinary […] a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances. Dérives involve 

playful-constructive behavior and awareness of psychogeographical effects, and are thus 

quite different from the classic notions of journey or stroll.” 

Along with his Lettrist cohort, Debord had practiced dérives for a few years. “In a dérive one 

or more persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and leisure activities, 

and all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by 

the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. 

”One arrives,” Debord continued, “at the central hypothesis of the existence of 

psychogeographical pivotal points.” He called the adjective psychogeographical “charmingly 

vague,” defining psychogeography as “the study of the specific effects of the geographical 

environment (whether consciously organized or not) on the emotions and behavior of 

individuals.” 

Why dérive? “We are bored in the city,” Debord opened an essay in 1953. But this was not 

the typical boredom of disaffected youth. It was caused by the deeper stultification of urban 

life. Debord cited a study conducted the previous year, 1952, that “diagrams all the 

movements made in the space of one year by a student [whose] itinerary forms a small 

triangle with no significant deviations, the three apexes of which are the School of Political 

Sciences, her residence and that of her piano teacher.” He called this study an “example of 

a modern poetry capable of provoking sharp emotional reactions (in this particular case, 

outrage at the fact that anyone’s life can be so pathetically limited).”  
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For how long should one dérive? “The average duration of a dérive is one day,” Debord 

wrote, although “it should be noted that the last hours of the night are generally unsuitable 

for dérives. But this duration is merely a statistical average […] a dérive often takes place 

within a deliberately limited period of a few hours.” 

And where? “The spatial field of a dérive may be precisely delimited or vague, depending 

on whether the goal is to study a terrain or to emotionally disorient oneself. It should not be 

forgotten that these two aspects of dérives overlap in so many ways that it is impossible to 

isolate one of them in a pure state.” Less vague, however, and in its purest state, the theory 

and practice of the dérive were specifically urban. This was not only because, according to 

Debord, “wandering in the open country is naturally depressing,” but more importantly 

because the dérive was “in its element in the great industrially transformed cities—those 

centers of possibilities and meanings.” In the mid-1950s the Lettrists, including Debord, wrote 

essays such as “Formulary for a New Urbanism,” “A Critique of Urban Geography,” and 

“Proposals for Rationally Improving the City of Paris.” 

The City of Paris had also been the birthplace, in the nineteenth century, of the mode of 

flânerie, the favorite pastime of the poet Baudelaire, for whom “it is an immense joy to set 

up house in the heart of the multitude, amid the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst of 

the fugitive and the infinite.” Baudelaire’s flaneur was a romantic, “a passionate spectator.” 

But Baudelaire’s twentieth-century flaneur-heir in Paris, the philosopher Walter Benjamin, 

lamented that in his own time the flaneur was extinguished by the triumph of consumer 

capitalism. A different mode, “passional” not passive, constructive not spectative, was 

required in the Lettrists’ “new urbanism” where “the main activity of the inhabitants will be 

CONTINUOUS DRIFTING” (that is, dérive). As to the objection “that a people cannot live by 

drifting […] experience demonstrates that a dérive is a good replacement for a Mass: it is 

more effective in making people enter into communication with the ensemble of energies.” 

Finally: “We are not at all interested in any mere exoticism that may arise from the fact that 

one is exploring a neighborhood for the first time.” 
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2. FATUM/RANDONAUTING 

In 2019, an online presence calling itself the Fatum Project “was born as an attempt to 

research unknown spaces outside predetermined probability-tunnels of the holistic world,” 

according to its self-description. The Fatum Project soon introduced the practice of 

“Randonauting,” later citing Debord’s theory of the dérive as an influence. Randonauting 

involves the generation of a point on the map via a quantum Random Number Generator 

(qRNG). The person Randonauting, the “Randonaut,” then proceeds to the point. This simple 

ludic (“playful-constructive”) exercise in randomness is complicated, to an unmeasurable 

degree, by the Randonaut’s obligation to choose and focus on an “intent” during the several 

seconds when the “quantum bot” is generating map coordinates. According the Fatum 

Project’s research, the user’s intent may influence the determination of the coordinates. 

According to a March 2019 Randonaut reddit post, “the two primary experiments that 

Randonauts are currently exploring are Blind-Spots and Mind-Matter interactions.” A Blind-

Spot was defined as “a place in the real world that you would never normally encounter 

through any chain of causal experiences”: 

Imagine that somewhere near you, perhaps near your house, there is a place that 

you always go around without any reason, you have never been there and 

probably do not even know that this place exists. We call such places Blind-Spots. 

Their existence is mathematically determined, since all our behavior has a certain 

share of determinism in it. Imagine that you toss a coin, it can fall heads, tails or 

stand on the edge, but nothing other than these three outcomes will be taken as 

result, the set of outcomes is determined by the coin itself. 

The same is true for our geographical routes, no matter what path we choose, 

wherever we decide to go, there is a limited number of logical chains that will 

guide our mind when choosing a route, even if it seems to us that we act by chance, 

there is always a place where none of these logical chains leads. 

As a consequence, we live in “a causal viscosity, which we call the Stasis Field, the force that 

holds you in the Reality-Tunnel […] meaning the very limited set of outcomes of behavior 

and perception […] formed by the properties of your personality and the history of your 

interactions with reality. The deterministic component of your behavior makes the places, 
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things and information that exists [sic] outside such a Reality-Tunnel practically invisible to 

you, since it simply does not occur to you to think about it.” As a consequence, we all live 

much like the French student in the study Debord cited, whose life was “pathetically limited” 

to her school, her house, and her piano teacher. 

The Fatum Project’s interest in “Mind-Matter Interactions” derived from a 1998 study 

conducted by Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research Lab which suggested that “test 

subjects’ intention can cause randomness distribution to significantly deviate from average 

waited [sic—weighted?] values.” The Randonaut interface was thus built on “the idea that 

the human mind actually has a statistically significant impact on the output of qRNG. The bot 

can generate what are called Intention Driven Anomalies which are coordinate locations that 

are calculated based on the density of qRNG output and which are often explored through 

the use of intention. What this potentially means is that your mind can have some influence 

on the location and subsequent experience that’s generated by the bot.” 

The Mind-Matter Interaction theory, and its “Intention Driven Anomaly” praxis, were part of 

what set Randonauting apart from similar activities such as Pokémon Go and geocaching, as 

well as from much older antecedents like nineteenth-century “Letterboxing” (which still exists). 

Unlike those, the Randonaut experience was neither a treasure hunt nor specifically goal-

oriented. Its purpose, like that of the dérive, was psychogeographical: “a passional journey 

out of the ordinary.” Crucially, though, to Debord’s “study of the specific effects of the 

geographical environment (whether consciously organized or not) on the emotions and 

behavior of individuals,” Randonauting added the opposite: the effect of the individual’s 

emotions and behavior on the geographical environment. In this two-way signal between 

consciousness and cityscape it sought “deep meaningful synchronicities.” 

Further theory (e.g. Sierpinski Triangles) drives the Fatum Project’s work, which includes the 

Randonaut’s choice of “Attractor,” “Void,” or “Anomaly” algorithms when activating the 

quantum bot. There is a good deal of explanation available online, but by the Randonaut 

FAQ page’s own admission, “the project does not claim to meet academic standards” and 

Randonauting is “somewhere in the middle between a game, science, and art […] The 

surface goal of randonauting is simply to pay more attention to the world and its hidden 

parts.” 

https://pokemongolive.com/en/
https://www.geocaching.com/play
https://www.letterboxing.org/
https://www.britannica.com/science/Sierpinski-gasket
https://www.reddit.com/r/randonauts/wiki/faq
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3. FIRST RANDONAUTING 

On June 11, I went Randonauting for the first time. My field experience on foot over the 

course of half a dozen intention-driven, bot-generated points lasted about three hours. I was 

led to some nearby places that I had never noticed before, including a completely unfamiliar 

spot just a block from my own house. A little later and farther away, the quantum bot sent 

me (with my intention set to “Courage”) to an old train depot that is now a small outdoor 

museum of sorts, complete with informational plaques richly covered with historical accounts 

and images—not quite the “artifact” the Fatum Project encourages Randonauts to seek but 

rather an entire archive. I had never known this display existed. 

The precise coordinates for the train depot destination were actually in the middle of active 

railroad tracks on a levee immediately adjacent to the depot’s old, otiose rails. (Because the 

bot operates without an actual map of the terrain, it often supplies coordinates that are on 

private property, or unsafe to visit, or entirely inaccessible. The Randonaut must practice 

discretion and caution.) Along the way to my next intention-driven coordinates, I walked on 

the railbed alongside the tracks, which ran north-south until they curved and began to 

execute a merge with east-west tracks, beyond my field of vision. I’m very familiar with the 

east-west tracks but seldom see the north-south tracks, which are in a part of town I don’t 

frequent, and was surprised to discover that they eventually ran together. 

As I walked between other quantum bot-generated points, I passed a pair of parked 

vehicles that were familiar to me. I associated these vehicles with certain fixed locations in 

town where I was accustomed to seeing them. They were now, surprisingly, elsewhere. I have 

since noticed that one of them, a blue van, tends to reappear in different places, usually 

public lots, in and around my part of town. As I write this, three months later, the van is 

parked in a large and otherwise empty parking lot about two blocks from my home. I can 

see it from my front yard. The driver appears to live in it. 

The other vehicle appears to be the possession of a man who lived a few blocks away from 

me in my previous dwelling, the apartment I last lived in well over a decade ago. For years 

the vehicle had a flat tire and never seemed to have been driven or moved at all. It has 

since been relocated, still with its flat tire, from my old neighborhood to another not far from 

my current one. The owner (at least I surmise he is the owner) is a slight, somewhat elfin 

looking man who has moved across town along with the vehicle. I saw him going into the 

house where I found the vehicle parked while I was Randonauting. He usually gets around 

https://sobsey.com/2020/06/11/randonautica-1/
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by bicycle and I had lately seen him pedaling a few times a week up my short street, which 

is not a common commuter route. In the early evening after my first day of Randonauting, I 

went for a stroll that took me along another short street near my house. The street has an 

odd dogleg in it, isn’t a very helpful route anywhere, and is seldom used by traffic of any 

type, not even pedestrians. While I walked on that street, I was passed by the elfin man 

riding his bicycle. 

4. DEBORD/SPECTACLE 

By the late 1950s, Guy Debord had formed a splinter Lettrist faction. He soon reconceived 

its aims and renamed it “the Situationist International.” Under its new name and leadership, 

the movement assumed a more political and explicitly subversive stance. In 1963, Debord 

graffitied on a wall in Paris the phrase: “NE TRAVAILLEZ JAMAIS.” Never work. Meanwhile, 

the Situationists engaged in the practice of détournement, a word, like dérive, resistant to 

direct translation. According to one translator, détournement “means deflection, 

diversion, rerouting, distortion, misuse, misappropriation, hijacking, or otherwise turning 

something aside from its normal course or purpose.” Détournement evolved from the earlier 

Lettrist form of “metagraphics” (or “hypergraphy”): “the reuse of preexisting artistic 

elements in a new ensemble.” NE TRAVAILLEZ JAMAIS scrawled on a Paris wall is a primitive 

form of détournement, which can resemble graffiti in its corruption or defacement of an 

existing image by way of critiquing the image and perhaps the society that created it. Here 

is a very recent . 

In 1967, Debord published a book called The Society of the Spectacle. “The spectacle,” in 

Debord’s definition, “is the stage at which the commodity has succeeded in totally colonizing 

social life. Commodification is not only visible, we no longer see anything else; the world we 

see is the world of the commodity” which “contemplates itself in a world of its own making.” 

The spectacle is “tautological.” It “aims at nothing other than itself.” 

Debord attributes the spectacle’s colonization of society to two successive transformations: 

first, the “evident degradation of being into having”; then, “a general shift 

from having to appearing.” Yet “the spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social 

relation between people that is mediated by images.” And its “social function is the concrete 

manufacture of alienation.” Finally, “the spectacle is the bad dream of a modern society in 

chains and ultimately expresses nothing more than its wish for sleep. The spectacle is the 

guardian of that sleep.” In Fatum Project terms, the spectacle is akin to the Stasis Field. 

http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/detourn.htm
http://www.thing.net/%7Egrist/lnd/lettrist/isousa1.htm
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A good deal of The Society of the Spectacle is devoted to time. “The agrarian mode of 

production, governed by the rhythm of the seasons, is the basis for fully developed cyclical 

time,” Debord writes. But that mode was no longer extant in most societies. “When a more 

complex society finally becomes conscious of time, it tries to negate it” by exercising the 

“social appropriation of time” which is “consumable, pseudocyclical […] irreversible time 

made abstract, in which each segment need only demonstrate by the clock its purely 

quantitative equality with all the others” in “homogenous exchangeable units.” “Spectacular 

time” is “illusorily lived time,” it is “devalued time.”  

5. COVID-19 

In March 2020, when the COVID-19 pandemic struck, nearly all accustomed life was 

suspended. Time seemed to be, too. To go Randonauting under these conditions was to 

discover “the world and its hidden parts.” It was to feel like an explorer making landfall just 

after a sudden mass migration or unexplained extinction; like a drifter after an apocalypse; 

a revolutionary after the state has been overthrown and civilization laid to rest; a player of 

a game in which one’s opponents have retired and removed their pieces. It was to feel not 

like Baudelaire’s flaneur “in the midst of the fugitive and the infinite,” but like a fugitive 

oneself in an arrested finitude, a parolee who had done time and was now released on 

one’s own recognizance into an unpoliced polis itself out of time. The spectacle, the stasis 

field, seemed to have been lifted. One felt unopposed, unthreatened, unguarded, and alert 

not to danger  but to signs, surfaces, and synchronicities. 

Chief among the synchronicities, then: the contemporality of the phenomenon of the pandemic 

with the phenomenon of Randonauting (which was, due to its outdoor setting and its tendency 

to lead users away from where other people were—although not many people were 

generally around—a relatively safe pastime under the circumstances). 

6. SECOND RANDONAUTING 

The “official mascot” of the Randonaut community is a white owl and its totemic symbol is a 

piss bottle. (It is not really necessary or interesting to explain why.) Users of the app often 

report sightings of both. “If you spend enough time exploring the world at random,” one 

article about Randonauting noted, “you will stumble upon a bottle full of pee.” One day the 

bot took me to an object I interpreted as a very large piss bottle, and then past a wooden 

cutout of a white owl. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/07/randonautica-app-tiktok-body-reddit-quantum/614401/
https://sobsey.com/2020/06/16/randonautica-4/
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Another day, the coordinates were directly in front of the house of my old girlfriend, whose 

birthday was coming up in just five days. I had moved into that house with her almost exactly 

fifteen years earlier. A few days later, the bot took me to the precise spot where, decades 

ago, my stepfather once picked me up in the middle of the night after he team bus of the 

baseball club for which I was a teenage intern disgorged us at the end of a weekend road 

trip I had been permitted to join. Then the bot took me right by the house where a scene 

from the movie about that baseball club was shot. 

One day, well before going Randonauting, I walked past my office building. I had stopped 

using my office during the pandemic for safety reasons. Two men I knew were outside the 

office building. I said hello to them. I had come by my acquaintances with them separately; 

I did not know until then that they knew each other. It transpired that they were using my 

office that day. (My officemate, also out of the office, had given them the key—he knows 

one of them). They had never used it before. 

Later on, just as I was leaving for a Randonaut outing from my house, which is about a ten-

minute walk from my office, the two men arrived in my front yard. One of them lives two 

doors down from me, so I was surprised when he and the other man came to my house 

instead of going to his. They needed my attention because they had locked themselves out 

of the office and hoped I could let them back in. We walked there together and I reopened 

it for them. As we walked, I learned that the man who lives two doors down from me (not 

the man my officemate knows) was not only acquainted with a daily business associate of 

mine but also with a close friend from high school whom I had not seen in decades. In fact, 

that friend’s father had been the man’s mentor during his college career. The three of us 

agreed that these were very interesting coincidences. 

Because I was now starting my Randonauting from outside my office building, the bot 

supplied different coordinates than it would have if I had started from my house. It first sent 

me to the entrance to a municipal parking deck about which I had conducted an extensive, 

season-long field study in 2019. Then it sent me to the base of a Confederate statue that 

had been toppled in 2017. (“In memory of the boys who wore the gray” is inscribed on the 

base.) I attended the protest at which the statue had been toppled. Then the bot kept sending 

me, almost stubbornly, up and down my own street multiple times. I kept passing a municipal 

building near my house until, eventually, its parking lot became the site of a protest. The 

protest was against the presence of police officers in the city’s public schools and for the 

https://sobsey.com/2020/06/12/randonautica-2/
https://sobsey.com/2020/06/18/randonautica-6/
https://sobsey.com/2020/06/14/randonautica-3/
https://sobsey.com/2020/01/06/parking-spaces-89-eviction-conclusions-proposal/
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cause of removing them. One of the speakers at the protest was a colleague at a workplace 

of mine (not my office), but I had not seen her for a while because the pandemic had shut it 

down in March and it was still closed at that point in June. The bot then sent me to coordinates 

just a few yards from that workplace. The sign outside letting customers know the business 

was closed had been hand-lettered in March by the woman who was speaking at the protest. 

7. DEBORD/MAY 68 

In May of 1968, with the anti-capitalist sentiment of “NEVER WORK” as a casus belli and 

The Society of the Spectacle as an ideological handbook, striking factory workers and 

protesting university students shut down France’s national economy and, effectively, the 

country, for several weeks. President Charles de Gaulle secretly fled the country. When he 

returned, he dissolved France’s national assembly, called for new elections, and offered 

wage concessions to workers. The country avoided a coup d’etat, but May 68, as it became 

known, remains arguably both the most important event in modern French history and the 

most recent popular revolt in the West. 

 

8. PROTEST 

Around the time I began Randonauting, American cities experienced protests. Some were 

catalyzed by demands to “reopen” after three months of closures caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic, but most—and the most noticeable—of the protests were organized in reaction 

to the police murder of Black American George Floyd. There were calls around the country 

to “defund the police.” (The protest I witnessed was related to these.) In Seattle, Washington, 

a march for George Floyd and against police brutality led to the evacuation of a police 

precinct by its personnel, and then the spontaneous formation of the so-called “Capitol Hill 

Autonomous Zone,” later renamed the Capitol Hill Organized Protest. The Seattle 

occupation, which spread out from the police precinct over several square blocks of the city 

for much of June, featured teach-ins, free amenities, resource exchange, performance and 

art—and, eventually, disorganization, internal conflict, and violence that included fatal 

shootings. On July 1, the Mayor of Seattle, after originally permitting and even endorsing 

the takeover, had the Organized Protest dissolved by the police force against which it 

originally protested, and whose force it originally displaced. 
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Around the same time in the city where I live, the ground-floor windows of many commercial 

buildings downtown were suddenly boarded up. At first I thought these coverings were meant 

to obscure construction disarray as businesses complied with new “reopening” regulations 

governing pandemic-appropriate spacing between people. But it soon became clear that 

the boards were actually precautions against possible protest-related vandalism. Most of 

the protective wooden barriers were subsequently painted by local artists. These 

détournements remained in place for much of the summer. A business owner I know told me 

that a downtown business advocacy group was lobbying to have them reinstalled in a 

museum. 

9. RANDONAUTING � RANDONAUTICA 

During its first year, the community of Randonaut enthusiasts was largely informal. 

Randonauting seemed mainly a harmless, unorganized type of game or “charmingly vague” 

psychogeographic diversion, but skepticism and concerns arose. Was the Fatum Project’s 

methodology legitimate, and was there something sinister lurking behind it? Could using the 

bot endanger the user, or expose private data via smartphone that could be 

misappropriated for nefarious purposes? Who exactly were the people behind the 

pseudonyms of the shadowy Fatum Project, whose apparent chief architect was known only 

as “comrade,” and what was their true purpose? 

Early this year, a branding integration agency found the Randonaut subreddit and offered 

to help the project’s creators expand its presence. Incorporated under the agency’s auspices 

soon after, the project, its app, and its website were renamed Randonautica. A reality TV 

show pilot was recorded and a casting call went out for auditions for a planned series. Very 

quickly, the app’s popularity rose. Users began posting accounts of their Randonauting 

experiences on social media. Often these were eerie, artfully crafted videos of spooky or 

strange encounters, and they attracted a lot of viewers. Capitalizing on the trend, 

Randonautica created a second Twitter account called “@RandonautCreepy” that 

encouraged and broadcast users’ reports of bizarre coincidences, unsettling discoveries, and 

apparent paranormal encounters (“Follow us for all your daily creepy Randonauting videos 

and experience”). Some of these video reports were discovered to have been staged or 

otherwise falsified.. 

Then came an unstaged event that pushed Randonautica fully into the public spotlight. A 

group of teenagers using the app near Seattle were led by the quantum bot to a suitcase 
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inside which they discovered human remains. The video they posted drew millions of views, 

alarmed responses from concerned parents around the country, and national media 

attention. Both the New York Times and the Atlantic Monthly ran lengthy stories about 

Randonautica, in which “comrade” was identified by his real name, Joshua Lengfelder. 

Interviewed for the stories, Lengfelder expressed only mild regret that the Seattle 

Randonauts had found the suitcase containing human remains. “It’s not the best press,” he 

allowed, “but I’m not really that upset about it, because it’s kind of cool. I kind of wish it was 

me who found it.” 

In the New York Times story, an expert dismissed the app’s alleged “mind-matter interaction” 

as “completely absurd […] There is no actual science here.” To be fair, The Fatum Project 

had never claimed scientific legitimacy: “We’re more like inventors than academic scientists,” 

Lengfelder told the New York Times. As for users’ reports of a disproportionate number of 

strange coincidences, synchronicities, and other uncanny or unwonted encounters, these were 

easily explained away as nothing more than the human mind’s intuitive organization of 

random experience into patterns. That, too, was consistent with the project’s self-assessment. 

Nearly a year earlier, a Randonaut post on Medium freely acknowledged that “the 

synchronicities experienced on randonaut trips can be explained as coincidences that arise 

as a result of a confirmation bias. Since people in the randonaut community are generally 

more open minded to the idea of synchronicities, they tend to search for meaning in things 

that are actually meaningless and upon discovering personally significant meaning in the 

world around them use it as confirmation of their existing beliefs.”  

All of this was a reminder that despite its high-concept (or “charmingly vague”) theory and 

its invocation of the dérive, Randonautica was intended from the outset, and by its own 

marketing language, as a “choose your own adventure reality game,” and nothing more. 

Certainly it was not meant as a challenge to the oppressive authority of the spectacle. 

Meanwhile, Randonautica’s popularity began to wane. Then, in mid-September, the app, 

which was prone to frequent crashing (and still officially in beta in any case), went down 

completely and stayed down through the end of the month. It was eventually relaunched 

with a full redesign (and a new, lengthy terms-and-conditions waiver), but in the meantime 

the national spotlight swept away. By the end of the year, Randonautica had been 

comfortably absorbed, partly of its own will, into the spectacle. 
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10. THIRD RANDONAUTING 

Among the many concepts put forth by the Fatum Project is that of the “Despair Meme”: 

“essentially any feelings of dread or distraction once you’ve set out to visit your attractor 

point. (Or even generating one).” According to another description, the Despair Meme “is 

best identified while randonauting as a general sense of fear or skepticism towards 

continuing your randonaut adventure.” (Much as in the early Lettrist/Situationist writings, 

multiple iterations of the same ideas, with slightly different wordings, tend to proliferate in 

Randonautica literature depending on where one finds them: reddit, Medium, etc. These 

minorvariances contributed to an early sense of mystery surrounding the project.) 

One drizzly afternoon I set off Randonauting in a poor mood and was sent by the app to 

my city’s Crisis Response Center, which according to its self-description provides “support 

services for those in need of help in the aftermath of domestic violence, sexual violence, 

human trafficking and family violence.” Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the building was 

closed, its gates locked, and a squirrel was raiding its bird feeders. The next destination was 

on the east-west train tracks. Unlike the north-south tracks I’d been led to on my first 

Randonaut outing, I’m quite familiar with these tracks. I have to cross them when I walk to my 

workplace, but even with that business closed the tracks are prominent in nearly all my 

accustomed routes around town (i.e. my Reality-Tunnel). The gravel railroad bed is strewn 

with disused railroad parts: tie plates, spikes, braces, and so forth. They are quite old and 

made of very heavy metal. I’m rather fond of them but I sometimes remember what a Black 

man I know well once told me about the gouges, scuffs, and other strike marks visible on the 

surfaces of some of these pieces: many of those marks were made by slaves when the tracks 

were originally laid. I happened on a few of these pieces that someone had evidently 

arranged into patterns on the railroad bed: a simple détournement, although probably not 

intended as such. Nearby was a large, padlocked electrical box that warned, “DANGER: 

BATTERIES PRODUCE EXPLOSIVE GASES.” The bot then led me to large but completely 

dormant a construction site, the full city block of its footprint surrounded by impassable 

barbed wire.  

A few days later, in late June, the bot sent me back to the same Confederate statue base 

to which it had sent me during the Randonaut outing that had taken me past the police protest 

two weeks prior. (In early August, the base itself—“In memory of the boys who wore the 

gray”—by then dispossessed of its statue for almost exactly three years, was finally 

removed by the city.) The statue base was in a plaza outside a municipal building. The 
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precise coordinates the bot had given me were inside the building. I went in and found that 

it was under extensive renovation, the entire back wall of the lobby boarded up. The security 

guard in the lobby was friendly but told me I could not go in any further. 

My route to the bot’s next destination took me past a swale outside the jailhouse. The pooled 

water wasn’t draining properly into the sewer grate, and it smelled very rank. The new 

coordinates were also just inside a municipal building. The security guard was much less 

friendly than the previous one. He told me the building was closed to the general public due 

to the pandemic and that unless I had official business I wasn’t allowed past the security 

checkpoint in front of me (body scanner, x-ray belt). I briefly explained my Randonauting 

purpose and asked if I could photograph the spot where the coordinates were, which were 

just past the checkpoint in the waiting area. He said I could take a picture but then I must 

“turn around and go right back out the door you came in.”  

The next coordinates were inside the newer ballpark where the baseball team for which I 

once interned now plays. As a grownup, I covered this team as a newspaper journalist for 

five seasons and spent hundreds of nights and thousands of hours inside the park. It was 

another destination I knew very well. The ballpark was also closed due to the pandemic (this 

year’s entire minor-league baseball season was cancelled nationwide). I was then sent to 

the busy but bedraggled Durham bus station, which was surrounded by a few of the many 

condominium and apartment complex construction projects going on around town during its 

current building boom. The construction created a din which, in addition to the noise of buses 

pulling in and out of the station, and the amplified voice announcing arrivals and departures 

on the loudspeaker, was almost intolerable.  

The final destination was an upscale modern furniture store, also closed due to the pandemic. 

The building had previously housed another, more traditional furniture store for about fifty 

years. After the building was sold in 2014, the old store moved out of downtown and the 

new one moved into the space. Before the new store opened, its previous location had been 

in a city about an hour west of mine. A decade ago, my wife and I had been in the store in 

that city and considered buying a bed on display there. Instead we bought one from Ikea. 

On the way home from Randonauting, less than a block from the new furniture store I had 

just visited, I overheard a man say to the woman with whom he was walking: “Saturday 

could be an Ikea day.” 
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On my next—and final—Randonaut outing, I set as my intention “Reset/Renew.” I was 

directed first to a sidewalk plaque memorializing a desegregation sit-in that occurred in 

1957 (the year the Situationist International was founded) at the Royal Ice Cream Parlor, 

which was formerly on the site of the plaque. I later discovered that the family who owned 

the Royal Ice Cream Parlor also owned and lived in the house two doors down from mine 

where one of the men who locked himself out of my office lives. His landlord bought the 

house from the Royal Ice Cream Parlor family more than forty years ago. 

Then the quantum bot sent me right back to the location of the police-in-schools protest I had 

witnessed weeks earlier. I had by now lost count of the number of times I had been sent to 

this spot or just near it. The app had begun to feel limiting, narrow, even predictable—the 

very opposite of its purpose.  

Meanwhile, I had begun to recognize that my mind, adhering to the “Intention” I had set for 

that outing, had already set about rerouting the Randonaut experience based on the 

intention itself, irrespective of the actual coordinates generated by the bot. I was tired from 

the walking in the summer heat and  in need of a pick-me-up. Along the way to the bot’s 

next set of coordinates there was a new coffee bar I had been meaning to try. It happens 

to be just three blocks from my house, nearer than any of the other coffee bars I frequent; 

but as it was not in my accustomed Reality-Tunnel, nor in any way familiar to me (as it had 

only recently opened), I had not yet been to it. At once I decided to go to it. I recognized, 

of course, that the intention to “Renew”/”Reset” could easily be understood as an impetus to 

uncover, on my own and without reliance on Randonautica, one of the so-called “blind spots” 

our Reality-Tunnel prevents us from seeing.  

I chatted briefly with the owner, who told me that his coffee bar would also be a diner after 

he built a planned kitchen and dining area in the rear of the space, which was still empty. 

He said that opening his business during the COVID-19 pandemic, far from being a hardship, 

had allowed him to ease his way into operation while also getting a sense of what the 

consumer market might be like in the future. Rather than trying to restore an already 

established enterprise to its pre-pandemic status, he was instead free to imagine and build 

it for what was to come.  

The next set of coordinates were for a location I knew quite well. Although I had in mind 

Debord’s original caution about the dérive—"we are not at all interested in any mere 
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exoticism that may arise from the fact that one is exploring a neighborhood for the first 

time”—and understood that seeing the familiar with fresh eyes was as salutary as seeing 

something entirely new (perhaps more so, in fact), nonetheless I did not want to walk to the 

coordinates. At what point does Randonautica become a factitious pretext for experience 

which anyone can (and should) have without it? In other words, how long does it take before 

Randonautica, having shown the user how to escape one’s Reality-Tunnel, to clarify one’s 

intentions by concentrating on them, and to find a few synchronicities—and perhaps, 

following Debord, how to “study a terrain or emotionally disorient oneself” and even “enter 

into communication with the ensemble of energies”—not only renders itself unnecessary but 

becomes an obstacle to the very “passional journey” its Situationist forefather intended? 

11. DEBORD/DEATH 

An important clause in Debord’s conception of the spectacle is that he offers no way out of 

it. There can be countercultural activities like the dérive and détournement, and even revolts 

like May 68, but the spectacle will always reassert its dominance by subsuming even the 

resistances to it. After helping to drive the intense but impermanent events of May 68, the 

Situationist International subsequently found itself without a clear project. Uncertainty and 

infighting arose. Debord ejected some prominent members of the organization, and formally 

disbanded it in 1972. 

Years later, in his 1988 “Comments on the Society of the Spectacle,” Debord wrote: “In all 

that has happened in the last twenty years, the most important change lies in the very 

continuity of the spectacle […] The spectacle's domination has succeeded in raising a whole 

generation moulded to its laws. The extraordinary new conditions in which this entire 

generation has effectively lived constitute a precise and sufficient summary of all that, 

henceforth, the spectacle will forbid; and also all that it will permit.” 

By then, Debord had long left Paris for an isolated villagewhere he lived in a house obscured 

behind a high wall. He published little and appeared in public seldom. His health was poor, 

in part because of decades of alcohol abuse. In 1994, at age sixty-two, he committed 

suicide. It was not his first attempt. Debord died on the cusp of the advent of the internet, 

which is the spectacle in a purer, even more dominant and less assailable form: the 

completion of “the transformation from having to appearing” and “a social relation between 

people mediated by images.” 
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12. VANEIGEM/RADICAL SUBJECTIVITY 

The one who identifies the trap is the one who entraps us. In order to have any chance of 

being free from the spectacle, one must be free from Debord.  

Among Debord’s colleagues, the most prominent was Raoul Vaneigem (b. 1934): “the other 

Situationist,” as he has been called (Debord kicked him out of the Situationist International in 

1970). Vaneigem’s book The Revolution of Everyday Life was published the same year as 

The Society of the Spectacle. Although Vaneigem proceeds from the same assumptions, The 

Revolution of Everyday Life explores viable escape routes from and resistances to it. One of 

these is “child’s play,” which Vaneigem insists “needs to be liberated and restored to its 

former glory.” Another is “spontaneity”: “the consciousness of a lived experience which, 

though hemmed in on all sides and threatened by prohibitions, is not yet alienated.” 

Vaneigiem advocates generally for a “clandestine tactical phase of the construction of an 

era of play.” (Vaneigem’s recurrent enthusiasm for the transformative power of childlike 

behavior is evident in his book’s original French title: Traité de savoir-vivre à l'usage des jeunes 

générations (“Treatise on etiquette [or manners] for young generations”). In the spirit of the 

times and his philosophical tradition, and perhaps to connect his work back to Henri 

Lefebvre’s seminal, influential Critique de la vie quotidienne (Critique of Everyday Life, 1947), 

Vaneigem accepted The Revolution of Everyday Life at the suggestion of his English 

translators.) 

These means aim toward the end of “radical subjectivity,” which Vaneigem defines as “the 

consciousness that all people have the same will to authentic self-realization, and that their 

subjectivity is strengthened by the perception of this subjective will in others.” “’Each for 

himself’ taken to its ultimate conclusion will be transformed,” Vaneigem claims, “into ‘all for 

each.’” And: “I recognize no equality except that which my will to live according to my desires 

recognizes in the will to live of others.” And: “The sole authority is one’s own lived experience; 

and this everyone must prove to everyone else.” 

The concluding words of The Revolution of Everyday Life echo Debord’s original justification—

“We are bored in the city” —for the dérive: “We have a world of pleasures to win,” 

Vaneigem cries, “and nothing to lose but boredom.” Although published in 1967, the book 

was written between 1963-65 and is rooted in proto-Situationist thought, which predated 

the concept of the spectacle and was far less explicitly political than the Situationist 

International eventually became. In 1957, Debord still sounded much more like Vaneigem 
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does in The Revolution of Everyday Life: “Our only concern is real life […] The most general 

goal must be to expand the non-mediocre part of life, to reduce the empty moments of life 

as much as possible.” Debord’s concern was “the main emotional drama of life,” which was 

nothing more or less than “the sensation of the passage of time.”  

13. BAUDRILLARD/JOGGING 

The work of the French cultural theorist and critic Jean Baudrillard has some overlap with the 

Situationists’. Baudrillard studied at Paris X Nanterre under the philosopher Henri Lefebvre, 

who also had a formative intellectual influence on the Situationist International—of which 

Baudrillard was, however, never a member. He did not consider his ideas aligned with theirs 

(which in his opinion did not hold up over time) and claimed that he never met Guy Debord. 

If that is true, it is a surprise:the two both lived in Paris in the 1960s, traveled in the same 

intellectual circles, and were fewer than three years apart in age. But Debord’s career arc 

began and ended much earlier than that of Baudrillard, who did not complete his doctoral 

dissertation until the year he turned thirty-nine, which happened to be 1968—the same 

year, of course, as the momentous civil unrest in France, whose ideological component 

Debord, already a celebrity at that point, largely created and drove. It was another thirteen 

years before Baudrillard published his chef d’oeuvre, Simulacra and Simulation, which owes 

a notable, but tacit,debt to the concept of the spectacle. 

Five years later, in 1986, Baudrillard published a book called America. Part impressionistic 

sociological study and part  witty travelogue, America was his conscious echo of Alexis de 

Tocqueville’s classic treatise of a century-and-a-half earlier, Democracy in America (1835-

40). But in contrast to de Tocqueville’s lengthy, perambulating two-volume work, 

Baudrillard’s book is short and fast-moving. “My hunting grounds,” he writes, “are the 

deserts, the mountains, Los Angeles, the freeways, the Safeways, the ghost towns, or the 

downtowns.” Nor is Baudrillard is interested in Debordian “playful-constructive situations” 

such as the dérive . Rather, he hearkens back to Baudelaire’s much more traditional flaneur, 

“in the midst of the fugitive and the infinite,” only at a hundred kilometers an hour (and 

sometimes at aeronautic altitude): “Drive ten thousand miles across America and you will 

know more about the country than all the institutes of sociology and political science put 

together.” (It is the book’s most famous sentence.) 

Yet it’s Baudrillard’s commentary on a type of pedestrianism that most attracts me. Here is 

part of what he has to say about a characteristically American figure, the jogger: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Lefebvre
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You do not stop a jogger who is jogging. Foaming at the mouth, his mind riveted 

on the inner countdown to the moment when he will achieve a higher plane of 

consciousness, he is not to be stopped. If you stopped him to ask the time, he would 

bite your head off. 

Reading Baudrillard on joggers, I’m almost certain he never jogged. When I’m jogging I 

don’t foam at the mouth. I’m not on a “countdown” to anything (I don’t run with my phone or 

any other timepiece, and I don’t listen to music with its time-measuring beats). I never run 

long enough to achieve the so-called “runner’s high” that Baudrillard probably had in mind 

with his invocation of a “higher plane of consciousness.” I might very well like to reach this 

higher plane, but maybe you have to cover much longer distances than I do, or to run much 

faster and harder. The main quality of jogging, in my experience, is boredom. 

For years, I have regularly run around the same popular loop trail near downtown. I have 

probably made  thousands of circuits around this loop. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 

when many people suddenly found themselves with more daytime hours free for leisure and 

exercise, the trail became quite crowded, so I changed my route. All summer long, I wore a 

new groove in a slightly woodsier part of town. As I ran, I took in “trees, birds, drizzle,” in 

the very mundane but, in my opinion, pretty accurate description of what tends to occupy 

the mind while jogging. It comes from the novelist Don DeLillo (a regular jogger), one of 

whose books was dismissed by a critic as “postmodern flaneur fiction.”  

Then, one day, something happened which Baudrillard explicitly proscribed: someone tried 

to stop me jogging. 

The nose of a vehicle was emerging from a small side-street into the road on which I was 

running. As I approached, the driver called out: “Excuse me!” 

I ignored him. I was surprised that I ignored him. I didn’t consciously decide to ignore him, 

but I did, instinctively and firmly. Thus it was just as Baudrillard had written: You don’t stop 

a jogger. But not because the jogger might bite your head off. The reason you don’t stop a 

jogger is that you can’t. 

The driver called out to me again. I turned my head toward him to indicate that he had my 

attention, and I slowed down in order to give him time to say something else as I passed in 
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front of his car. I could have spoken. I don’t run fast enough to get winded, but I didn’t speak. 

The extent of my engagement was eye contact; of my concession, reduced speed.  

He asked me if I knew where Building K was. He seemed just slightly desperate to find it. 

We happened to be right across from the large parking lot of a building called Cameron 

Indoor Stadium, where the Duke University men’s basketball team plays. It is a historic and 

perhaps  the most famous college basketball venue in America, and for forty years the team 

has had the same coach, equally famous, equally historic, the winningest in the history of 

college basketball. His name is Mike Krzyzewski. The patch of grass outside Cameron Indoor 

Stadium is called “Krzyzewskiville.” Krzyzewski is known colloquially as “Coach K.” The 

playing surface of Cameron Indoor Stadium was officially named “Coach K Court” twenty 

years ago, when he was already a legend.  

It occurred to me, as I ran in front of the car, that there might also be a nearby location 

called “Building K.” It also occurred to me that the driver might have had his nomenclature 

confused and was in fact looking for Cameron Indoor Stadium itself, which was close enough 

to see, a few hundred yards directly ahead of his car. I thought, too, of K, the protagonist 

of Kafka’s Castle. And I thought of the castle itself, so hallowed, so imposing, so sinister, so 

desired, so hard to reach. 

All of these thoughts crossed my mind in the handful of seconds it took to jog past the car, 

no more than half a dozen strides.  

I said, “No, sorry,” and kept running.
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Regina (Simon Sellars) 
 

I 

There’s something you should know about me. I’m an obsessive walker. I always walk at 

night. I don’t do it to stay fit. I don’t walk to unravel the secrets of suburbia. I do it to escape 

myself. I walk to shed my skin. 

I can’t say I’m well, far from it. My content marketing business has tanked and the mortgage 

on our house is overdue. I’m at war with my partner and our son is caught in the middle. I’m 

blackdogged morning to night. 

When circumstances conspire and I can’t walk, I grow morose, quick to temper. My son needs 

attention. A client sets a tight deadline. My partner serves a family dinner. The source of the 

problem is irrelevant. People become obstacles and the path must be cleared. If only I had 

a machete to hack my way through. 

We live in a suburb called Serrated Tussock. It has a reputation. Well, parts of it. It’s huge, 

the size of a country town. Three suburbs for the price of one. Serrated Tussock is in the top 

ten crime hotspots for the state, but all the drama happens in the northern wastes. Not where 

we live.  

Our area has been colonised by inner-city exiles looking for cheap housing. We’re part of 

the new wave. We bought an old house and knocked it down. We replaced it with a big 

box. Clean lines, black panels, timber highlights. Minimalist urban chic. 

Nearby is a time warp, a pocket of the suburb settled by Greek and Italian immigrants after 

the war. No plants grow there, no life is glimpsed. The monolithic houses are beige brick with 

heavy mechanical blinds on the windows. Stone gargoyles and marble lions guard the 

driveways. There are no lawns, just concrete slabs. The blinds are drawn all day, rejecting 

the new dawn. 

To the north lies the crepuscular arm of the suburban trilogy, the wasteland where slums and 

housing estates bleed into the godless hum of heavy industry. Oil and ash penetrate the 

substrate, and mutant wildlife grows in the cracks, shaped by the supernumerary 

environment. 
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From our house, I can feel the malevolent power oozing over the rise like tar. Sometimes 

there is backwash and we stare with repulsed fascination, like smug retirees discovering a 

severed head on a secluded beach. Once, we watched a junky vomit in our driveway. He 

was a long way from the estates, and I thought he did well to stray that far. His legs were 

jelly, bending comically with every step. 

The fringe is where I find myself most nights. It’s an impulse that I’m unable to explain. My 

partner says it’s a death wish, but I’m unconvinced. Rebirth if anything. 

I don’t think about the danger. Invisibility is a state of mind. I keep my eyes lowered, posing 

no threat. I wear black from head to toe, melting into the dark. I erase myself from public 

view. There are no clients to track me down out there. No family, no friends. No pressure. 

Tonight, I have the itch but my son wants me to play. I stare at his imploring face. Everyone 

says that he looks like me, but all I see is a replica of some other human being. He’s 

objectively beautiful, a creature born in the clouds. His skin is soft and pure, lips perfect, 

eyes blue and bright. His face is ringed by golden curls, which he flicks from his eyes with 

easy charm. 

I’m old, scabby and grey. I’ve run to fat and I’m cursed with severe eczema. The mess comes 

and goes at random intervals. Right now, it’s all over my body, and my left hand is marred 

by a particularly foul patch. The doctor said that eczema can’t be cured, only contained. No 

one knows what causes it. It could be anxiety, he said, so perhaps I should relax. Fat chance. 

After my son was born, I suffered a recurring nightmare that lasted for months. I followed 

him through grassy dunes that ran alongside a strange ocean. Monstrous waves rose high 

yet never broke. At the apex, the waves would freeze, overlapped by the next in the 

sequence, accumulating in the air like layers of pastry.  

My son stopped on the dunes, staring over his shoulder. My skin condition was out of control. 

I looked like gooey pizza, oozing pus and blood. He grimaced, then darted into high grass. 

I searched for hours but he was gone. I tried to call my partner but I couldn’t remember her 

number. The sense of loss was crushing and haunted my waking life. When I was diagnosed 

with depression and my walking mania kicked in, the nightmare stopped. Most days I don’t 

remember it.  

Tonight is different. 

My son senses that I’m about to leave and asks me to stay. I hesitate, unable to conceal my 

ambivalence, telling him I have things to do. He glowers and runs to his room. 
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I enter. He’s lying on his bed, face buried in pillows. As I ruffle his hair, he bats my hand 

away. It’s the one with the disease. He hates the abject texture of my beleaguered skin. 

He rolls over, regarding me with wary eyes. A creeping terror emerges, seasoned by 

mementos from the nightmare. The recall is so jarring it’s as if I’ve woken from a coma.  

I draw back in fear, possessed by the sense that he was the dreamer and I was a figment 

of his nocturnal imagination. The horror of my weeping skin was the truth of how he saw me, 

a monstrous predator endangering his life. But if the eczema remains, how can the nightmare 

be in the past? 

He hands me a plastic astronaut. It’s his favourite toy. I squeeze it hard, half expecting my 

fingers to pass through, like a lucid dreamer testing the environment.  

He clutches his trusty robot. He wants to play explorers on the moon. He likes it when I do 

funny voices and make the astronaut float in space. Entrusting me with his beloved possession 

is the highest honour he can bestow. It is his attempt at reconciliation. 

I shake my head and return the toy. His shoulders sag as he hides inside himself. I’m always 

deferring his happiness. He confuses me. I don’t think I’m cut out to be a dad. I don’t know 

how to do it. 

He starts to cry and I almost shed a tear, but the moment passes as I think about the 

nightmare. I leave the house with steely resolve. Never again will I see myself with his eyes. 

I walk on autopilot, listening to harsh industrial music. I’m buried in my phone, doomscrolling 

social media. If I’m hit from behind, it’ll be like the Mafia. I never saw it coming. 

Ninety minutes pass. I check my bearings. I’m far from home, patrolling the ring road that 

bounds the outer limits, a reverse image of the junky in our driveway. The road is long, 

snaking through dips and bends, fading in and out like the consciousness of a dying brain. 

One side is filled with mean, forgotten houses that reek of despair. The other is a vast 

territory of jagged-roof factories, modular business parks and sodium-lit car parks. In the 

distance, I hear muffled, percussive noises. They could be anything. Industrial accidents. 

Bombs. Vents of hell, opening and shutting. 

Bathing in the sodium glare, I realise that I’m standing on a bridge. Beneath, the local creek 

flows from the north. At the limit of my vision, the waterway emerges from a low-slung ravine. 

I slide down the bank from road to creek, landing among a vague terrain of damaged storm 

drains, lizard-infested milk crates and overgrown slopes. 
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I walk alongside the creek until I reach a high cyclone fence topped with electrified razor 

wire. The creek passes through a tunnel under the fence. Behind the fence, there’s an 

enormous field studded with intricate, gleaming substations and a few bland buildings.  

I know what this place is. It’s a new-gen power station. ‘Power shops’, they call them. Every 

suburb has one. They all have dotty female names, some marketer’s idea of a joke. Ours is 

‘Regina’. 

One building stands out. Its windows are glowing. Two bright-white lozenges set like eyes. 

The glow seems to expand like foam. There are shadows moving behind the panes, but they 

could be ocular defects. I’m wearing new glasses with multifocal lenses, and I haven’t learned 

to distinguish between near-vision and far-vision bands. At night, they wreak havoc on my 

depth perception.  

Maybe that’s why I feel bullet proof. I’m like a stupid dog hiding in bushes, its rump in view 

while its head is concealed. If I can’t see the bad guys, they can’t see me. But sometimes the 

night bites back.  

On a recent drift, I was baffled by a rooster flapping its wings in a car park. It was so 

strange to see the creature in that blighted place, a sterile setting razed by machines. It was 

hopping about near a garbage skip, and I moved in for a closer look. As I crouched low like 

a demented ninja, my vision adjusted and I saw that the ‘wings’ were the skittish, red-soled 

feet of a methylated itinerant. I nearly copped a knife in the ribs for my trouble. 

Once, I found a creepypasta about Regina, posted on some nerd forum. In the story, 

government agents kidnap local junkies, imprison them at the power shop and subject them 

to horrible experiments. 

They capture this one degenerate, strap electrodes to his head and force him to concentrate 

on a hologram of himself. Then they give him a few hundred volts of Regina’s finest. They 

do it again and again until the electro-torture produces a tulpa, a living creature born from 

his brainwaves. The tulpa looks like him, but it’s independent in thought and action. It grows 

jealous and wants to be the original, not the copy, so it kills the degenerate, escapes and 

slaughters his family out of spite. 

I didn’t care for the denouement. Tulpas are supposed to be benevolent. Maybe the 

degenerate suffered from an undiagnosed psychotic disorder that scrambled the output. I 

wish the author had explored this angle. I should write my own one day. 
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Something is off about Regina’s razor-fenced land. Its footprint is far larger than the 

substations and buildings combined. Why so much area? It seems an overcompensation, a 

force field surrounding the machinery, as if there is something to hide or keep out.  

The creek is undefined. It starts from somewhere beyond and flows through the facility, 

passing right by the substations. I wonder how much mercury and selenium pollution it picks 

up along the way. 

I return to the bridge. It’s wide, since the road is dual carriageway. I stand beneath it. The 

rumble of intermittent traffic soothes my jangled nerves, makes me forget for a few seconds 

that my skin is on fire.  

My eczema is raging tonight and the itch is maddening. I scratch my chest and arms until the 

skin breaks. I claw my neck like an animal. I take a selfie to check the damage. I’m an 

appalling sight. I look like I’ve been strangled.  

I stare with revulsion at the disease on my hand. Fresh pustules have formed, little volcanoes 

of rancid blood. Others have burst and dried into scabs. I pick at the scabs, the blood flows, 

the cycle renews. 

When the doctor explained the connection between anxiety and eczema, I imagined 

something inside me trying to break free, a demon of the id forcing its way into the world. I 

wish I could help it on its way. 

On the other side of the bridge, the creek follows a concrete channel. It winds through 

suburbia, culminating in an artificial lake near my son’s favourite playground. The lake is 

always clogged with rubbish, a festering sore on the landscape. Maybe that’s where the 

power shop toxins end up.  

The creek is bounded by tall banks, topped with the backsides of dank houses. Their rear 

fences teeter on the edge, some propped up by planks. In the blurred darkness, the planks 

make the homes look like cardboard cut-outs, tricks of the night held together by illusion. 

I use the torch on my phone to examine the underside of the bridge. There’s a glint on the 

ridge, where the paved slope meets the road. I scramble up cobblestones, drawn to it. The 

glint is coming from the blade of a long, serrated knife. The blade is covered in dark-brown 

spots. Maybe it’s rust, but I don’t inspect too closely. Knives creep me out. Whenever I’m near 

a blade, I fight the urge to carve the necrotised flesh from my bones. 
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Further along the ridge, there’s a filthy sleeping bag. It reeks of piss and shit. Behind it, a 

small alcove has been dug into the dirt. Inside the alcove is a collection of ancient pots and 

pans. The implements are heavy, coated with grease. 

The alcove contains a small library of books, including a Danielle Steel novel. I thought rough 

sleepers would read Stephen King, something like that, but I suppose not everyone wants to 

relive their nightmares. 

I scan the blurb. It’s about a woman who falls for a clone of her absent lover. That’s weird. 

Steel, the infamous bodice ripper, dares to write science fiction. I’m amused but dismissive, 

gatekeeping the genre in my mind. 

The blurb reveals that the clone’s personality is different to the original, just like the tulpa. I 

wonder if the outcome is the same. 

I take photos of the cooking implements, sleeping bag and book. I can’t find the knife. 

Must’ve knocked it over the edge. I upload the photos to Instagram with a caption: Who 

cloned Danielle Steel? I toss off moronic hashtags, playing to my followers: #lowcult 

#suburbia #thehorror. 

My Instagram feed is grim by design. I always record what I find on my walks. Never any 

people, only colour-saturated factories and garish industry, abandoned toys and prams, 

burnt-out cars. I use lens tricks to flare street-light emissions, generating horror-film hues. I 

record the darkness, a fire-blanket of unrelenting gloom from the jet-black night. I am so in 

love with the aesthetic, I think of the detritus I photograph as islands of beauty in a vast 

ocean of scum. 

I take hordes of selfies, too, against backdrops of ruins and waste. They fill my phone, one 

after the other, almost identical, with minor variations in expression. They are not for public 

view but they are suitable for framing. I hang them on the walls of the private slaughterhouse 

that exists only in my mind. 

Sometimes, my partner invades my study and catches me sorting selfies into folders on the 

laptop. She thinks I’m narcissistic but she’s wrong. I study my face because I want it to change. 

I want the eczema, baggy eyes, doughy jowls and wrinkles to disappear. If I take enough 

selfies, maybe they will. Through the sheer power of thought, I’ll assume a new face. 

Someone brighter, handsomer, in love with the world. But I wonder if scrying my selfies has 

already initiated the transformation. What I have now could be the image I secretly desire. 
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As I clamber down the ridge, I realise how icy it is under the road. It’s much colder than the 

open air, and with the chill comes a sober awareness. I thought the brown spots on the knife 

were rust. Obviously, the ridge had been abandoned. But what if the spots are food? Maybe 

the rough sleeper is out scavenging for dinner. What if they return and catch me, a southern 

raider, snapping their home for all the world to see? I’m sure they have enough problems. 

They’re kipping under a bridge, for starters, and now I’m trashing whatever dignity remains. 

I log in to delete the photos but Instagram is down. I scramble onto the road and head home, 

wracked with guilt. By the time I arrive, I couldn’t care less about the homeless. Guilt has 

turned to fear. By releasing the photos into the wild, I can’t escape the dread feeling that 

I’ve angered some malevolent force, breaching the uneasy truce that kept me from harm’s 

way. I was too cocky. I couldn’t see the phantasms of the night, but they were watching me. 

I check on my son. He’s asleep, still cradling the robot. My partner slumbers beside him, 

holding the astronaut that I rejected. For an instant, I don’t recognise their faces. 

I go to bed alone, unable to rest. My tortured skin has me lusting for the blade, but eventually 

I fall into dreams.  

II 

We’re on a family picnic at the playground near the lake. It’s late afternoon, and I’m pushing 

my son on the swing. He’s tired and wants to go home. My partner offers to take him. She 

tells me to go for a walk, pretending to understand my angst. It will do me good, she says, 

but I know she just wants me out of her life. She already has one child to look after. 

Relieved to be off the leash, I tell my son that I’ll be home for dinner and all the games he 

can stand. He beams with happiness and gives me the thumbs up. I wave goodbye and head 

for the lake. 

I follow the creek north. The homeless bridge lingers in my mind as a place of dishonour, yet 

I’m drawn to it. It’s like I’m standing on a tall building, thinking about jumping, stepping off 

the edge before my brain catches on. 

I formulate a plan. I’ll loop back just before the bridge, imbibing the ambience from a 

prudent distance, like a tourist on safari. No more night walks. Daylight will suit me just fine. 

I check the map on my phone. A few blocks before the homeless bridge, there’s a minor 

road, a smaller bridge. I can leave the creek there and return through the side streets, 

arriving in time to please my son. 
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Guided by the creek’s concrete channel, I breach the immigrant zone. The banks are piled 

high with houses. From the street, the properties form an identikit hell but from the creek 

there is colour and flair. Through cracks in fences, I see well-tended vegetable patches, lush 

lemon trees, ornamental hedges, garden sculptures. Even some of the blinds are open, 

revealing religious paintings on walls, crucifixion statues on sideboards, rosary beads on 

lamps. 

It’s a warm day, but no one is in the yards. No one’s in the houses either, from what I can 

gather. Each property is a saturnine sentinel guarding the integrity of the creek.  

Sun showers start to fall. The light rain is refreshing, but after a few minutes it pours down 

and the sky darkens. It’s still the afternoon but visibility is terrible. My glasses are causing 

me no end of grief. 

A shoe floats down the creek. I wait for the next in the pair, but I’m shocked at what arrives 

next. It looks like a femur, bright and bleached. I wipe my glasses for a better look but it’s 

past me, carried away by the raging water. The object submerges, depositing a spiral of 

luminescent dots on the surface. 

The storm accelerates, perforating the air with rolling thunder. The rain intensifies, forcing 

the creek to jump the channel. The water sloshes around my ankles. My thin canvas shoes are 

ruined, socks soaked, clothes drenched. 

I climb the bank in a bid for stable ground, following a path leading to someone’s back 

fence. Peering over, I see an overwrought McMansion complete with palm trees, operatic 

balconies and gold-flake arches. It’s deathly quiet, like all the others. I reckon I could creep 

through the yard and be on the road in no time, but I remember the dread from my previous 

trespass. 

Reluctantly, I continue along the top of the bank, trying to avoid the overflowing channel. At 

last, I reach the smaller bridge, only to find a barbed-wire fence sealing the road from the 

bank. I can’t keep following the creek north. The place of dishonour looms, and I must retreat 

from the edge.  

I turn around, heading back the way I came. I call my partner to say I’ll be late, but the 

storm-addled connection fails. 

The rain buckets down, turning the air black. Fifteen minutes elapse. Where’s the McMansion? 

I should be passing it by now. I fire up the map. The grid has malfunctioned, quadrants 

combined at crazy angles. The flashlight icon spins wildly, like a compass confused by 
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magnetic rocks. When it settles, it has reproduced. According to this screwy device, there 

are now two of me up on the bank. 

I walk a little further. Ahead, there’s a low, dark shape. I squint, move closer. Another bridge. 

I didn’t see it on the way out. Have I taken a wrong turn? Impossible. The creek is a single 

channel. There are no forks. 

I suspend my confusion to assess the exit. The bank is a kinetic mudslide. I don’t think I can 

make it to the road. The water is at my knees, so I scuttle beneath the bridge. The rain keeps 

coming. 

I click on the torch, exposing the ridge. 

Everything is there. The novel, pots, sleeping bag, knife. There’s no time to work out how or 

why. The water has reached my waist. 

Beetling up the slope, I lose grip on the wet cobblestones and slide back down. At the last 

gasp, I grab a long pipe jutting from a storm drain. I hang from the pipe, buffeted by the 

tumultuous water, barely able to keep my head above the surface. Fighting for breath, I 

realise that night has fallen. How so soon? The sun’s natural cycle beggars belief. 

A shadowy figure darts across the ridge. A small boy, judging by the shape. Moonlight 

catches his face. It’s suppurated, a grotesquery amplified by the dim vision. His mouth is 

scarred, and the skin surrounding his eyes is so puffy I can’t see the pupils. For a moment, I 

imagine him to be sightless. 

His hair is nothing but patchy vegetation on a glossy, stretched scalp. Strands fall into a puff 

of flesh where an eye should be, and he brushes them back with an oddly delicate touch. 

He crouches down, picks up a loose cobblestone, holds it in his outstretched hand. 

‘No,’ I splutter. ‘I don’t want your stone.’ 

I want you to help me. Why aren’t you helping? 

He seems disappointed, as much as that awful face can convey emotion, and he stands up, 

hurling the stone at my head. A flash of extraordinary pain erupts from my temple. I fall 

into the water, carried away by the torrent.  

I stop with a sickening thud, crying with agony, my spine speared on a metal grill in the 

drain’s cracked concrete. 
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Knife in hand, the boy zigzags across the ridge. I hear his laboured breathing, animal snorts 

from the damaged mouth. He hops onto the drain, staring at me with those hideous holes in 

his face. He swipes the knife, and the long blade slices my wrist, amputating the diseased 

hand. 

In the middle distance, Regina glows. Dirty, viscous light spills from her eyes like sump oil. 

The light reaches me.  

As I’m pulled underwater, it restores my defective vision, revealing every part of the world. 
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Noclipping Reality: A Journey to the Backrooms 

(Helen Arenson and Peter Heft)  
As a kid growing up with pre-service model video games where you got what you paid for 

and patches weren’t forthcoming, I always enjoyed pushing the boundaries of what the game 

engine would allow, by finding the thing that would finally ‘break the world.’ The so-called 

“Black Rooms of Death” in Super Mario 64 where your character model could get stuck within 

the map, unable to escape/stuck looking at the world from an angle you weren’t supposed 

to see it from (fig. 1); escaping Los Angeles in Tony Hawk’s Underground 2 where, by a series 

of moves highlighted by YouTuber CPGlitch, you can get out of the confines of L.A. and skate 

in the wide-open world (fig. 2); later in life, getting ahead of Minecraft’s procedurally 

generated blocks to expose a “missing chunk” of land to navigate with the utmost care (fig. 

3); and more recently, the absurd 27 minute speedrun of DOOM Eternal that makes use of, 

among other things, the game’s skyboxes (fig. 4). All these instances of ‘game-breaking’ 

mechanics fascinated me as they showed me something I wasn’t supposed to see but was, 

nevertheless, built into the fabric of the game. 

Figure 1: BRoD #5 (Megadardery) (https://www.mariowiki.com/File:SM64_BRoD8.png 

https://www.mariowiki.com/User:Megadardery
https://www.mariowiki.com/File:SM64_BRoD8.png
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Figure 3: Missing Chunk (X-LAyer2) (https://www.moddb.com/groups/minecraft-
community/images/missing-chunk 

Figure 2: THUG 2 Glitch (CPGlitch) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBASpvvLIFg) Figure 2: THUG 2 Glitch (CPGlitch) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBASpvvLIFg) 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCelv4820tttik8Ao6WTOmGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBASpvvLIFg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCelv4820tttik8Ao6WTOmGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBASpvvLIFg
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Figure 4: DOOM Eternal Speedrun (IGN) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH2-oM7IWpY)  

 

As my life went on and I began working as a concierge at a motel just outside Pittsburgh, 

PA, I spent less and less time playing games and more time watching speedruns (as was the 

case with DOOM Eternal). One night in late April, I was sitting behind my desk scrolling 

through 4chan on the Mimi app, when I came across a thread on /x/ (the paranormal board) 

that was discussing a phenomenon known as “the backrooms.” I had been off 4chan for a 

few years, but thankfully someone re-posted the original image (re-produced below) of an 

anonymous post from 2019 describing the same phenomenon I’d explored in the video 

games of my childhood being re-produced in the real world. According to the original post, 

much like the levels in video games, the real world requires a scaffold to hold it together – 

a series of unseen, ‘withdrawn’ objects that normally escape human cognition.1 If one is not 

 
1 As I write this, I am reminded of my time studying philosophy (fat lot of good that did me) 
at Eastern Pennsylvania State University where I wrote my senior thesis on the philosophy of 
Graham Harman. [For readers unaware, Harman’s work is focused around so-called ‘Object-
Oriented Ontology,’ a subcategory of the speculative realist movement that seeks to 
decenter humans from philosophical investigation. For Harman, as diverse as people are, 
objects are more so. Indeed, objects ‘withdraw’ from human cognition and make up a world 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH2-oM7IWpY
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careful, however, one can, just like glitches in video games, “noclip” out of reality itself and 

find oneself in a “six hundred million square mile” maze of “randomly segmented empty 

rooms.” Although I was deeply unsettled, I probed further and asked how, exactly, one 

noclips out of reality. 

 

Surprised by my seeming desire to enter the backrooms, yet eager to help nevertheless, a 

few anons posted and said that noclipping reality is often an unintentional act that occurs 

during sleep paralysis or other altered states of consciousness. Another anon linked to a post 

 
all their own, with their own relationships, connections, etc. See Graham Harman, Tool Being: 
Heidegger and the Metaphysics of Objects (Chicago: Open Court, 2002). For more on objects 
and their subterranean existence, see Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of 
Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010). -PH] 
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on Reddit’s /r/thebackrooms (much to the chagrin of the anti-Redditors, I might add) while 

another still mentioned that I ought to “Google Randonauts.”  

It was 11:33pm and no guests needed to be taken care of, so I looked through the Reddit 

post.  

Redditor CharizardChop had the following advice: 

That's how I did it. I just sprinted into the corner of my room and started crouch 

jumping into the corner. I recommend jumping on top of a desk and crouch jumping 

into a ceiling corner. Before I knew it, I fell through the wall and started falling 

into the void(like you said). I could see entrances into the backrooms. It was just 

like minecraft cave systems, but more organized. Before you know it, you'll fall 

into one of these entrances.2 

While it was clear that they had been playing too many video games, my curiosity got the 

better of me. It should be to no one’s surprise that when I went in the motel office and tried 

“crouch jumping” into the corner, the only thing I accomplished was scuffing the wall. Walking 

back to my chair, I felt like a moron. Were this a crappy horror novel, the next line would 

be, “but when I sat down, things weren’t quite right…” This was real life, however, and really 

truly, nothing happened. I was in the same run-down motel off I-79 as before, and the clock 

on my desk now said 11:35pm. I then remembered the other comment: “Google 

Randonauts.”  

Since no guests were in the lobby and it looked like I’d have some free time, I did what the 

anon suggested. Upon Googling “Randonauts,” I stumbled across randonauts.com, a website 

created by the “Fatum Project.”3 The website hosted the first edition of the Randonaut Reader 

which proved incredibly helpful. In the journal, one of the authors, “comrade,” in their essay 

 
2 CharizardChop, comment on “How do you "no clip" out of reality? Also, describe the 
sensory aspects of the travel to the backrooms. (sight, feeling, sound, ETC.)” published circa 
2019. 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/TheBackrooms/comments/bwho0t/how_do_you_no_clip_out_o
f_reality_also_describe/) 
3 [When Helen wrote this, the Fatum Project still existed and the Randonauts were still very 
much underground. In June of 2020, the Fatum Project (seemingly) ceased to exist and the 
website changed to randonautica.com with the parent company of being Randonauts LLC. 
The unknown had become formalized… -PH] 

https://www.reddit.com/r/TheBackrooms/comments/bwho0t/how_do_you_no_clip_out_of_reality_also_describe/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheBackrooms/comments/bwho0t/how_do_you_no_clip_out_of_reality_also_describe/
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entitled “Randonauting is a poetic act of cybernetic dérive,” laid out what Randonauting 

was and what their intentions behind creating the project were.4  

Randonauting, according to comrade, is “[d]iving headlong into the random and coming back 

with enough meaning for the rest of us.” An obtuse line, indeed. They wrote more, however. 

The project, they say, was created around the so-called “Fatum-Bot,” a “random location 

generator based on the ideas behind the Global Consciousness Project.” The goal seemed 

to be the usage of random numbers, supposedly quantumly generated, to conduct “research 

on the interactions between the holistic nature of the macro-world and quantum 

randomness.”5 As comrade explained further, the Fatum bot was a bot on the Telegram app 

that, if you input “/getanomaly” (or “/getattractor”), would spit out “a non-deterministic 

random location near you” where you could visit. Visiting such a place, as per comrade, 

“inject[ed] a bunch of novelty and synchronicity into your normal routine.”6  

At this point, I had no idea what the hell “quantum randomness” was, nor did I understand 

how it could be used to generate numbers. From another Google search and an article on 

JSTOR, it seemed that quantum random numbers, as opposed to what we call ‘random 

numbers’ which still follow some pattern (even if it was unknowable to humans – e.g. air 

currents) and thus produce only “pseudo-random” numbers, were truly random. From my 

rudimentary understanding, quantum random numbers are numbers that are produced by 

the unpredictable and unknown fluctuations in “quantum entanglement.”7 While I can’t say I 

fully understand, another article in the Randonaut Reader shed some light on the issue. 

BlueSkies_HeavySighs, in “Randonauting for Dummies,” provided a useful definition of a 

quantum point. 

Quantum Point: A single coordinate point generated using a quantum random 

number generator (qRNG). To generate a quantum point, truly random numbers 

 
4 There are no page numbers in the Randonaut Reader, but I’ve taken the liberty to add them 
and cite it as best I can for any future readers of this journal. Comrade, “Randonauting is a 
poetic act of cybernetic dérive,” in Randonaut Reader 1 (2019): 27-40. 
[Unfortunately, the Randonaut Reader, while still available for purchase on Amazon 
(https://www.amazon.com/Randonaut-Reader-Randonauts-Community/dp/1687249938), 
is no longer available digitally from its original source. I did, however, purchase a copy and 
digitize it (adding page numbers following Helen’s schema). It can be found here: 
https://www.peterheft.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Randonaut-Reader.pdf -PH] 
5 Comrade, “Randonauting is a poetic act of cybernetic dérive,” 27. 
6 Ibid., 29. 
7 Sidney Perkowitz, “The Quantum Random Number Generator,” on JSTOR Daily, published 
May 22, 2019. (https://daily.jstor.org/the-quantum-random-number-generator/) 

https://www.amazon.com/Randonaut-Reader-Randonauts-Community/dp/1687249938
https://www.peterheft.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Randonaut-Reader.pdf
https://daily.jstor.org/the-quantum-random-number-generator/
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are generated using a qRNG source which generates random numbers by 

measuring the electromagnetic field fluctuations of virtual particles in a vacuum.8 

Makes sense… Returning to comrade, I learned that going to the randomly generated points 

allows one to enter the void – a random location – and derive meaning from the world 

around one. For comrade, randonauting allows one not only to “find meaning in the void,” 

but also to travel to “unknown spaces outside of the holistic predetermined world.”9 

According to BlueSkies_HeavySighs, such acts of novel exploration allow one to enter so-

called “reality tunnels,”10 “trees branching off into different life experiences,” wherein one 

can make meaning through the so-called “talking walls effect.”11 As BlueSkies_HeavySighs 

says, once one clears one’s mind of presuppositions, one begins to notice “information in your 

environment that appears to correlate to your personal thoughts and beliefs.”12 How much 

of this is mere projection (and that may not be a bad thing) vs. truly coming across a 

paranormal world is up for debate. 

While there’s more that could be said about Randonauting, its relation to Jung’s concept of 

synchronicity and the paranormal as such,13 I’ll simply leave the description of Randonauting 

at this: one generates random numbers which are converted to locations on the surface of 

the Earth. One goes there and…things happen. Supposedly.  

It was now 12:17am and there were still no guests to deal with so, of course, I opened the 

Telegram app, got in touch with the Fatum bot, and got myself a set of coordinates. The first 

thing that was odd was that I only got one set of coordinates. According to the guide, I was 

supposed to get two sets. Nevermind, it must have been a glitch. I popped the coordinates 

into Google Maps and saw that, conveniently enough, the location the Fatum bot gave me 

 
8 BlueSkies_HeavySighs, “Randonauting for Dummies,” in Randonaut Reader 1 (2019): 53-
64, 55. (It appears as if revisions of this text were posted on Medium: 
https://tinyurl.com/y5hcb4rs and https://tinyurl.com/y4x7sl6e)  
9 Comrade, “Randonauting is a poetic act of cybernetic dérive,” 34. 
10 [Reality tunnels, a concept originally formulated by Timothy Leary and expanded upon 
by Robert Anton Wilson, are effectively sets of beliefs about the world around us based on 
our own experiences. An easy way to understand reality tunnels, in their original sense, is to 
take Ruth Hubbard’s inversion of the old adage about beauty; “Truth is in the eye of the 
beholder.” I’ve written about reality tunnels in the context of fixed ideologies. See Peter 
Heft, “Against Ideology,” on Guerilla Ontology, published June 22, 2017. 
(https://guerrillaontologies.com/2017/06/against-ideology/) -PH] 
11 BlueSkies_HeavySighs, “Randonauting for Dummies,” 62. 
12 Ibid., 63.  
13 [See Carl Jung, Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle, trans. R.F.C. Hull (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1973). -PH] 

https://tinyurl.com/y5hcb4rs
https://tinyurl.com/y4x7sl6e
https://guerrillaontologies.com/2017/06/against-ideology/
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was just behind the gas station down the road from the motel on our exit. My boss was off 

doing whatever it is he does, and it was a quiet night, so I hung up a sign: “Will Return in 10 

minutes.”  

At 12:20am, I left the motel and walked South for a few minutes until I reached the gas 

station in question. There we no cars and it looked empty, but that wasn’t my concern. I 

circled behind the station, meticulously comparing my location to the location given by the 

Fatum bot. Pushing back some shrubs that were overgrowing, I came to the location given to 

me.  

There was nothing there. Or rather, nothing spectacular. I looked down and saw a milk jug. 

Instantly, I knew what it was: a piss jug from a trucker. How it came to reside behind the gas 

station was anyone’s guess – likely it rolled down the hill from I-79 –, but I remembered a 

line from the Randonaut Reader: “The journeys can be rich in meaning, especially if you have 

an artistic eye for found-composition. Or you can get to the point and all that’s there is a 

bottle of piss.”14 As I later learned, bottles of piss were a common occurrence when 

randonauting.15  

Not wanting to waste a trip to the great out-of-doors, I leaned against the wall of the gas 

station and lit up a cig. As the warm smoke entered my lungs, I thought back on what had 

just happened. And that was precisely the thing; what had happened? Nothing. I walked for 

a few minutes, came across a bottle of piss, and didn’t enter a different reality. Clearly 

randonauting was a bunch of bullshit. Finishing my cig, I walked back to the motel and put 

away the sign I had hung up. It was only then that I noticed the time on the large, digital 

clock above the concierge’s desk: 2:37am.  

What? That wasn’t possible. I had just left the motel and I surely hadn’t been smoking one 

cig for two hours! I’ll unpack that later. Worried I had missed a guest and would be chewed 

out by my boss, I rewound the surveillance cameras to see if I had missed anything. As I 

watched the playback, I saw that the timestamp in the upper-right-hand-corner of the screen 

ticked by slower than normal and when the tape came to an end, indicating that I had 

reached the present, the timestamp read 12:35am. I walked out from behind the desk to 

look up at the clock and saw that it now read 12:36am. I looked at my phone. 12:36am. 

 
14 Comrade, “Randonauting is a poetic act of cybernetic dérive,” 30. 
15 Tamlin Magee, “I Tried to Glitch the Simulation and All I Got Was A Bottle of Pee,” on 
The Outline, published August 27, 2019. (https://theoutline.com/post/7881/i-became-a-
randonaut-to-try-to-glitch-the-simulation-and-all-i-got-was-a-bottle-of-pee) 

https://theoutline.com/post/7881/i-became-a-randonaut-to-try-to-glitch-the-simulation-and-all-i-got-was-a-bottle-of-pee
https://theoutline.com/post/7881/i-became-a-randonaut-to-try-to-glitch-the-simulation-and-all-i-got-was-a-bottle-of-pee
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I had no idea what was going on. That better not have been a wet cig16 that I had just 

smoked (I thought I kept those separate) … I didn’t feel any other affects associated with 

one, so I chalked the whole incident up to fatigue, and sat back behind the desk and spent 

the rest of my shift scribbling down these thoughts and listening to music. Jacob came to 

relieve me at 3:30am, after which I drove home and passed out. 

*** 

I returned to work the next night, sure that my mind had simply been playing tricks on me. It 

was Thursday, another slow night at the motel. As I sat behind the desk, I wondered whether 

there really was anything to randonauting, the backrooms, noclipping, etc. I decided to pull 

up the Randonaut Reader and look through it a bit more.  

While there’s a lot of interesting stuff in there, one article by Nick Hinton stood out to me. 

Titled “What Does Being a Randonaut Mean?” Hinton humbly suggests that, among other 

things, it merely means “being curious [and] open minded,” able and willing to look at the 

world in a new light.17 While this sounded like New Age nonsense, I read further. Hinton 

didn’t seem to think that, in contradistinction to those anons on /x/ with whom I had interacted 

the night before, as one explores, one enters a different reality. Rather for Hinton, using the 

quantum weirdness of the Fatum bot means “exploring the hidden worlds that have persisted 

unnoticed underneath your nose for your entire life”; it means exploring the mundane and 

the same but “from another angel [sic], another dimension.”18  

With this newfound knowledge, I, of course, had to explore more. With no guests coming to 

pester me and my boss off getting drunk (most likely), I pulled out my phone and began 

talking to the Fatum bot again. I entered “/getanomaly” and was again greeted with a 

singular set of coordinates (as opposed to the promised two). That was the least odd thing 

that happened, however. When I placed the coordinates, supposedly generated completely 

randomly by a quantum number generator, into Google Maps, the location I saw was the 

motel. That couldn’t be right, however. The entire motel couldn’t be an attractor.  

I zoomed in and tried to narrow down where, exactly, I was being told to go. After a bit of 

number crunching, I found that the coordinates given were not for the motel itself, but rather 

a specific room within the motel. Not a guest’s room, mind you (had that been the case, I 

 
16 [A wet cigarette is a cigarette that is dipped in PCP. -PH] 
17 Nickhinton333, “What Does Being a Randonaut Mean?” in Randonaut Reader 1 (2019): 
41-42, 41. 
18 Nickhinton333, “What Does Being a Randonaut Mean?” 42. 
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would have been sure that the entire Randonaut project was some pervert’s game), but a 

storage closet opposite the pool room.  

12:19am on a quiet Thursday night, I figured that there would be no harm in exploring. I 

put up my sign and left my desk. Walking across the lobby, I entered hallway adjacent to 

the pool room. I stopped to listen. Far to my left, I heard the 20-year-old ice machine 

chugging along, sputtering out cubes as it devoured the motel’s electricity. Paying no mind 

to it (save for noting the excessive noise it produced), I turned toward the terrarium like pool 

room. It was at that point that I was sure I saw something. 

Through the foggy glass enclosing the pool room, I was sure that I saw a shimmer just above 

the water. Pushing open the door, I scanned my surroundings. There was clearly no one in 

there with me, but I felt something, nevertheless. It must have been the humidity – inside a 

glass dome with a heated pool, I could practically see the fog hovering on top of the water. 

As I walked around, I began to get an eerie feeling. The only light was coming from the 

underwater lights in the pool which created a beautiful, if admittedly slightly ‘lady of the 

swamp’-like scene.  

As I walked across the room, I looked into the pool and noticed a few leaves and twigs 

floating around. Curious since I was indoors. I paid it no more mind and continued to walk 

the length of the pool when – there it was again! I was sure there was something glistening 

in the fog rising from the water! Bending over to look closer, I heard splashing. That couldn’t 

be right, though. The water was still as could be. I could even see some coins sitting on the 

bottom of the pool!  

As I clambered back to my feet, I finally noticed that it was the ambient light that had 

changed. It was somehow darker. Trying to determine what light went out, I looked around 

the room again and noticed that I could no longer see the hallway I had entered from. Had 

someone turned off the lights? I looked up, cheerfully anticipating the sight of the moon 

through the glass roof. Nothing. Cloud cover? Where is it? Then I noticed that there were no 

stars either. It was as if the sky had become a plate of obsidian, reflecting nothing back but 

an infinite abyss. 

Ready to get out of there as soon as possible, but still keen on reaching the coordinates, I 

hurried toward the maintenance door on the opposite side from where I had entered. Pushing 

it open, I suddenly emerged into to the brightly lit maintenance corridor. All was as it should 

be. Looking down at my phone to verify that the coordinates were, in fact, located in the 
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pool storage closet, I proceeded down the hallway. Coming to the door to the storage room, 

I quickly glanced over my shoulder to make sure no one was watching (this was where we 

kept the chlorine for the pool, after all), unlocked the door, and smuggled myself inside.  

The room was dark and damp. A bit chilly, it smelled of chlorine and mold. Running my hand 

along the wall, I found the light switch and flicked it on. Only one of the two florescent lights 

flickered slowly to life. Looking back at my phone, I was in the correct location. No piss jug 

this time! Wandering around the surprisingly large storage room – indeed, it was larger 

than I had remembered –, I looked for anything odd, any ‘talking walls.’  

Passing piles of stacked up tubing, replacement lightbulbs, and pool noodles, I noticed 

precisely nothing. And then I saw it. A door. Since when was there another door in this room? 

Prudence be dammed! I went to the door, pausing for a second, half expecting to find 

something special behind it, and swung it wide open.  

If life were a cheesy pulp story, then what came next would, of course, be my entrance into 

a different realm. (Un)fortunately, life is not a cheesy pulp story, and what I saw when I 

opened the door was the motel’s parking lot. The door was an unmarked fire escape. I spat 

on the ground and went back inside. 

As I exited the storage room into the maintenance corridor, I heard something to my left. 

Intrigued, I followed the sound. As I was walking down the corridor, I noticed that a thin 

stream of water was developing on the floor. Approaching the source of the stream, I heard 

the puttering of the ice machine. While a normal sound in the motel, the machine was 

supposed to be in the hallway on the other side of the pool room. How did it get here?  

As I approached it, I noticed that it was spitting out ice cubes faster than usual and then, 

turning around, I noticed that the corridor had changed. I could no longer see the end, and 

there were no doors. The entrance to the pool and storage room were gone! Panicking, I 

turned back to the ice machine only to notice that it too was gone and, in its place, a puddle 

of water.  

Things were getting weird. Trying to stay calm, I took a few deep breaths. I was 

here…wherever ‘here’ was, and I might as well make the best of it. Thus, I walked down the 

seemingly never-ending hallway.  

While there were no doors, there was an abundance of windows, each looking out (or in) 

on/to a room. Some of the rooms looked like rooms in the motel and others looked like 
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apartments. As I walked along, I saw a couple making love, an eGirl streaming on Twitch, a 

man reading his bible on his motel bed, and a student working, among others. I felt like a 

voyeur… 

Continuing along, I thought back to Nick Hinton’s explanation of randonauting as, and I 

paraphrase here, experiencing the ordinary in and unordinary way. I remembered what he 

said: randonauting was a means to explore “the hidden worlds that have persisted unnoticed 

underneath your nose for your entire life. It means illuminating the hazy shadowy corners of 

your own reality.”19  

Such a view, a view not necessarily devoid of the supernatural, but not foregrounding it 

either, was appealing. As I thought about the 4chan discussions surrounding the backrooms 

(while continuing to walk the endless hallway), I realized that they were singularly focused. 

Specifically, the discourse surrounding the backrooms was primarily focused on the 

supernatural as such – a world one slips into that exists outside our own. As I continued to 

explore this hall of windows, each looking in on another’s life, I determined that there was a 

significantly simpler way to think of the backrooms. 

When one noclips reality and enters the backrooms, one does not enter a world outside our 

reality, as those on /x/ seemed to think. Rather, upon reflection, I came to believe that the 

backrooms were the scaffolds of reality as such. They were what made our reality possible. 

Kant be dammed, the conditions of the world we inhabit on a day-to-day basis could be 

experienced, one just had to go about it circuitously. I thus came to the understanding that 

the backrooms were merely another category of cognition (albeit a purely physical one). 

They were physical structures that held our – and I’ll lapse into Kantian language here – 

‘phenomenal’ world in place. Exploring them was not tantamount to exploring an-other 

world, rather it was tantamount to exploring the deepest recesses of our own world. This 

was an area ripe for theory… physically transcendental conditions of the world? A hidden 

buffer that holds our world together? Was it also keeping something out? These are questions 

to which I did not have the answers.  

As I continued walking down the dimly lit corridor, I realized that where I was, a ‘backroom,’ 

was not another dimension – I had not noclipped into a radically different world –, I had 

simply entered the unseen, yet extremely powerful sub-section of our own world that props 

up our everyday understanding. I was in the walls of reality, so to speak.  

 
19 Nickhinton333, “What Does Being a Randonaut Mean?” 42. 
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I have no idea how long I walked for, but at some point, exhaustion got to me and I simply 

sat down on the floor. Suddenly very sleepy, I closed my eyes for but a brief moment (or so 

it seemed). Opening them, I found myself face down on my desk with a guest complaining 

that they had locked themselves out of their room. It was 12:20am (what the hell was going 

on with the time here? – “Hotel rooms have their own approaches to time”)20 and I shook my 

head, apologized for being asleep, and helped them to their room. When I returned to my 

desk to wait out the rest of my shift (making sure not to fall asleep this time), I wondered 

what had happened? Had all this been a dream?  

Unlocking my phone, I looked at the recently used apps and saw only one: camera. 

Opening it, I saw 

that there was a 

new photo in my 

camera roll. I have 

no recollection of 

taking it nor can I 

explain who this is 

or how the angle 

was achieved. All 

that being said, 

perhaps I really 

had looked in on 

the world from the ‘outside’…

 
20 Kristen Alvanson, “incognitum hactenus,” in Cyclonopedia: Complicity With Anonymous 
Materials, by Reza Negarestani (Melbourne: re.press, 2008), ix-xx: xiv. 
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HYPERZONES (Germán Sierra) 
 

Trinity Cube  (2015) 

Trevor Paglen 

Irradiated Glass from Fukushima Exclusion Zone, Trinitite 

20x20x20cm 

The artwork will be viewable by the public when the Exclusion Zone opens again, anytime 

between 3 and 30,000 years from the present. 

 

Somewhere inside an empty room within the Fukushima Exclusion Zone, a greenish 

Lemarchand’s box is resting on the floor like an impossible object,  one of the mysterious “full 

empties” or “black sparks” imagined by the Strugatsky brothers(1), waiting for someone to 

activate the “secret warmachine”(2) / solve the 3D puzzle of immobile amorphous 

turbulences, frozen curls, waves, and bubbles, to unlock the portal through which the nuclear 

cenobites enter our world. Irradiated broken glass collected from inside the Exclusion Zone 

forms the outer layer of the cube. It’s inner core is made out of Trinitite, the mineral created 

on July 16, 1945 when the United States exploded the world’s first atomic bomb near 

Alamogordo, New Mexico, heating the desert’s surface to the point where it turned surface 
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sand into radiactive glass. It was created by artist Trevor Paglen by melting the two forms 

of glass together into a cube, then installing the cube back into the Fukushima Exclusion Zone 

as part of the Don’t Follow the Wind project. Stalkers might be its only audience, at least 

for now. 

 

When modern science was young, there were no safety bubbles. The scientist’s body was 

part of the lab and often affected or even physically destroyed by the experiment. Marie 

Curie carried her “impossible objects”—bottles of polonium and radium—in her coat pocket 

and loved visiting the workroom at night with her husband Pierre to observe the luminescent 

glow of the bottles containing their radioactive materials. She died in 1934 of aplastic 

anemia, believed to be caused by prolonged exposure to radiation. Pioneer scientists were 

stalkers in a universe with fuzzy limits. (3) 

 

Trinity Cube is one of the best examples of a “metaexclusion zone”—an exclusion zone 

placed in the middle of an exclusion zone plus a storage system for the mineral memory of 

yet another one. Metaexclusion is not just an “unknown realm” as fully unobservable, 

uncognizable, or from the future—like a time-reversing hyperstitional entity—, but it ’s 
actually the acknowledgement of otherness performing here and now. The metaexclusion 

zone would be the space of alien performances happening in the world—not mine, not 

human’s, not the performance of life, but the pure intuition that some other, beyond the artist, 

is performing, in a possitive-feedback loop. A representation of horror physics as a 

multidimensional abject performance. (4) 

 

5G and the virus may have actually something in common: they draw a metaexclusion 

hyperzone from which nobody can be excluded (5). This is the opposite of traditional 

colonization geographies in which most familiar territories were considered safe zones while 

unfamiliar ones were susceptible of colonization. Threats arrived from the outside, and they 

could be repelled first and conquered later. For the colonizer, no land was forbidden—the 

final geographical objective of modernity was to minimize inhabitable areas, westforming 

earth and terraforming outer space. Rebellions in course are not the consequence of the 

desire of justice, but the symptom of trauma caused by the semantic collapse of traditional 

structures of domination and control. 
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Exclusion hyperzones are not geotraumatic but chronotraumatic—they’re holes in the 

present. They’re time-zones. (6) Earth’s time-zonification by pathomediatic 

technocosmopolitarianism is powered by the universal environment of dystopian narratives 

and images. We are unable to find an alternative road to the one paved by the dystopian 

fictions which helped to understand the crumbling world order. Despite media attention paid 

to parochial neonationalisms, borderless unification under technosurveillance systems is 

becoming a fact, while anthropic references, such as full-face recognition, are been wiped 

away by the widespread use of protective face covering. We’re entering a captcha 

videogame in which we’ll be continuously asked to show that we’re not human. The time-zone 

exceptionallity is permitting a deep-media rewiring to host imperceptible cryptocurrents. All 

earth became habitable, but only under strictly controlled technological conditions. 

 

For modern humans, the earth/time-system appeared to be a cognitively safe space, stable 

enough in livable/perceivable duration to support fantasies of future-planning and 

biological reproduction—yet not anymore. A dangerously warmer earth or a sustained 

global pandemic—two hyperstitions-in-progress that have already hacked the collective 

unconscious—might transform the whole planet into a factic hyperzone where, while stalked 

by our own technology, no safety limits could ever be delineated but the dynamic evidence 

of our radical finitude. (7) 

———————— 

 

 

Notes: 

1- “Listen,” I say, “Kirill. What if you had a full empty, huh?” 

“A full empty?” he repeats, knitting his brows like I’m speaking Greek. 

“Yeah,” I say.  “It’s your hydromagnetic trap, what’s it called? Object seventy-seven B. Only 

with some shit inside, blue stuff.” 

I can tell—I’m starting to get through. He looks up at me, squints, and there in his eyes, 

behind the dog tears, appears a glimmer of intelligence, as he himself loves to put it. “Wait, 
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wait,” he says. “A full one? The same thing, except full?” (Arkady & Boris Strugatsky, 

Roadside Picnic, Chicago Review Press, 2012, p. 18) 

2- “The highly stratified structure of Ionosphere / Magnetosphere provides the Earth with 

secret warmachines older than the Sun itself, with which it traps solar winds (high-energy 

particles of the sun) and turns them into peculiarly planetary sonic entities. Ionospheric strata 

have been customized and arranged in such a way that they reinforce the earth's surface 

with demonic currents and forces by capturing solar winds, bringing the earth's surface and 

its biosphere into an immanence with the Sun and the burning core of the Earth through a 

sonic axis. If hell is made on the Earth-Sun axis stretching from the Earth's burning core (the 

Insider) to the Sun, then hell cannot be grasped merely in terms of the Sun and its capitalism. 

The Insider or the black egg which the Earth is hatching within itself extends the geopolitical 

reality of hell beyond the boundaries of the Solar Empire. Hell, in this sense, is not exclusively 

owned by the Sun and its thermonuclear holocaust.” (Reza Negarestani, Cyclonopedia. 

Complicity with anonymous materals, re.press, 2008, p. 156’ 

3-   “ Nuclear radiation and decay do not wait for you to be ready for them. On the contrary, 

the nuclear capitalizes on your vulnerable, porous body and works you to death. You begin 

to decompose and all your energy is depleated. No matter how open you are to the nuclear 

sonic, it opens you still further: a positive feedback loop.” (Lendl Barcelos, The Nuclear Sonic. 

Listening to Millennial Matter. In Baylee Brits, Prudence Gibson and Amy Ireland (eds) 

Aesthetics After Finitude, re.press, 2016. p. 72) 

 

4- “the most unsettling feature of the Zone, the event site, Area X, and the Shimmer, is that 

they are expanding—their alien rhythms comprising not only a new logic of space, time and 

objects … but an inhuman logic of reproduction.” (Amy Ireland, Alien Rythms, 2018) 

5- “It had been a while since excuses to delete the less domesticated senses had been 

exposed, and all of the sudden the world became a biohazard health-cult exclusion zone 

over which transparent suffocation hyperstitionally resonated. Hysterically believing in the 

world-for-us meme—a survive-at-all-cost hyperanthroposcenic pseudoenvironment 

overpolluted with expectations and alcohol—, people felt distressed in their own skin and 

rushed into abandoned atomic sarcophagi, expecting drunk blade runners and dizzy drones 

to hunt down all the immune.” (Germán Sierra, et in Arcadia ego, Expat Press #4, 

forthcoming)” 
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6- “‘Organisation is suppression’—this was the Barkerian Axiom, its first model being that of 

planetary accretion via magma-ocean solidification, producing ‘impersonal trauma’ as 

‘anorganic memory’ via the interment of ‘the molten core [within] a crustal shell’. Baryspheric 

immurement: the first inward collapse or generation of a gradient and hence also of ‘proto-

inwardness’. Higher up, this selfsame traumatogenic ‘tension is continually expressed—

partially frozen—in biological organization’ with ‘the peculiarly locked-up life-forms we 

tend to see as typical” (Thomas Moynihan, Spinal Catastrophism, Urbanomic, 2019, p. 57) 

7- “Facticity thereby forces us to grasp the 'possibility' of that which is wholly other to the 

world, but which resides in the midst of the world as such. Yet it is necessary to place inverted 

commas around the term 'possibility' insofar as what is operative in facticity is not knowledge 

of the actual possibility of the wholly other, but rather our inability to establish its 

impossibility. It is a possibility which is itself hypothetical, indicating that for us every 

hypothesis concerning the in-itself remains equally valid - that it is, that it is necessary, that 

it is not, that it is contingent, etc. Thus this 'possibility' does not amount to any sort of positive 

knowledge of this wholly other; not even the positive knowledge that there is, or could be 

something wholly other -it is just the mark of our essential finitude, as well as of the world 

itself (even if the latter has no physical limits).” (Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude, 

Continuum, 2008, p. 68) 
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Object Oriented System. (Mike Corrao) 
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Places Whose Exits Lead into Either Nothingness of the 

Unbound Cosmos. (Gui Machiavelli)  
 

A Roadside Restaurant.  
Furniture: red and white checkered plastic tablecloths cover tables made out of laminated 

MDF boards. On top of a counter: an automatic juice mixer (empty and turned off); a metal 

and glass stand to display snacks and keep them warm (also empty and turned off); and a 

black and off-white cash register (still on, but unresponsive). One wooden door leads to the 

kitchen, another to the bathroom. Both are painted in plain white and have some light 

decoration and a name plate. The bathroom has no washbasin, only an inodorous hole in the 

ground. The kitchen is immaculately clean, as if it has never been used. Steel counters, ovens 

(not working), deep friers (idem) and stoves (idem). A few cooking utensils can be found in 

drawers under the kitchen counters, but no cutlery. 

 

Population: empty. There are no traces of owners, employees or other guests ever having 

been here. The only thing that might be construed as an indication of human presence is the 

fact that there is no dust accumulated anywhere — perhaps a sign of a gifted and 

perfectionist cleaner? 

 

Soundtrack: a scream that has been digitally manipulated as to seamlessly blend with the 

environment noise, creating an almost perfect illusion of silence. 

 

Experience: you have found yourself in this place together with a dear and close friend, but 

neither of you have any recollection of how or when you arrived. The only notable sensation 

other than confusion is that of mild existential discomfort. There are no clocks anywhere in 

the restaurant and you and your friend realise you do not carry any device that could help 

in keeping track of time. Restless, you eventually try to open the door and raise the blinds, 

but outside there’s absolutely nothing. Everything is black and your body refuses to move 

into it.  

 

A Partially Demolished Romanesque Chapel.  
Furniture: a pile of debris sits on the left side of the altar, remnants of the collapse of 

roughly a quarter of the chapel’s ceiling. Other items have been thrown on top of the rubble. 

An incomplete list: rusty candle holders, shattered transparent glass and a battered silver 
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basin. The altar itself is a shelf of rough hand-carved rock; a very close examination reveals 

a few patches of red fabric that suggest there once used to be a red cloth covering the 

altar. Directly in front of it there are four simple wooden benches   
Machiavelli / Places Whose Exits [...] 2/4symmetrically arranged in two columns. There are 

three candles on the ground, which, even if very small, manage to satisfactorily light the 

whole room and do not seem to burn away as time goes by. A small round window has been 

carved on the wall behind the altar. No light enters from there or the hole in the ceiling. 

 

Population: entombed beneath the debris is the perfectly preserved corpse of a woman. 

She holds the tatters of a holy book in one hand and a bronze letter opener on the other. 

Her clothes are cheap knock-offs of medieval garments; beneath those, she wears a 

bulletproof vest in direct contact with her skin.  

 

Soundtrack: there are no sunsets nor sunrises that would mark the passage of time — if, 

indeed, time passes at all in this place — but at regular intervals one can hear Allegri’s 

Miserere being performed in beatboxing. The source of the sound is unclear; it permeates 

the whole chapel.  

 

Experience: you try to avoid looking through the window — no particular reason you can 

pinpoint, you just don’t look at it directly if at all possible. There’s a certain peace in the air, 

which is layered on top of death, which is layered on top of the penetrating smell of 

turpentine. You feel tempted to sit on one of the benches, or, even better/worse, to kneel in 

front of the altar. You do neither of those things, however. You feel that they would signal a 

final commitment which you are not entirely sure you’re ready for  

 

A Shipping Container Repurposed for Use as a Fitness Room.  

Furniture: a few bar bells leaning against one of the container’s corners, with signs of heavy 

use. There are no weights visible anywhere in the space. Two bars are hanging from the 

ceiling, presumably for pull-ups. Four pink yoga mats are haphazardly laid on the ground, 

one of which bears the negative image of a man’s face (almond eyes, generous lips, thick 

beard). This image is not, as one could initially led to believe, a sweat mark indicating recent 

usage. An elliptical trainer is flush against the wall and has a small face towel tied between 

its handles. A plastic water bottle with barely a sip inside and with condensation building up 

in its internal walls lies next to the trainer. Posters of extremely attractive men of a dizzying 
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array of body types (fit, overweight, tall, young, short, centenarian, etc) line up the walls; 

all of them are wearing what appears to be the same jockstrap.  

 

Population: a person fully dressed in robes that completely obscure their body shapes and 

facial features is exercising at a frenetic rhythm here. They do not acknowledge anyone’s 

presence and do not interrupt their training for any reason. They do not make any sound 

and do not seem to reach a point of clear physical exertion no matter how much time they 

keep sustaining heavy physical activity. They avoid using the yoga mat with the man’s face 

print, though they do stare at it between exercise repetitions.  

 

Soundtrack: the constant huffing and puffing of approximately fifty people echo around 

the room. Close observation can only attest that none of the sounds seem to be coming from 

the robed person. It is like the groans and moans crawl within the walls of the container.  

 

Experience: you cannot avoid feeling this place is highly sexual. There are hints of musky 

smells perhaps once-present; there is a movement at the corner of your eye that almost 

evokes a swinger’s sauna; and there’s the sensation of the pleasant heat of bodies in friction. 

Yet, whenever you focus on each one of those elements, they vanish: the room is in truth 

slightly cold; there is nothing moving besides the robed person; and this training centre is 

eerily inodorous. You trace the facial features imprinted on the yoga mat with your finger 

and long for that man’s silence.  

 

A Crematorium Turned into a Dance Hall.  
Furniture: pews have been moved against three out of the four walls of the room, giving 

ample space for dancing. A few of the benches have been piled up in order to create a 

permanent makeshift bar. Liquor bottles sit on the immaculately clean cushions, together with 

beer bottles, cigarettes and an empty rusty metal box where a bartender could presumably 

store change. There are five furnaces on the wall that has no benches leaning against it. Two 

have been partially demolished and contain a small table together with DJing equipment. 

Beneath the table, there is a mess of cables, power plugs and red cloth cases covered in 

phosphorescent stickers, inside of which there are many compact discs of bootlegged 

renditions of late renaissance church music and screamo rap. The three other furnaces now 

support a wooden stage, either for the general public or hired dancers. One of these 

furnaces is still functional and is constantly on. The ground is covered in a seamless 

polymer flooring.  
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Population: spotlights shine on a woman in the centre of the room; the space is empty 

otherwise. She wears a semi-transparent adherent silicon gown of a colour complementary 

to her skin, highlighting her abundant shapes. She also wears a baseball cap, keeping the 

bill very low so as to block all light from reaching her face.  

 

Soundtrack: soft, wet, gushy, fleshy sounds. Experience: the woman twerks. Strobes flash at 

a regular interval as she modulates the rhythms of her movements in a very precise manner, 

completely cold and calculated — you think you see her smiling beneath the shroud of 

darkness cast over her face. As she dances, her body flickers and begins to lose opacity, 

becoming slightly translucent. With time, you identify a pattern: every ten thousandth twerk 

she loses half her opacity, slowly approaching epsilon. 
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Walking the Borders of Inland Empire (Tony Richards) 

 

Opening Zones and Border Points? 

Herein lies an opening, somewhat cautionary, notice acting as fair warning for the somewhat 

wayward passage of our incoming journeying. As we move on through this piece, we will 

find ourselves stitched and tossed equally between two layers of inquiry, within a somewhat 

uncomfortable operation and juxtaposition of one to the other. Firstly, running along this 

presently unfolding “top” layer we will see developing a relatively unbroken thread of 

thought, but one in need of heeding the interruptive or irruptive supplementation of a 

“bottom,” note-worthy foot-note fetishistic, layer that will not be seated within any unified 

contact or contract with this toppermost more headstrong more linear layer. “That” bottom 

layer, is not then exactly occupying the place of some subservient regimented secondarity, 

in relation to an azure upper deck primacy, but will instead be of some strangely strangled 

vocal support, in coming to understand something of what this upper layer is seeking to say. 

Those lower deck footnotes main-tain1 then a non-reflective layer or level of interruptive or 

disruptive independence that might seem to move out, sometimes, toward a little too much 

independence, and certainly wandering outside, and yet not oblivious to, Inland Empire’s 

more obvious thematic territory. As not then exactly secondary and architecturally supportive, 

this toe-holding footnote layer does indeed then have something of its very own peeled-off 

lifespanning, subsisting outside of this upper argument, and so these footnotes will sometimes 

upset the flow and annoy the eye, perhaps as errant or unwanted insects crawling over one’s 

 
1 This “main-” and “-tain” here plays or games around with that ideal of a guiding 
headstrong hand (main) and mirror foil (tain) that classically demarcates the main-tenance 
or tenancy of the footnote as mere reaction, reinforcement, clarification or mirroring devices 
in service or servitude to the toppermost sovereign layer. Classically the footnote operates 
or orbits from within a subservient servile centripetal positioning, and we are seeking here 
to have the footnote and lower deck exhibit a disruptive centrifugal independence that is 
not placed in a symmetrical interdependent positionality. Just as the overall text, itself, has 
some measure of paradoxical excessive sovereignty, so the footnote (from the next footnote 
on) will exhibit its strangely uncanny form of sovereign energetics that escapes the main 
interest of the Aristotelian dramatic machine.  For more some interesting interventions on the 
predicament of the hand in relation to techne, see Derrida’s masterful Heidegger’s Hand 
(Geschlecht II). 
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feet, and into one’s body, but which form into an argumentative ecology that we might not 

quite understand and thus easily welcome in. And who or what says that ecology will be 

homely or precise? For with this unhomely ecology, little by way of any apologies are to be 

offered, even as we simultaneously believe that we are in keeping with the unkempt nature 

of Inland Empire upon which we parasitically feed, if not right at its head, then certainly 

around its feet. We will wander with this film and respond in many places to its productive 

provocations. 

 What’s (In) A Border? 

Classically, both a text and an empire are all about maintaining intransigent and limiting 

borders. One’s material everyday lived-live-life is one’s most cherished and indivisible and 

expansive empire and, by extension, one’s innermost or inland life is what protects the most 

out of a biological life’s2 many pieces. As protectively hidden away and shielded from the 

outermost outlanding surface zone, and thus laying the deepest and furthest inland, this 

immaterial “inland function” has quite the job, exertion or function to perform within the 

regulation of the larger containing organism, of which it is a part but a seeming transcending 

sovereign and yet dutiful part. As the sovereign part then of all parts, it is that piece of the 

action that lays the furthest inland within our mind-body complex, just classically as the 

mariner or captain is to the ship which “he” must always be on call to light-up and pilot in 

keeping it afloat and in keeping it viable for just as long as is possible, before finally docking 

into the permanence of nothingness.  

 
2 What is life? What is death? What is lifedeath? Derrida, it almost goes without saying, has 
helped to loosen or upend, perhaps more than any other philosopher hitherto, the borders 
of this oh so readily accepted nexus of notions of life and its reproduction and definition as 
self re/production. His recently published Life Death seminar from 1975/6 provides some 
dizzyingly deft displays of many taken-for-granteds and both Francois Jacob and Marx, 
particularly, in stratifying the productivity of life, provide room for much rethinking and 
rekindling of this hitherto self-confident and self-consistent fire of life that we still tend too 
cockily to walk the borders of.  We very much get the feeling that this particular seminar 
will lead to further mutations in the reading of what constitutes life (and thus death). Just as 
Heidegger’s infamous 1929 animal lectures have had something of a strange afterlife 
(stones, animals and humans, etc.), so Derrida’s Life Death seminar will offer many gifts and 
dangerous minefields of further “productive” inquiring-after.   
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The homeland safe zone of this classical Cartesian paradigm resides and dwells “within” 

then, as a vigilant safe-witness and safe-harbour, as both a weightless and a spaceless “res 

cogitans” inalienably occupying a geometrically spread-out “res extensa,” whose job or 

occupation is always to protect this latter outer extended aspect, but also to simultaneously 

escape notice of it…Or so the theatrical scenic meta-geometric spacing of our “self” is so 

often represented as being constituted thus.   

As the industrial age’s public or outboard dream machinery, Hollywood’s cinematic zones 

are the par excellence “incarnation” or reflection3 upon the psycho-spatial border of this 

seemingly very singular modern Cartesian subject that we “are.”  

As, however, the abject, so to speak, “backside,” expenditure4
 
excess of this dream factory, 

 
3 By “reflection” we obviously do not mean to suggest or to conceptually defend something 
that is perfectly mirroring or perfectly symmetrical or perfectly representative. By not being 
“reflective,” “representative” or “symmetrical,” we also do not mean to suggest that there is 
some form of concerted and concentrated unrepresentative “warp drive” knowingly at work 
within any work that would seek to pull the wool over the eyes of some “prey,” but that there 
is an ontologically inavowable repressentation or repressence at work that has the 
attempted presence (its very is-ness) stymied by many elements that it works to keep or to 
frame out, as unacceptable “brethren” (and we use this term self-consciously to draw 
“perspective” and its “Christian motivations” together), but which in fact give it its only 
possible due. Just as we can think of any work-of-framing, or work of “edging-out” (and we 
will be using this concept of “edging” a number of times) as constructing itself on the basis 
of what it is haunted over and upon its very “edges,” so any over- or across-the-border 
element forms, in actuality, part of the “picture proper” as some intra-terroristic parasitic 
inclusion-exclusion. It is, then, not so much any “return-of-the-repressed” (like that teensy-
weensy elderly couple “coming back” from under the locked door in Lynch’s Mulholland 
Drive), but that the “repressed” (and we obviously do not feel  at all comfortable with this 
concept-word) element always-already resides in allowing the construction to stand in the 
very first place, and in any-at-all place. This repressence is not then a terroristic parasitic 
inclusion but is an incorporation of elements (see Abraham and Torok’s ‘Mourning or 
Melancholia: Introjection versus Incorporation’ for provocative thoughts on alien 
incorporation/inclusion and their impressive concept of the cryptonym that Derrida then 
provides some impressive rethinking or rekindling of in his Fors), that allows the host that it 
occupies to survive and to be itself in the very first place, whilst also causing it some 
simultaneous “pervasive” agony that defines both its illness as well as its very survival. This 
might then form something of strange specimen of autoimmunity, wherein the thing itself hosts 
its own intra-inner-difference and, as we will see in a few paragraphs time (up there in the 
main body), forming into a strange body or topography of self-same auto-annexation.  
4 The notion of ‘expenditure,’ which we will constantly revisit as notional opponent of a 
restrictive economy, here figures haunitcally-doubly or better flickers betwixt and between 
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two meanings housed unceasingly under this one word’s homonymous roof. Bataille’s “own” 
developed notion of expenditure, as we will readily see, is not to be enframed in a way 
that one would ordinarily (that is financially) read-off as a “exertion outlay” word. This we 
underline, in a necessarily contradictory manner, as both “the” expenditure, known as 
calculable useful-labour and another expenditure format, known now as “an” unknowable 
non-calculable excessive waste “product” that cannot be given away and which cannot be 
recouped as a “belonging” by the larger machinery (that gives off). As archetype of this 
latter, far less noble form of “expenditure,” we would offer-up the exemplary mis-figure of 
“the fart” as its ne plus ultra. This irresponsible “fart of expenditure,” as an offerless, lifeless 
and life-defying petrified gift, existing in its way without any seeming downstream passage 
or exchange-value, marks or models such expenditures as “wasteful to the health and life of 
our machine” and so, classically, must be cut off from that body as mere waste or thoroughly 
crappy materials. In putting this figure of the fart into conceptual operation, we would 
metaphorically translate the fart or “unrealisable expenditure” for our present “analytic” 
purposes as the supposed purely-impure impurity of the extra-Hollywood “text”, that 
apparently evaporates from sheer grasp and which slips and evades the cold grip of a 
(laborious) exchange value of the unified or unifying cinemato-graphic message (that we 
seek to symbolically reflect in such sittings our -seemingly more upright material- day labour 
residues). And yet, even when faced with these extra-Hollywood texts, these farts that 
“expend with the message,” and even despite our oft-professed willingness-to-dispersion and 
diversion, still find ourselves unable help ourselves in still then labouring-away in decoding 
in answering toward something self-same, self-identical and unitary or perhaps projected as 
a pan-unitary completion home note or arrival notice. Can escaping such “home note” ever 
be “music to our (head-placed) ears” and not be housed within a restricted economy of 
investments? And just as some future, rather super-advanced and super self-possessed 
economic system, might manage to construct a really clever way-about or algorithmic 
reading apparatus to harness and harvest and make good use of the waste/expenditure of 
“the fart,” and so make some useful-use of this prior quite excessive and wasteful-
expenditure from the notional system-of-the-self-enclosed-body, so the system wishes-and-
works to always take back and to put back to work and diffusedly “host” any unworthy 
expenditure from the waste-pipe back into its reproductive missionary positioning and 
docking procedures, and to fold it thence back into “the” machinery so that nothing escapes 
or is henceforth wastefully expended again: Perfect immortal systemic circularity without any 
entropic second law of thermodynamics or heat death. A lesson big lesson will surely be 
learned, and we will soon see Kurzweill attempting to escape this entropic mortal velocity 
that Lynch is more, albeit ambivalently, hospitable to. Such is this classical teleological 
(Hollywoodland) horizon that would end or terminate this secondary fallen and quite wasteful 
form of expenditure (but one that, as we will see, would paradoxically also be the 
eschatological simultaneous end or essence of the former more useful “primary” expenditure, 
without condition or remainder: Waste then as a paradoxical necessary unexpendable evil?). 
For, even within the most manifest of wasteful film stock, in returning to our main cinematic 
exemplar, we always long to project or to harvest some buried latent use-values and to 
crack the code and retrieve profits from this cinematic crypt that must be burying and 
maintaining “something” to make good and worthy use of. This quite temporal and historico-
culturally contingent law is almost atemporal human gravity (bracket-aside: though perhaps 
like an analogous theory of gravity it always seems to call out for a restrictive-general 
stringing theory to unwind itself within a different framework its seeming “this-universe” 
simplicity). For as we watch and scan through the film, say Inland Empire, we “reproduce” 
and urge upon ourselves the continual reproduction of a veritable fore-calling (and a useful 
exploration of labours) that would re-unify, within a possibly exceptional reading, the ever-
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presumed pre-unity of a presumed prior deposited message (even if that message notionally 
evaded the conscious intentionalities of the originating producer: Freud “archaeologically” 
hunts for “alternate” deposits but still they are arche-deposits and as such traces-of-
something-to-search-out-for-and-recover). Our receiving countersignature of the notionally 
cryptic cinematic “message” would be the ultimate counter- guarantee indicating that the 
message has finally served well and been found archivally worthy and made worthy out of 
its seeming previous worthlessness: this expenditure of a useful watching labourious-abilty we 
must most certainly not waste itself, through a notionally possible aberrant wayward 
decoding, even if we believe ourselves to have now easily slipped out from the grasp and 
easily surpassed such interpretive restrictions (restrictions that would use terms such as 
“aberrant” and “communication” at ease and together) of the olde linear-messaging model 
(Nietzsche’s clichéd deadened phrase “God is dead,” still echoes on after its calling, and 
will take quite a while longer to awaken to its larger purpose and continue “usefully” filtering 
through, past much that superficially seemed once, but now naively seemed, “post-Godic” 
and beyond this metaphysical ‘ph(r)ase’). But post-Nietzsche, Bataille’s general economic 
notion of expenditure (or “excess”) is not something that is easily integrated or subsumed or 
which can be made and measured to submit easily onto the horizon-line or linear 
interpolations of a total (economically restricted or bordered) usefulness, but neither does it, 
on the other hand, also fall within the equally useful fantasy of a perfectly post-Godic un-
Fatherly contra-evasion that would form a perfectly escapable-point of wasteful horizon-
anality. Escape does not come easily or through any sovereign inner-experience. Such forms the 
supreme fantasy of the usefully naïve and merely self-deluding posturers whose merely 
symbolic escapes and escapades (conjurers of conjurations of outesideness) are still really 
quite useful as some fantasy of time-out from the duties of means-to-ending. Neither, also, 
do such “escapes” and “conjurations” fold magically into a pan-continuous “betweeness” that 
creates a sort of general theory of pan-expenditure that links or folds labour-expenditure 
and waste-expenditure back and bonded together (a carnival or carnivorous staging that 
lets the oppressed out). But like a Derridean flickering-undecidability, a Bataillean 
“expenditure” (see Arkady Plotnitsky’s work on general economy for some strong and 
pregnant parallels) does not allow for the fantastical meta-figure of either a closing 
Hollywood cage-captivation or the opening “extra-Hollywood” fantastic excess that then 
successful loosen or evade that closing-cage of an onto-theological cinematic apparatus. 
There is thus both no escape from différantial writing and also no total capture by it and 
within it, as we hope to later somewhat opaquely “demonstrate” within this piece. In working 
toward doing so, or at least in seeking to work towards doing so, we may often find ourselves 
going against Lynch’s somewhat wishful grain that we are seeking to expose here, and using 
“his” text for purposes and for ends that were clearly not a key central tenet, “thematic” or, 
as it were, key focus. We will often then reside with its general border zones, finding 
interesting nuggets to mine for more narratologically fecal matter that do not then exactly 
light the way. These more fecal aspects which we will reach will thus be sometimes quite 
hidden or repressed as repressentational “aspects” (representation is always-already 
repression as we outlined in footnote 1). For even if the bio-graphical agency known as 
“Lynch” (an agency sheltering under the name of “Lynch” who may not quite be as unified 
or as in keeping with his texts he will know to take their shelter under the “Lynchian umbrella 
that he may profess to abhor) himself harbors a fantasy of transcendent-evasion, he 
simultaneously lets out within his “picture,” the demon of his own very necessary contradiction, 
as really is quite fitting for his “own” uncanny “repressentational” characters. We see Lynch’s 
characters are often “expending with” unified energies and goals and “ownmosts.” Lynch’s 
later films are full to bursting with “dis-owned-most” unheimlich figures that seem to have 
evaded or escaped responsibly self-present narratological figurations, but these seeming-
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Lynch’s Inland Empire clearly attempts to throw-into-question such classical bound-up 

“entitlements” and classical “land ownership deeds” of such an “empire-of-the-self” and, in 

seeking or in demonstrating that Inland Empire does throw such zones into question or into 

abyssal aporia, decides to begin its plotting and its inward inland journeying by setting its 

sights upon that very summit-point of this grand mythos and  so starts then with that veritable 

myth-of-myths of “the self” itself: its own final extinction, its own seeming sovereign moment of 

its own final goodbye.  

In asking after “endings” and in asking after “inland empires,” we should not here however 

be trapped into asking after “endings” in merely temporal or temporally-declining or 

biographically decadent terms (like the culmination point of a mortal earthly material 

pyramidal structure of life, wherein we finally find the transitional truth that was our life 

before launching, in that crowning jewel of a moment at the rainbow’s end of a, through and 

out of its ‘toppermost’ into some ‘outermost’) but “endings” here should be better thought, or 

thought also, in terms of boundary-spatiality5.  

Hence, here, within the composite poetic-metaphoric titling of this film (i.e. Inland Empire) any 

zone of spatial-ownership (as in some country dominating and taking ownership of a finite 

space, conventionally, placed outside itself) really falls away. This spatial dimension of the 

 
spectral screenic figures are not at all necessarily proof of their own housing’s own trans-
figuration: ownership and empires and lines and borders and all these priorities are constantly 
embroiled in border dispute and simultaneously on each “””side””” of the border that we 
mount as a concept under multiple suspicions to underline the problem of ever taking 
“””sides.””” Finally, before we return to the surface (for this footnote that “exists” below the 
proper upper-border), a dualistic-contradictory “notion of expenditure,” an expenditureness 
that does not settle under either conceptual shelter, should be constantly born in mind in 
reading the more “unified” argument above here in this place. For its essence or ends are 
somewhat uselessly and divisively split and uprooted and doomed to wander and 
disseminate and never to wrap around the supposed empire of their quarry. What is 
captured is also somewhat necessarily squandered within the very attempt at not squandering 
too much. It is an unbalancing act that cannot ever settle accounts but can accrue some 
strange uncanny forms of interest. We may refer back to this footnote a number of times. 

 
5 “Edging” (the temporal-spatial ending zone) is about both “now” (nunc) and “here” (hic) as 
both “there” (da) and “gone” (fort). The strange and yet all-encompassing zone of 
“Lifedeath” is, as we will see below, that zone of intimate opposition.  
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“inner” “inland” “empire” however is somewhat ironic or better counter-intuitive6: owner-ship 

and titles form the problematic and haunting residue or general economy of this film. 

For here an inner ownership dominates or lords it over “itself,” and we are thus lead heavily 

and markedly, in this Cartesian-questioning film, to see domination and dimensions where 

domination and dimensions should really be absent (and thus protected by the cogito from 

a sheer and abiding absence of extension). Here exactly, if one can say so, is our paradox 

and within this paradox we will saunter for quite some time to come. Here it is: 

 

How Can One Be Annexed By Oneself? 

For how can something already inside form part of a somewhat greedy and invasive empire 

and be thought of as being swallowed or annexed? How can one be annexed by one’s own 

immediacy? For the “inner” inland empire is a zone that supposedly does not stretch out into 

an extended space and thus it should not and cannot be tasked or be attacked as of any 

oppressive alien agency. Tautologically and most circularly: that which is inside is an invasive 

outsider. 

Towards his own sovereign end, and in a scribbled bedtime short and enigmatic note-to-self 

or fragment, Freud pointed out that, psyche is extended; knows nothing about it (see Derrida’s 

On Touching: Jean Luc Nancy, for a masterful “extended” reading of this fragment in terms 

of a history of the concept of psyche and of touching and tact). This translates from “Psyche 

ist ausgedehnt; weiss nichts davon.” Outside of the paradoxical truth of this extension 

however, this extending-in of “outerness” (that would mar the sovereign ipseity or 

 
6 As both a title and as a titular interpretive guidepost: For I hope, already, that the reader 
sees within the naming strategies of Inland Empire that it is demanding of the viewer that 
they be highly suspicious of its own “inland play” with identity and that “inland” and “empire” 
make very strange bedfellows and that is not at all some simple or singular cinematic proper 
name but a strategy of problematisation. The device employed in naming here is always 
already a core problematic that is also a key to its strange inner/outer journey. What really 
could be an “inland empire” that would not involve stealing or securing something away from 
oneself whom one is protecting in doing so? 
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experiential selfness of the self) is not something that will lead toward or down some steps 

toward any truth that is “all its own(ed)”, when it comes to meet the end of itself, at its 

temporal end (however such a full and permanent stop-point is calculated7). Such is this film’s 

very dynamic; the questing, cloaking or fogging-point that it hangs8 over the dream machine 

of the classically constituted Hollywood text9. Its boundaries are not boundaries keeping the 
 

7 The calculation of what exactly “is” the end was never very easy, but is lately becoming 
ever less so. The end was, to be sure, always a structural item or locale to be worried over, 
but now the end is thrown into both wishful and interpretive chaos, without end. This is not to 
say that the end (as ontically notionally experienced by every Dasein hitherto, but not 
apparently lower life forms) is moving beyond a unique end for some future unique Daseins 
(like a Ray Kurzweil’s or an Elon Musk’s own “next level shits”), but that the living interiority 
of “live-life” is lately coming somewhat under question, if not erasure (sous rature). Being-
towards-death does not then equate to any mere fore-knowing of one’s future extinction or 
one’s possible futurial susceptibility to non-being, but instead points to a recognition (and 
always an immanent self-recognition) that death is intimately interior to life and is not thus 
stowed or sheltered away in the future and thus patiently waiting at or proximally-toward 
some empirical end date to be met-with. “Being-towards-death,”or perhaps “being-always-
already-at-death,” is the very interiority of life (“lifedeath,” as Derrida and Farrell-Krell 
have recoined it) at its innermost and evermost. In wishing to dispose of the gift of death, 
and to simply live on without ever greeting death or end, Dasein paradoxically would give 
up the essence of any remaining, and death would be there anyway. Without then death 
being written throughout life, contaminating it in its entirety like the most cherished parasite, 
the end would already have come, even if the end were wiped from its surface. It is a 
labyrinth always in closure and never more so than were closure to be, as it were, terminated.  
Being-towards-death is always-already unavoidable. Even the most evasive are not in any 
way avoiding it. For a very impressive cinematic thought experiment on “living forever on,” 
that is somewhat Greek in its tragic thinking of its immortal character’s plight, we would 
recommend The Asphyx (1972), which haunted the present author’s thoughts on watching it 
in childhood and on occasions since. For explorations of “lifedeath” we recommend Derrida’s 
recently published 1975-76 seminars Life Death as well as David Farrell Krell’s Daimon Life: 
Heidegger and Life Philosophy. In the latter, beautifully composed piece, some very intriguing 
crosspollination is taking place between Freud and Heidegger, forming a strangely mutated 
Freudegger, which neither party would be able to deny or subscribe to. 
8 The material that hangs over the camera-self apparatus that helps to mask (and thus to 
make) the interior, notionally de-spatialises that interior and make its self, in its-self, just seem 
to disappear in something of a protective shroud. And in so making itself seem to disappear 
is then able to take the picture of that which is un-covered in the over-there of the taking 
and thus res-extended or annexed to now occupy a space apart from its own self, as it is now 
then “stolen away” (already-lost and reproduced as a haunted res-cogitans). We may ask, 
a little later, if its former self were not already an inland empire already stolen in itself, 
from itself, but never atomically by itself. We here leave this footnote uncannily dwelling 
within its enigmatic suspension, an enigma that may or may not have pictured, demonstrated 
or taken a thing? Only, then, a fogged film through failure of its self-shrouding operation? 
See below to footnote 10 for why interlaced video operates outside of this self-shrouding 
effect that the film camera’s compartment necessitates in its differential picture “taking.” 
9 For although the Hollywood text is “apparently” not present in the origin-discursive 
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inside as its very secure “own.” As networked elastic “outgrowths” of the symbolic order, the 

outside forms seamlessly into an invaginated inside with the attached and, perhaps necessary, 

illusion of inner-protected boundedness and walled-offness. Its borders then are more non-

present markers; markers that are never in and of themselves “there” and never merely the 

mirrored difference detached from an equivalent outside from which it takes its leave or 

distance. This is why one should never talk about the self as merely a product or golem of 

the other. It only adds to the mythology-of-the-border-boundary. 

Such is the complexity, not of framing away the inside from some other-outside, but of the 

inside’s entirety being thoroughly (though not logically: note about general economy10) 

 
positioning sense (this film in itself is not a product of Hollywood’s avowed or preferred 
treatments, as testified by its seating and its audience and lack of audience interest) it is, of 
course, loomingly and gloomily ever-present and haunting the space-time that is the film’s 
own repressentational spacetime, as of an apparition apparently beside its “own” 
apparatus-status and projecting otherwise. The film starts and ends with projection and the 
Hollywood theatre of dreams and their breakages. The film, as we will readily see, 
parasitically dis-articulates the psychical space of the classic Hollywood text, taking very 
many of its cardinal figures and casting spectral deposits over them and bringing confusion 
where there should classically be reign. For the locked-in self-preserving self-confident 
archiving space-time of the “Classic Hollywood Film” (a Noir say, that very much feels to be 
its guilty target) is worked over and circled around again and again within Lynch’s films with 
figures of desire whose objects continue to divide them whether they receive their “craven” 
conquests and objects or not. Archives and death sentences will very much form the waters 
within it swims, marinates and drowns in its sorrows. As looking at how the self is archived 
and archives itself (we will talk much of the apparatchik who Nikki talks and unlocks herself 
to), the idea of an archive itself is almost called into question, quite self-consciously, as if the 
dominant archival mechanisms themselves were not chasing the seeming (to themselves) an-
archival mechanisms of something that thinks it lives on its own and by its very own and 
onward. The point, here, is that no matter how adventurous this an-archival spectral dis-
articulating and separating (rather than suturing) Lynchian mechanism might well appear to 
be, it is also always-already on the very edge of being subsumed and toppling into the very 
abyssal thing that it archives or an-archives against. This is why Hollywood has an 
independent arm, as both guilt-trip and future-trappable resource. It is always quite 
capable of annexing then its (self)critical other, as it was really only a version of its own-
mirrored abject self facing inward. 

 
10 We will not open too much of a note on Bataille’s general economy here (note 1 opened 
that open horizon a great deal already), but “thoroughness” should not be reduced to a 
general logic mistaken as general economy as the latter is not anything at all like any macro-
economy or larger embracing space, which again would be a reduced economy merely 
scaled up. Again we recommend Arkady Plotnitsky for some startling outlinines of Bataille’s 
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embarked upon via the outside that was never really an outside. As a boundary-point then, 

let us never talk around or seek out death as of a passing of time and of its metaphorical 

wakes (like a ship leaving written traces as it passes through the water that is life, into the 

archaeological distance of its later proper reading or its proper salvaging or claiming) but 

let us complicate then this subject-object/figure-ground or theatrical set(ting), continually. 

Such is the very purpose of our argument, in ab-using Inland Empire as our cinematic partner 

in crime, but not as something that it will seek to get to the bottom of, as of its critical justice 

maker. We find much of interest in Inland Empire that is trapped around its borders and in 

how it works to (dis)figure those borders that marinate its cinematic figures: Nikki and the 

sensation of her filmic ending is what we are drifting towards. 

Film and Onto-Theology: The Duty of Ending 

Not quite a reflexive (w)hole, Lynch’s Inland Empire plays about then with film. Endings, and 

what it is “to-be-a-life,” are the identificatory matrices, as we have said, of mostly all 

cinematic spaces. This latter question of “endings,” and thus of “what it is to be a life,” is 

played out on its very borders and also simultaneously plays with the very notion of the 

self’s very “ownmost” edge. What could a film be, without any “edge,” and without its time 

ever dwindling and running out? 

There is a dominating and a very deeply marinated “theological” myth in the current popular 

imagination of the west that “in,” “toward,” and, most importantly, “at” the very atemporal 

run-up to the final closing-up of life, that we will therein gain and be self-gifted a large-

scale view or summation of the entire stretch that was our “our life”: becoming perfectly 

beside-ourselves. It is the long-awaited gift finally given to us by ourselves as we close into 

death.  

Of this boundary and very singular promissory experience: it is nothing apparently but our 

very own neuro-biologically inherent (perhaps atheistic) greeting-awaitening Saint Peter. 

 
general economic model. See for example Complementarity: Anti-Epistemology After Bohr 
and Derrida, or his Reconfigurations: Critical Theory and General Economy. 
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And so, whether one “believes in God” or “believes in God not”, it is thoroughly and securely 

marinated and protected within the very ensconcing of “being”: that we are singularly 

responsible and that, “at” death, this responsible singularity11 that we have “taken” (as 

 
11 Even the most apparently techno-futurological of futurologists seemingly cannot escape 
this desire for the security of the paradoxical-infinite stretching closure of the self-possessed 
“inland border guarding” no matter how cold in war their materialising or capturing of this 
self-matter may be, or seem to themselves to be. If indeed “the singularity is near,” it is a 
nearness that will paradoxically claim for its own allowance of “an” immortality (for 
immortality is still tied sovereignly to secured ownership and to all that is of “me and mine”), 
where any idea of “nearness” may henceforth (hypothetically) lose all meaning and thus in 
ending up with a self paradoxically without temporal ends, and so, logically, where any or 
relation to the “Other” (of time and space as passing) may lose a bordering and 
maintenance also. It is the stuff of vampiric immortality and nothing, perhaps, but a paddling-
pool repetition of that. Q: “What if it was so?” A: in the langue-language of the myths: “Be 
careful what you wish for”... So according to this apparently non-hypothetical, this merely 
mathematic, futurological “accord,” that has no necessary time for Nietzsche and his 
perspectivalism of/within the body and  of many others of a phenomenological bent (for 
“its” time is near and does not need anything beyond its own extra-philosophical “view-
from-nowhere” and the road-mapping calculations of “Moore’s Law”), one could, as it were, 
“download” this apparently self-secure “res-cogitans” into a (waxen) “res-extensa-
computer-container” and, luckily, and, somewhat jammily, still thence be waking up and 
carrying on waking up ad infinitum, or never again going to sleep, and then always from-
then being the “self-exact-same,” and so one’s “very-sameness-of-self,” when this near-work 
is through and, as in some Aufhebung (Raymond is not even familiar with Hegel, even though 
he is, without knowing it), swept up into everything of this spirit’s “spirit” and placed into the 
most perpetuative-permanence. And all of this “extra allowance” (mere mathematically 
extended out from a previous mortality, without qualitative remainder) is simply because the 
so-called body that one previously “occupied” was a mere immaterial housing or husk, albeit 
with borders, that can now be disbanded and disposed of and dispossessed within some 
painless and lossless soft transition into the computer’s “extra”-res-Cogitans writing onto of 
the hard disk’s readerly savior space never to be overwritten by anything like death (or 
progress?). It goes without saying that this visionary “garage occupying inventor” (for he 
invented a keyboard) of such soul-saving that is one “Raymond” or “Ray Kurzweil” may not 
quite have adequately taken the time (existing as he was on mortal time) to fathom some of 
the more thorny, sticky and, let us say, wet issues with the temporality of time and that there 
is something of a gift deposited in the centre-borders of lifedeath that “permanence” might 
take or steal away, without then any time being left or available or remaining for regret? 
Ray wishes to, as we all seem to want to, save time then by storing himself infinitively without 
its movements interrupting his previously secure safety that he now simply (kind of) puts to 
rest, not needing it any more as he goes out (of it) on his free (of entropy) travels. You can 
see we here pile paradox on awkward paradox in exploring these inland borders? 
Ray/mond was born human…but what comes after the ellipsis without closure?… Within his 
own lifetime, Ray believes this to be close, enough, that he can now demonstrate this 
confidence within the writing of a book “of it,” and to say with his book’s lucky timeliness 
that he has had at his disposal that a new quasi-Godly, quasi-performativeness, is given 
over to him that states simply “It is near and I can almost touch it.” “I grant you an interview 
or insight” as witnessing the incoming first-amongst-the-incoming-immortals, now without 
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something coming from interiority of our immeasurable and sovereign “spirit”12: a sort of 

 
having to make use of bio-graphy or zoe or bios. Perhaps such a title (“The Singularity Is 
Near”) reads well emblasoned on a talkshow’s lower-thirds stub, as well as on the label of 
vampiric-vats where, as terminators of ourselves, we walk around outside of a previous 
timespace but now with perma-trans-human-shields written upon our impenetrable visors: as 
writers of still-singular post-Nietzschean (post) books (post) entitled: human all too (not at all) 
human. It all has the feeling of some paper-thin B-Movie plotting that is not at all in kinship 
relation to Lynch’s Inland Empire that questions Cartesian completions and which would surely 
make Raymond’s head spin. One can see from this footnote that not everybody loves 
Raymond? A fellow writer, of some minor techno-inventiveness Kevin Warwick, wrote a 
similar book (a auto-bio-cyborgography?) titled I, Cyborg and underlined that although he 
was born human, he will continue very much otherwise. He also underlined that the borders 
between himself and his wife were being broken down, by being able to feel her 
experiential experience of his own penetration! The present writer presented a paper titled 
Immediation: Towards The Selfless Other, that took some time to cover this perpetual 14 year 
old trapped in “the world’s first cyborg’s body,” at the 2010 Cardiff conference on 
Zoontotechnics (Animality/Technicity). 

12 This sovereignty that is built to protect the spirit from extension, also systematically protects 
the masculine ipse from the feminine ipse-less body, and thus explains just why the now 
extended body of the character of Nikki (or of her body becoming-extended-into-death on 
the famous Boulevard’s infamously cruel sidewalk) must submit to the summoning-calculating-
invest-igating masculine ante-gaze, which is nothing other than her own most (masculine) inner 
ipseity which must now powerfully (for it was always-already humming and murmuring along 
in the background within any previous “there” (Da) whose voice was hidden away and 
muffled within this seemingly machinic bestial-body) re-enter her (res) extended-space to 
now most fully take control of the final stocktaking of her previous performative bodily 
adventures now she is lying dying on the sidewalk. Thus (as Derrida points out in The Beast 
and the Sovereign where the former is feminine ‘la’ and the latter a copula (‘is-ness’) of a 
masculine ‘le’ of a “master, king, husband, father: ipseity itself”, p30) the Res Cogitans 
ensconced inside, and residing in patient wait, to take stock of this finalising moment, this 
final monument of “a” life, is an entirely masculine component of atemporal quality that must 
captain a wayward bestial quantity of immediacy that is temporalised in a fleshy extension. 
Thus the ante-chamber that comes calling toward the end of the film brings her “about,” as 
the “I in herself,” face-to-face with a figure of her very own blank inner truth deposit. Within 
Derrida’s frameworking or working-out of the outlines of this quite traditional divide then, 
the feminine equates to the very polymorphous bestial flesh that the masculine must re-enter 
(for it was always-already there at the beginning to offer the gift of sovereignty, of being-
ness and to then see what happens) and establish communication with. No matter if this vessel 
veered off-course (by degrees to be decided) in its time here, as long as it answers to the 
masculine-situated ipse, and it can do nothing else, it will find a house and a position at its 
end. The masculine ipse stands guard at the beginning and the end and only lends this body, 
in between, in the extended fashion that it knows nothing of (but which Freud intuited in his 
cryptic fragment) to the feminine Res Extensa. Otherwise, what did it live for? But this “house” 
of the always-already residing-in-mute-wait masculine-ipse was (within this conception of 
attribution for Nikki’s former being) behind the murmering-monstrous all along and may thus, 
within the reckoning-moment, on her winding sheet, causes some undecidable wrinkles within 
the topography of the beast/sovereign, feminine/masculine, extensa/cogitans, body/soul 
answerability conception. You can see that this death scene-scenario, with a masculine 
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primal- immovable anterior ontological “yes-yes” (see Derrida on hospitality, etc.) housed 

safely upstream and prior to any ontic downstream “yes” or “no”) that is given back to us in 

some grand and final feedback. 

Life does not so much (in a dramatically visual, slowed-down pregnant fashion) flash by then, 

as to take monotonous audit-ory stock of itself. Stocktaking and a highly responsible audit-

ory final “accounting” is what we will finally seek to hear, in hearing to seek, ourselves finally 

“say,” as we close into those titles that only the other will get to see, until there are no further 

title sequences to pass title sequences between. What is this closing moment and dutiful 

ending that Inland Empire concentrates its penetrative gaze upon so much? 

A sort of primordial responsibility then: as something we never voluntarily sign up to, pass-

through or even enter willingly into, as in a locatable belief, or discrete and changeable 

finite series of beliefs that would be picked-up along the way and then later discarded by 

some possible surmounting outside locale of metaphysics or “in” whatever overcoming one 

might see oneself “as” being capable of (again Raymond is not this “person”).  

An immanent and irredeemable deal is done, then, that we cannot ever possibly renege on 

further down the line, as it forms the very solid deposits of our notional “oneness” and any 

possible “oneness” that we might have at our disposal, yet never within our control.  

There can be no periphery “unto” or “out from” this border point, whose threshold we could, 

at some point, step over or away safely from. This non-returnable and non-refundable idea 

then, of a grand-final-feedback, always-already audits our ever-creeping movements, from-

kick-off, through movements-towards-death (i.e. not that we would need, even though we 

often sadly are, to be explicitly or consciously aware of this irreversible moving; it is baked 

into the behind of our comportments) and through the Freudian metaphor of the quasi-famous 

 
authority auditing the takings, offers to the eye something of a strange and thought-worthy 
mise-en-scene that this note cannot do justice to, even as it struggles to (and this is no false 
modesty, but merely this “Dasein-Conatus” working at its limits, if not its own border). 
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mystic writing pad of our ever ongoingness, might seek to archive the totality of our 

comportments that take us ever-ever closer and ever-ever closer toward “that” judgmental 

atemporalised moment-nous13. For the notion of ‘moment-Nous’ = the gold standard that 

always strangely promotes and “promises” an ending, even if it, and through it, is often 

ontically delivered to recipients in a mere accidental random-day keeling-over14, like any 

old dead fossilised dinosaur-bird that could not know, just before its expiration, that its end 

was nigh-now and found itself a-responsibly just kicking the bucket with no encapsulated on-

guard Ipse-auditor present to help map out the time that it had “had,” and which now is 

“up.” Does a human die or kick the bucket when its life is so randomly-rudely interrupted, 

rather than lived through as that onto-theologised end-point where the aud-itor is “given 

time” to then close and run our titles/deeds?  

And, we would always see that, after all is said and all is done, and with whatever could 

have been said and done, and that the aud-itor makes us aware of as we end our film-span, 

that “each and every and all possible and probable roads” were always-already 

(temporally) and always-everywhere (spatially) leading just to here and just to now: for you, 

for me, for us, to this promissory-place where the ipse-aud-itor awaits...  

This promissory place or this zone of promissory premises would exist then “Before-the- 

 
13 Nikki, in her police interview room come apparatchik auditor, ante-chamber that we will 
talk much about, will reflect on how “Fucking funny, people. They all got their own 
peculiarities, their own way of living.” She makes these observations to the inscrutable saint-
peter-apparatchik who is there, and has always been so, to audit the entirety of her life but 
who we will see has always already been ready to and always recording every deed she 
ever was involved with and will thus be capable of asking questions such as “were you, in 
fact, seeing another man?” who was thus not the father of the child that she announced herself 
to be having. This self-policing interview room will take a phone call where she will hear that 
she is not yet dead but will very soon be so. On the other end is the flatlined signal that 
awaits her.  
14 Famously, Heidegger points out that only the human dies, whilst the animal merely expires. 
Behind this dying-date that we are apparently gifted to live towards, resides a mythos, not 
of life after death (Heidegger’s mechanism is geared-up in an attempt to dethrone that 
Christianised continuance image) but as a death that offers “an” en-closure of responsibility 
that has to have death form a point of knowingness that is in each case mine and cannot be 
shared or swapped out for another. If however we die just as something crashes into us, we 
do not have that mythological sovereign moment of self-ipse finding that is not now mine.  
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uncircumnavigable-law” that is and always has, in fact, been presiding over and against and 

most especially always “within.” Within our inland empiric (non-empirical) borders, that are 

inland and not on the edge(s) of....our real empirical “croaking”, or of our “kicking of the 

bucket” that we will never after all get ourselves to experience, even as we know our futurial 

long time death15. Once the audit is being undertaken, life stops and we can only read from 

but not any longer write into those filing draws.  

Again, we come upon the problem of the immovable horizon of an edge that is not an away-

from-now-edge. This is an always-already an untimely and an intimate edge and thus a 

permanent state of edging, or being-towards-edging, that we have been edging for the 

whole damned time: the edge has always been in and of the centre and was never at the 

mere periphery (temporally or spatially). What is an end? 

The Allegory of the Apparatchik  

But, “in”-the-end, there most surely “is” no great-grand figure of whiteness there to greet us 

 
15 For though Heidegger pointed out that nobody else can ever exactly die within our place, 
“the other,” as he also very well knew, without and before Levinas, always has a certain 
experiential purchase and over-mastery of “our” deaths. Deaths cannot ever belong solely 
to “the dead,” even in the paradox of “their” own dying auto-affective “moments,” moments 
where the perfect soliloquy is always supposed to take place, and be allowed to take place, 
somehow (brain cells given back, for those hit, for example, with Alzheimer’s) with any 
ventriloquism, or ventriloquy. Perhaps also the grave tragedy is that, as all graves are re-
opened and de-crypted, that the dead are ever doomed never to live again. Hearts 
stopped. Not only will we not live again, but the we’s that will always follow these we’s will 
never see the we’s that passed before as anything at all contemporary. Yesterday is just not 
today. Me, you, we, dead: will never live alongside -in a stream of time- in anything but an 
archive whose aim is to be claimed. Even though “the living” are always-already also all-
archive, the dead (me, you, we), the possibility of live-turning, offers the very vain idea that 
the archive can somehow be surmounted and all times tied together as one. Here again is 
where the an-agential “animal-machine” is always again posited and pitted against the 
supposed human-responsible agential agency, as of the un-lucky scapegoat. Though 
kangaroos will never stand trial, they have the gift that they apparently will never have to 
answer to their movements and never face the final title music. They will, also, apparently 
never have “proper mourning” beside their graves without observant offspring kangaroos 
working through grief tipped over into melancholia; graves opened to see exactly what 
their interests were before they “became,” as with every other agency hitherto, so much soil 
to furnish and be forgotten into the future that strangely builds upon their past. Heidegger, 
however, is quite fond of excavating this “soil” if Nietzsche more properly recognizes its 
deep time of ecological collective soil of many human/animal/plant corpses that we do not 
stand on the shoulders of. 
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as we meet “now” our own awaited edge. We can all see that! Surely Inland Empire sees 

that? Atheism and non-belief is so simple...But (is that it)? Is, again, there something 

ontological that cannot be gotten over within any ontical undertakings? How does Inland 

Empire go figure this irresolvable figuration and this incoming undertaker’s shepherding 

duty? 

Perhaps only then, not any great white blinding heat of big time audit, that final role that 

we have always-already been auditioning for, to stand in front of, but a somewhat middling 

white collar somewhat cold recorder: a neuro-biological quite small minded apparatchik?  

Hence, in Lynch’s film, the very vacant-“presence” of the unshaven man in glasses at the 

table, in the unadorned cell-like room or ante-chamber to some “aspatio- atemporal” 

outermost somewhere after this present unimpeachable judging process is made complete. 

“I see that on the 25th January 1997, you were…and I am correct in seeing this, etc.” At this 

point in life’s wrapped proceedings (just as it “closes”), there is no longer any possibility of 

any possible defense mechanism or refraction mechanism (there is simply no need of such 

language on this tip of land): we simply open our archival filing lid and give up all of our 

records. The aspatial & atemporal antechamber to the-somewhere-nowhere that is the death 

then, writes and preps to run our closing titles (that closed and everlasting deathbed after 

the deathbed scene as the lights never again come up, except for the other). A space that 

cannot, and is not herein, figured: for even this film must end...as all films must...But, again 

this ending is not ours, to relive... 

...Coming after the closing16 of this film with “an analysis” however, Lynch’s Inland Empire 
 

16 The choice of video as opposed to film must be brought within the folds of our 
frameworking here. It is a very notable choice of carrier. Lynch (within the constraints of his 
fluid “Fordist” (as in the director, not the automobile-manufacturer and manufactured-
metonym) way with prying interviewers (read Ford’s evasive responses to the Ivy League 
bookish Bogdanovich in interviews on artistic motivations and intentions) speaks of video’s 
freedom within the filming “situation room” in comparison to the tight and hemming-in lock-
stepping of celluloid film that will transport its tightness across the entire filmic space-time 
surface, permanently percolating through to its lock-stepping perforations. Whatever the 
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cannot be reduced to any “final” or closing commentary critical commentary. This article has 

not sought to do so, but has sought to open up some problems. In any event, the film’s 

“internal” space-time is crisscrossed and echoed by alternate scenarios within “its” scenario 

and so could not adequately be embraced by a commentary that could adequately measure 

itself to such movements. Any such attempt at a theoretical reduction would be a too-tidy 

puzzling- through for such a complicated and generally (economically, after Bataille) or 

generously overdetermined17 text that is something more than merely polysemic. Inland 

empire does not disembark an audience onto dry land and does not close upon a quarry 

and thus might be labeled “disseminative,” rather than polysemic? Inland Empire, in any 

event, cannot be reflected upon as a mere reflection or progression or a terminally-oriented 

“project” placed in compass toward a studiously thought-through cinematic goal. Even if that 

goal (and this is a high probability) was, in a way, to unsystematically deconstruct just “what” 

it might be to be responsible, to “be” a singular actor that a film or autoexperienced 

biography might mete justice to.  

The problematic of “the performative,” (and here we could easily set sail upon a long and 

 
concrete practice-based affordances or results for this film-making process undertaken with 
the HD Video Sony PD-150 (which, to be sure, come out at the consumption end for taking-
up by the viewer) the very quality of video as opposed to film gives a live sense that attempts 
to mimic and mimesis of the live “bestial newness” of the unfolding of the unconscious (cuts 
between spaces in the video-film are not as semiotic-mechanistic, for one). In brief summing-
up (but we could very easily say more, if economies of time were not in train): If film is the 
medium herein of the institutionally centered ego in a kind of mirror phase (where the end is 
guaranteed by the first-cause of the beginning in famous cause-effect logical sequencing), 
then interlaced HD video (even with interlacing subtracted and a cinematic sheen and 
situating –as in where we are seated to engage- added) offers uncontrollable resources that 
spill-over just exactly-ish like the cauldron that is “the Id” (Das Es), but which does not add 
up to any real subtraction of a notional responsibility, but which instead has it burrowing 
deeper having every moment unfold in some liveness. Just as the dream is an alternate space 
of responsibility (see Derrida’s masterful points regarding the unconscious as a space of 
virtual responsibility). The Id is not let out then of the responsibility-circuitry (into a or i-
responsibility) but taken up all the more securely, and this Sony PD150 captures that process 
very well and has been surprisingly underutilised (perhaps with the exception of Lars Von 
Trier in exploring this cinematic responsibility problematic outside of Celluloid and its tracks) 
as a space for deconstructing film.  
17 Though we would wish to reduce the Althusserian overtones of this term, as Althusser never 
felt comfortable with dissemination.  
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winding footnote in discussing all of the events and performatives in Inland Empire18), even 

if Lynch himself is in himself not avowedly or ontically aware of ‘the performative’ as any 

particular theoretical difficulty19, is still nevertheless marked by that difficulty of arriving at a 

“I do/did” or “I mark thee” or “I do not exist.” 

Nikki, Who or What? 

Who and/or what is the character of Nikki in this film? What is their journey? To what do they 

owe their existence?  

We know, at least, that there really is no central character (it would be too clever-clever of 

us, perhaps, to declare that “she” is a de-central character?). Or, to revise this last starting-

statement, we know that Laura Dern’s character “Nikki Grace” or “Susan Blue” is not the only 

person that matters within the matter of the scenario. As she (her character: and aren’t we/she 

always-already watching ourselves unwinding on the infinitely projected summation-screen, 

always making sure that we stand apart from our performances and that we 

mark/archive/record our presence-orientations within the world and in in-finite hope) is in her 

somewhat un-orgiastic death-throes, we cannot fail to note the sheer lack of “note” that her 

death is having on those who happen to be around her at that time, in a Hollywood 

Boulevard closed shop doorway: no loving circle here of those who would help her to cash-

 
18 We will however say that the famous border disputes of responsibility and the 
performative, where Derrida takes Austin for task on his spurious notions of a felicitous 
performative placed cleanly outside of parasitic citations, drunkenness, madness, dramatic 
reconstruction, etc. and where Austin himself begins to drift and lose direction and confidence 
in his own opposition, map across very well to the identity crises and role conflicts (who plays 
whom?) and whether one is presently comporting oneself in the moment or reading off a 
script and remaking another drama, but one which, as it were, trans-generationally haunts, 
and one is doomed to compulsively repeat, repeats this problematic of the performative. 
On what level Lynch is in a position to know this, is not of importance to the pertinence of this 
problematic of the performative that we here make (too little) space for. A larger study 
would certainly find it necessary to fold this in.  
19 As in Derrida and Butler’s important complications of the self-presence or uni-causality of 
the concept of the “performative” in the work of Austin and Searle in works such as Signature, 
Even Context; Limited Inc. in the case of Derrida, and Bodies that Matter, Excitable Speech 
and Gender Trouble in the case of Butler. Here, as in the last footnote, problems of citation, 
of iteratibility (which, as Derrida points out, is not reducible to citation outside of mutation 
and certain quotient of intentionality) and equally of the constative’s stake in the game.  
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out her lifetime’s takings.  

For this deathbed scenario, of our de-central character, is barely figuring or making any 

impression at all upon its dream-machinery backdrop: a “dream machinery” figured, not 

only by the abject-backside of the infamous Boulevard of dreams, where the “tramps” and 

the “hookers” and the general “scum” adorn this uncanny unhomely sidewalk during her 

“scene,” (and thus nobody or nothing else’s20) figuring as conventional semiotic (extra) 

ground for the central filmic figure, but now not standing out in some forefront of an 

interpellative frame.  

Like them (the conventionally uncared for who “populate” the seedy sidewalk), here our 

secondary identificatory figure is really failing to make the archive of all those concretised 

and eternal traces of all the Hollywood lives that have gone ahead and gone before her 

(for did she truly “star” in this film that is a remake of a film-referent, we are entitled to ask, 

even though we have left that film in the margins of out discussion?).  

The blood of her body-writing is writing itself quite invisibly on the sidewalk, accompanying, 

equally, all of those invisible remainderless dreams that were dashed in the previously 

untraced blood of all those who never made it onto the walk. This death scene has chosen 

the perfect non-place to trace out its lack of trace.  

We do not “need” to talk21 about all the blood and skin deposited and swept away 

 
20 For we should not forget that many things die beyond humans and insects “down there” 
(as in Harry Lime seeing humans down there from his Ferris wheel as unworthy of care, and 
thus as “mere insects” of “mere life” “who” have the very opposite, apparently of a soul and 
a sovereign moment to die for). We might then ask: what makes the human not always-
already an insect? If we look carefully, we might see that was creeps out of our lives, in that 
moment, is something of the insect’s being, and nothing more? 
21 For how can we talk about the unrecorded and the seeming “insect” lives that are allowed 
to dwindle and diminish and disappear as they do not make the archive of allowability? The 
ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) cold non-recording of insignificant vagrant 
lifedeaths that cross the borders but which seemingly do not belong to self-conscience of the 
“Inland Empire” of the USA’s own Ipse “caring” (in a technical Sorge sense) system of 
structured utterances. I write this note in early November 2020, as countless lives are lost 
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unreported and unrecorded in this somewhat seedy zone of downtown LA, near to the 

graveyard named “Hollywood Forever”22.  

Outside of these protected spaces or zones, they did their dances, took their chances, but it 

hardly ever paid off, statistically speaking. Do you know the way to San Jose? All those who 

have gone before did not “grace” the stars or leave us their performative hand-prints23. 

They had their dreams to remain but finally had to walk. Without ash or remainder and then 

no possibility of reminder... 

...“Lady, you is dying”:  

…time to take THE WALK.  

Well she’s cheated the right path ain’t she? Surely she must have something to say about this 

cheating and her acting-of-love (as herself be her witness; her neuro-biological inner life-

 
largely unchallenged and unrecorded (or never possibly futurally “to be” in terms of uteruses 
being removed from illegal paperless immigrants), as they were apparently never properly 
found/ed or had any rites of way or right to hospitality. Nikki is just one of the many who 
have no grand archive, and she is but an allegorical trace of many lost and unlived lives 
placed into some natural-but-conventional hierarchy, where one flies by private jet as the 
other is left to bleed out in a cell, and all they apparently had were their own two sovereign 
feet to stand upon and thus cannot blame or lean upon anyone else if those feet prove too 
lame to achieve fame and thus be part of the flame under the protection of Hestia. Such 
forms into a mass of signatureless death warrants.  
22 This area of Hollywood Boulevard sidewalk, just outside of the Scientology centre, is about 
a 25 minute walk from the Hollywood Forever cemetery that houses some impressive and 
impactful Hollywood graves. Transportation by bus and owners of “pet” monkeys are also 
spoken of and over the dying actress/character during this scene by two homeless bit part 
players 
23 Again the indexical signature provides a sense of security between the possible separation 
of the subject and the object. Though it may not be our own signature (like Nikki may not be 
the original actor), the signature or the handprint performs a pride that observer partake 
of. Any writing is a trace or an imprint that testifies to a previous indomitable presence 
(photo- graphs are deposited prints that can only be read or cashed-in as once-present-
remainders of something always-already lost-at- the-point-of-capture). Here the difference 
between intentionality and recording, star and star become problematic. All there is is the 
mysterious halo without the depositing star (in an extended sense, far beyond Hollywood) 
really causally-performing. In one area to have handprints and stars of the “forevered,” 
again marks this out as strange and unhomely scene.  
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summing summoning apparatchik will be her stenographing recorder-judge).  

Acting marks an ambiguous signature within this film, with disseminative residues echoing into 

the final death-scene, where presumably the acting of the “acting” is peeled back toward a 

prior proper nakedness? But this final death-scenario, whose nakedness “writes” its final 

naked-message onto the finalising recording devise of the ‘Faceless-Stenographing-

Biological-Saint-Peter-Apparatchik’, is not located at the story’s end. The plot is not and never 

was the real underlying underwritten story.  

To find “what” she has to say about this naked-truth, we need to rearrange the story and 

extract it from the plot (take the latent travailed currents from the temporal-manifest). She 

dies towards the end of the plot but from the beginning of the story (and plot, 

retrospectively) we are always already placed within her death throes. We see towards the 

end that “from” the beginning of the film we were oriented toward her end. All of the 

meetings and the failed-meetings (the read-through that is disturbed and morphs ‘Trial- like’ 

into another-scenario) are but the judgments of the final testimony moment that nevertheless 

is not naked but is still acting24 (Austin’s constative/performative difficulty25).  

 
24 We also see Lynch pseudo-deconstruct the “responsibility scenario” of the dying moment 
(though fall simultanesouly into its mythos) in Mulholland Drive (again a female 
character/actor facing her death sentence), and identity is also the key problematic in Lost 
Highway.  
25 This is the difficulty of ‘responsibility’ that would stand the responsible active human apart 
from the a-responsible reactive animal and one that the quite traditional concept of Austin’s 
‘performative’ does nothing but leave in place, solidify and re- perform. From the animal’s 
‘poor-in-world’ depositing of ‘constative’ traces (and its attendant running and re-running of 
preset- bio-bordered programs), we reach the self-set limits of the traces found within the 
eminent human domain: here we would notionally find performances that are original and 
proper to a responding and responsible individuated agency. The signature, or stamp, of 
this agency (the footprints left on the double-facing boulevard) must not be a remaking or 
remodeling of a prior referent but must be the evidence of a once-live bootstrap agency 
that only extends when extended as repeatable record, at its end. At this end (with its 
deposits) it leaves the possibility of repetition for others to merely extend and thus depend. 
Without then this purity of the performative, extension priorly and already invades the host-
body proper (and ending might not arrive only later). How one then decides on the self-
inclusive status of the performative decision in setting off a split (a decision would leave an 
alternate pathway of comparison at any such crossroad) might however be loaded with a 
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We go back then to the thoroughly onto-theological ideal of the final self-entrusting of the 

truth that was our life. For this moment is, perhaps, not a moment of and in the truth, but is 

itself still very much a part of the cloth and the text and the stage and is not a figure to a 

discernable ground. As the firewalk progresses the telos-of-the-truth finally never arrives. It 

was there but it was always-already gone...  

The entirety of the film, just as the life itself was always-already the time of the (fire) walk: 

the unfolding prospective temporality is already in congress with its retrospective, within a 

highly hauntological or spectral format that is the time of the differantial present. She bumps 

into some others and brushes alongside, along her own personal firewalk.  

And these people ‘bumped-into’ are those across the boundary of the outside and alongside 

who might learn and earn from her deposited traces. Here Derrida’s insect in the archive of 

the stone26
  

could find itself subject-object problematic (the leaving of the trace frozen in 

the moment as always-already a trace). For she (in her trace-leaving) may, in herself, have 

failed, cheated and acted and come up short in the judging of the “Faceless-Stenographing-

Biological-Saint-Peter-Apparatchik,” but her traces are still there: her inside is outside and 

 
problematic anthropocentric weight? The notion of the wrapped-up decisive deciding agency 
might however conceptually evade or hold back items that in the background (that is 
something more active than a mere ‘setting-against’ from which one’s decisions would stand 
out) cannot produce anything as singular and exacting as a singular split. The supposedly 
decentered and theologically cold notion of parallel universes resides somewhat perhaps 
within this theologically warm anthropocentric jungle. Where is the stretch of the animal and 
the crowded background (that might invade or be, or at least give the appearance of a 
foreground decision) in such a performative splitting off? The animal and a secondary Nikky 
Grace herself must here be excluded from the live kingdom of the decisive split. 
26 In Limited Inc. Derrida talks about the “animal” trace through the very evolutionary low 
(as in from a long time ago and of limited reactive/’responsive’ cybernetic complexity) 
example of a fly found in a piece of green rock. At this point it is very hard to judge 
archaeologically on the status of difference between foreground fly and background rock 
in terms of a poverty of world. By concentrating on this existentially impoverished example 
Derrida doesn’t give it back some stolen responsibility of leaving a mark, but inherently 
questions an idea that one could separate the deposits of a notionally secure human agency 
(like the one who writes here) from an background process. The wonderful life of the human 
agency here should not think of itself then as sovereignly secure from the muddied 
indifference of the fly/rock figure/background (background/background) differences and 
distinctions (the border mark of animal and anthropos). Again ‘decision’ and ‘responsibility’ 
come into some consideration. 
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available for viewing. It is nothing but that viewing, without limit-liminality. These traces that 

she has left can be passed-along and donated to some next-in-lines. As these waiting next 

in-lines ourselves she kisses us, graces us with her absented presence, leaving us moving along 

within her wake as we move along our own trajectory towards our own later but unavoidable 

firewalk. There she goes, as we go too...  

...AlreadyOssified; testified; always-already27 and from the inside-out, into a lesson-left 

lifeless ‘one’. A remaining ash. The performance and the act never left the stage...  

...the stage and the performative are indivisible.  

As the character that we are comes, like the insect, to bow out, just “who” or “what” will, as 

the body shuts down, having had its very last dream, then take its walk and its bow out into 

the wings and forever then out of sight, having never been?  

Will this exiting agency be the exiting agency of a responsible centre, a captain leaving its 

long-friended ship, or instead something like a very small parcel of life, an insect perhaps, 

that crawls out of some orifice of this body unseen; not some “soul” but some very small 

element of what is called life that is just what all life has. Dasein was only ever an insect, a 

small force of conatus, like perhaps a moth? 
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 The Shamanic Zone. (Ryan Madej) 
  

            “It is not necessary to accept everything as true, one must only accept it as 

necessary.”  

                                                                    Franz Kafka  

  

In our daily struggles to grasp reality, let alone come to an understanding of it, we inevitably 

come up against an invisible wall that our five senses cannot penetrate. Now, as we begin 

the third decade of the 21st century our senses—which have always been our guide for 

better or worse—have come under attack by our own hand. As our technological fetish 

deepens and another layer of simulation is thrown over reality, our existential dread also 

deepens, allowing us to melt further into the technological collective. Individual consciousness 

is being forgotten in favour of a drift toward formlessness here at the dawn of the Aquarian 

age.  

  

When humankind evolved to a point where we could conceive of times, places and objects 

outside ourselves, this was the birth of the shamanic zone. These early psychonauts and sages 

were the first to engage our inner reality rather than our outer material reality, marking a 

shift in our perception not only of ourselves, but the Universe. As noted chaos magician Peter 

Carroll states in his book The Octavo,  

“shamanic magic still works reasonably well, especially for line of sight work, magic within 

the village or hunting ground, and occasionally for magic just over the perceptual horizon” 

(Carroll, Peter, the Octavo, pg. 15). The shamanic zone is one of imperfect logic, but whose 

logic is dependent on one’s personal experience within what the shaman would consider a 

malleable, strange universe. We see similar zones in other mystical or religious traditions 

such as Hinduism and its book the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali. The ancient rishis who were not 

getting the answers they sought from the material world turned inward and created a system 

that yielded incredible results. To our present day, across all the traditions of faith, mysticism 

and shamanic practice, there are countless stories of ‘unnatural phenomena’ and occult 

abilities which continue to astound as well as confuse us as to how it is possible at all.  

  

The forces that created our Universe—the nuclear strong and weak forces, gravity and 

electromagnetism—obviously birthed humankind as well through these interactions, and it 

does not take a leap of logic to see that on some level these same forces could be at our 

mercy through a method or mechanism of some kind. Were these shamans and rishis the first 
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reality hackers? Perhaps the first to discover a method that transcends normal perception? 

Science has also begun to take notice, as numerous studies have been conducted on 

meditators who through the power of concentration can collapse quantum systems. It’s 

interesting to note that the highly developed civilizations of the past—the Egyptians, the 

Aztecs etc—adopted a worldview where science and mystical experience were largely 

intertwined, incorporating our two hemispheres of thought: reason and intuition. The 

calamities of our past have done much to destroy vast amounts of knowledge related to 

these arts, and it is my feeling that the true potential of the human mind and body lies within 

this sacred zone. The coming Age, then is perhaps a signal of a reawakening of this 

worldview...either that, or a sign that those of us who walk the path of the mystic must take 

refuge in obscurity once more.  
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